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Proceedings of the First St_aWlFS Science Team Meeting
PREFACE
The occasion of the First SeaWlFS Science Team Meeting represents a major milestone on behalf of the ocean
color community to renew satellite ocean color observations following the Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS)
proof-of-concept mission. The meeting was hosted by the SeaWiFS Project and attended by 56 team members
(or their delegates) representing 17 countries, plus observers from many U,S. and foreign agencies, institutions,
and corporations, The breadth of Interest and expertise attests to the maturity of this new field, and to the
importance attached to the SeaWiFS mission.
These Proceedings of the meeting attempt to summarize the major deliberations of the group, and to provide a
current directory of investigations, It is somewhat unusual in NASA progra__msto institute a science team of this
size relatively late with respect to the expected launch date, but the complexion of the mission is quite different
from what has been attempted in the past. Therefore, one of the objectives of the meeting was to brief team
members and agency representatives on the status of the program, and to elicit comments and recommendations
for needc.d changes, _dlttons, or deletions to the program.
The group was v0ry successful in accomplishing the primary goals, from the Project's perspective. For the most
part, the Project came away with a strong endorsement of ltsapproach and performance in most areas. This is
attributed primarily to the excellent scientific advice the Project received from the SeaWiFS Prelaunch Science
Working Group, and the serious consideration of the advice by the Project. Additionally, with the help of
session chairs during working groups, the Science Team provided clearly stated recommendations at the meeting
in areas where advice was sought by the Project or where alterations would be beneficial to the mission.
The launch of the SeaStar spacecraft carrying the SeaWIFS sensor is approximately six months distant at this
writing. Consequently, the authors have made every attempt to compile these proceedings as rapidly as possible
and to Include all Science Team recommendations. Action on some of the recommendat|0ns has already been
taken by the Project or organizations with Project responsibilities, llke the Goddard Distributed Active Archive
Center (DAAC), while others will require further study, it is unlikely that all of the recommended changes can
be implemented for launch, due to cost and schedule constraints, but all will be considered carefully. Progress on
these latter items will be tracked by the Project, and the Team will be kept informed of important developments
via electronic mail and other means. Time does not permit a thorough review by every participant, so the authors
take responsibility for all errors and inaccuracies present. We urge readers to bring any errors to our attention.
There was a great sense of optimism and excitement at the meeting because resumption of routine observations
of ocean color, with significant improvements in data quality and quantity, is now close at hand. The joint com-
mercial and research approach has enabled a faster and more affordable mission, and has required adaptations
in how the research community interfaces with the mission and data archives. Continued active participation
of Science Team members and the research community will help assure that this experimental approach and
scientific mission fulfills not only the fiscal and schedule goals, but most importantly, the scientific goals as
well. We look forward to an active series of working group meetings and the next full Science Team meeting
for progress along these lines, and within the next year, to the initial results of the science investigations using
SeaWiFS data .........
Many individuals contributed to the success of the meeting in terms of preparation of documentation,)ogistical
arrangements, and strong positive attitudes. I would like to express my appreciation to Project personnel, DAAC
V0 personnel, and especially to Dr. Stan Hooker, Ms. Connie Hall, and Ms. Meta Frost for their excellent support
in conducting the meeting.
Greenbelt, Maryland
February 1993
-- W. E. Esaias
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ABSTRACT
The first meeting of the SeaWiFS Science Team was held January 19-22, 1993 in Annapolis, Maryland, in
preparation for a launch of the SeaStar satellite carrying the SeaWiFS ocean color sensor in the October 1993
time frame. The primary goals of the meeting were: 1) to brief Science Team members, agency representa-
tives, and international collaborators in considerable detail on the status of the mission by representatives from
the SeaWiFS Project, the prime contractor Orbital Sciences Corporation (OSC), and the Goddard Distributed
Active Archive Center (DAAC); 2) to provide for briefings on the science investigations undertaken by Science
Team members and to solicit comments and recommendations from meeting attendees for improvements; and 3)
to improve coordination of research and validation activities both inter- and intra-nationally with respect to col-
lection, validation, and application of ocean color data from the SeaWiFS mission. Following the presentations,
working groups met more informally for in-depth discussions covering all aspects of the mission and underlying
scientific questions. These deliberations resulted in 60 specific recommendations concerning the mission, each of
which was reviewed in plenary session to develop a consensus position. The SeaWtFS Project and the Goddard
DAAC have developed a list of action items based on the recommendations and will provide their response to
each of the recommendations in a timely fashion.
1. INTRODUCTION
SeaWiFS, the Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor,
will bring to the ocean community a welcomed and im-
proved renewal of the ocean color remote sensing capa-
bility lost when the Nimbus-7 Coastal Zone Color Scan-
ner (CZCS) ceased operating in 1986. SeaWtFS is part of
the Earth Probes initiative within the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration (NASA) which emphasizes
satellites with short lead times and simple launch require-
ments. The purpose of SeaWiFS is to examine factors that
affect global change. Because of the role of phytoplankton
in the global carbon cycle, data obtained from SeaWiFS
will be used to assess the ocean's role in the global car-
bon cycle as well as other biogeochemical cycles. SeaWiFS
data will be used to help elucidate the magnitude and
variability of the annual cycle of primary production by
marine phytoplankton and to determine the distribution
and timing of spring blooms. The observations will help
to visualize the dynamics of ocean and coastal currents
and eddies, the physics of mixing, and the relationships
between ocean physics and large-scale patterns of produc-
tivity. The data will help fill the gap in ocean biological
observations between those of the CZCS and the Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS), which is part
of the Earth Observing Satellite (EOS) program.
The SeaWiFS Project (Code 970.2) hosted its first Sea-
WiFS Science Team (SST) meeting in Annapolis, Mary-
land from January 19-22 at the Historic Inns of Annapo-
lis. The meeting was organized with the following objec-
tives in mind: 1) to familiarize each Science Team member
with the goals and proposed science of other team mem-
bers; 2) to brief the Science Team on the current status
of the Project and provide an opportunity for the Science
Team to make recommendations on issues facing the Proj-
ect; and 3) to assemble representatives of the wkler ocean
color community so a more integrated approach to blo-
optics can be established,
Mission overviews from NASA Headquarters (HQ), the
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), the Project, and
OSC, the principal contractor, were given, along with per-
spectives from other government agencies addressing the
relevance of SeaWtFS to ongoing or planned projects. The
latter were followed by detailed baselines of the primary
elements of the Project and summaries of work done by
investigators under contract with the Project. The base-
lines established what actions are being pursued for the
fundamental issues facing the Project and will be the pri-
mary criteria for determining whether or not the Project is
meeting its objectives and the concerns of the wider com-
munity.
Summaries of what each team member proposed to do
were given before the meeting divided into working groups
to address issues requiring more discussion or a consensus
of opinion. On the last day, issues and recommendations
from the various working group leaders were presented for
discussion and approval. After the plenary session ad-
journed, the participants attended either a tour of OSC
or a tour of the Project. The former allowed participants
to see space hardware and OSC's facilities, while the lat-
ter was devoted to Project demonstrations and tours of
GSFC's facilities.
1.1 Invited Presentations
Following introductions by the Project Scientist, Wayne
Esaias, Dixon Butler and Frank Muller-Karger discussed
issues at NASA HQ which are affecting or will affect Sea-
WiFS. The Research and Applications (P_A) budget has
absorbed a $21 million cut for Landsat and the Upper At-
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mosphereResearchSatellite(UARS).Within thebudget
environment,SeaWiFSneedsto maximizethe quality of
the product, establish a data archive, and lay the con-
ceptual groundwork for the next decade of ocean remote-
sensing science. Frank Mu!ier-Karger noted political ac-
tion might be needed to strengthen the prospects for Sea-
WiFS and beyond. Vince Salomonson completed the up-
per management overview. He hailed SeaWiFS as being
innovative and presented the connections to MODIS and
the Goddard DAAC.
Bob Kirk presented the SeaWiFS Project organization
and explained the roles and responsibilities of each project
member. His project status overview covered five areas:
1. The sensor is completed and undergoing testing.
2. The spacecraft engineering development units
have been tested and many flight units have
been started, but they are behind schedule.
3. The launch involves three firsts: 1) use of a
Stretch Pegasus, which has a tight motor de-
livery schedule; 2) use of a new L-i011 carrier
aircraft; and 3) use of the Vandenburg assembly
facility.
4. The OSC ground control system design is com-
plete, construction has begun, and the decryp-
tion box is in development.
5. The GSFC system is on schedule and will un-
dergo an end-to-end test in March.
He also noted in his remarks that all SeaWiFS data will
be put in the public domain five years after collection.
Wayne Esaias gave an overview of the various groups
involved with SeaWiFS and presented the Project's data
policy (see Appendix A). OSC will build, launch, and oper-
ate SeaStar (the spacecraft carrying the SeaWiFS sensor),
and will then sell the data to NASA and commercial users.
Although the contract with OSC is for a data buy, NASA
specified the data quality and characteristics, and will pro-
vide the following throughout the five-year lifetimeof the
mission', a) data for research users, b) development of re-
search algorithms, c) calibration and validation functions,
and d) processing and archiving of global data. A com-
i parison of the CZCS and SeaWiFS sensors was also given,
and improvements of the latter with respect to the former
_ were clearly identified.
Antonio Elias from OSC described the contract OSC
has with NASA and emphasized the following: a) the con-
tract represents a fixed-price data sale--there is no chance
for a cost increase; b) SeaStar is the first privately owned
remote sensing satellite in history; c) NASA and OSC are
an effective team--this is the smoothest running contract
OSC has seen with much less paperwork than usual; and
d) both sides profit from this architecture since costs to
NASA are lower and OSC has an opportunity for higher
: profits from commercial ventures. He ended by saying OSC
wants this kind of contract in the future.
Keith Lyon, also from OSC, presented the current sta-
tus of SeaStar and OSC with regard to SeaWiFS. He high-
lighted several important points: a) due to the delay of
the spacecraft preceding SeaStar, there has been schedule
erosion--the key is personnel conflicts within OSC for each
mission; b) the launch time frame is August-October, 1993
(R. Kirk later mentioned October 15 is likely); c) the de-
coder interface is ready; d) the ground station will be in
Fairmont, West Virginia, with operational control in Ster-
ling, Virginia; and e) a newsletter will come out shortly
and there is a customer service line.
Richard Roberts and Alan Holmes, from Hughes/Santa
Barbara Research Center (SBRC), described the status of
the SeaWiFS sensor. Environmental testing will take place
in January. Richard Roberts showed the various electronic
boards and redundancies, leading to a discussion of which
boards could be removed to save weight. Science Team
members said removal of useful redundant boards should
only be considered as a last alternative. Alan Holmes pre-
sented summaries for when the sensor was used to collect
data from the moon, sun, and blue sky. The sensor ap-
peared to be functioning as expected.
Bob Winokur, from the Office of the Oceanographer of
the Navy, indicated Navy Operations would focus on the
coastal environment for support of expeditionary forces.
He emphasized the application of ocean color to naval
warfare within which the diffuse attenuation length and
coastal circulation patterns are a high priority. Optical
clarity data might be utilized for non-acoustic detection of
submersibles. The primary application of SeaWiFS data
to Navy needs would be to contribute to defining the en-
vironment in question for operations, system design, sen-
sor performance predictions, and naval planning activities.
SeaWiFS data will also contribute to the development and
updating of a global optical climatology database.
Mike Reeve, representing the National Science Founda-
tion (NSF), stressed NSF has been on an ocean color roller
coaster. The budget, including ship support, is down 3-
4 %. NSF is the lead agency for the Joint Global Ocean
Flux Study (JGOFS), with a budget of $i2 million--which
should have been $20 million--it has a ship operations bud-
get shortfall of $3 million. Mike Reeve saw maneuvering
room in the 1994-1995 time frame, and mentioned the bio-
optics cruise planned as part of the JGOFS Arabian Sea
Process Study. He also discussed interactions with the
World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE) commu-
nity, which has designated berths on ships for CO2 and bio-
optics. Other issues discussed were the in situ data policy
and cross-fertilization of investigators within SeaWiFS and
EOS, to develop an optimum coordination strategy. Greg
Mitchell responded to ship-time concerns, and suggested
a Multi-Agency Ship-Scheduling for SeaWiFS (MASSS)
conference, involving NSF, the Navy, and the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
Kathy Sullivan of NOAA represented the interests of
several different NOAA programs, including the National
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EnvironmentalSatelliteDataInformationService(NES-
DIS),theNationalOceanService(NOS),andtheNational
MarineFisheriesService(NMFS).Thereisstronginterest
in (highresolution)localareacoverage(LAC)data for
coastalareas[asopposedto the coarseresolutionglobal
areacoverage(GAC)data].Recruitmentanddistribution
of fishis importanto fisheries,andtherearewaterqual-
ity issuesin theestuarine-oceantransitionalzone.NOAA
ispreparedto helpsupportthedeploymentandmainte-
nanceof theMarineOpticalBuoy(MOBY),althoughfive
shipdaysonaquarterlybasisis tough. NOAA is commit-
ted to LAC archive and data capture, as well as a yearly
validation cruise.
Rick Spinrad spoke for the Office of Naval Research
(ONR). He emphasized the partnership with the Naval
Research Laboratory (NRL), and highlighted ONR inter-
ests. Coastal and shallow water (littoral zone) has strong
emphasis, as it is the area which must be controlled to
support on-shore military operations. Some of the waters
involved are Case 1, but most are Case 2. Environmental
quality, pollutant fate, sediment-water exchange and air-
sea exchange are also important along coasts, and within
harbors and estuaries. ONR does not have an ocean color
group, but has an Ocean Optics group and an Oceanic
Biology group. He noted ONR is an active Arabian Sea
player, with the accelerated research initiative (ARI) ef-
fort now managed by Charlie Yentsch. There is a Coastal
Ocean Optics Program (COOP) effort planned for 1995,
and interest in an Iron fertilization experiment.
George Saunders of the Department of Energy (DOE)
described DOE efforts within the Environmental Sciences
Division, primarily oceanic CO2 measurements in cooper-
ation with WOCE and JGOFS. The Ocean Margins pro-
gram will concentrate on factors affecting carbon in the
Cape Hatteras region. This includes atmospheric interac-
tion, production, remineralization, transport, and burial
processes. Photosynthetic fixation in Case 2 waters will
be emphasized. Data from SeaWiFS will aid estimation
of irradiance, optical properties, pigments, and coastal cir-
culation patterns. SeaWiFS measurements can be ground-
truthed and will provide estimates of process intensity over
several scales of variability.
1.2 Project and MODIS Presentations
Watson Gregg presented Mission Operations baselines.
He emphasized the three major goals of the mission: five-
year lifetime, global coverage, and maximum scientific use-
fulness. Examples of coverage were presented under vari-
ous power constraints. The at-launch power budget allows
for a 40 min. duty cycle per orbit. Examples of coverage
that emphasized the effects of clouds, sun glint contami-
nation, and several tilt strategies were also shown. The
navigation strategy was described.
Chuck Vermillion described the GSFC Data Capture
Facility and presented the data acquisition baselines. The
primary technical function of the Data Capture Facility is
to provide technical consultation and support in the fol-
lowing four areas:
1) Phone and written technical support regarding
the front-end, ingest, and image processing com-
ponents of the NASA supported ground stations,
2) Level-0 frame synchronized output format for
NASA supported ground stations,
3) SeaWiFS High Resolution Picture Transmission
(HRPT) level-la modular software for NASA
supported ground stations, and
4) On-site system integration support on a case-by-
case basis.
Gene Feldman presented the SeaWiFS Data Process-
ing baselines, emphasizing the following points: 1) large
volumes of SeaWiFS data must be processed in a timely
fashion; 2) processing control should require as little hu-
man intervention as possible; 3) changes in the processing
scheme, e.g., new algorithms, should be easily incorporated
or removed; 4) multiple processing threads must be able to
run concurrently; and 5) the processing methodologies and
data products must be fully documented. The system has
been in a run and break mode to refine the proposed op-
erational scenarios and design limits. Gene also presented
the data system monitor and control interface, which was
later seen in action at Goddard on Friday, January 22.
Technical issues involving the hardware and software de-
velopments are being addressed.
Chuck McClaln presented the Calibration and Valida-
tion baselines. The baselines incorporate various strategies
for meeting the accuracy goals for the water-leaving radi-
ances and chlorophyll-llke pigment derived products and
include augmentations to MODIS oceans team members
(D. Clark for optical buoy and submersible spectrometer
development; H. Gordon for atmospheric correction algo-
rithm development; and K. Carder for bio-optical data
collection) to accelerate their activities to meet the Sea-
WiFS launch schedule. The funding profile ramps upward
from 1991-1994 and then rapidly decreases in subsequent
years, which is supposed to be offset by an increase in
MODIS ocean team funding. Other investigators are also
being funded to collect additional bio-optical data sets,
address specific atmospheric correction issues, participate
in the calibration round-robin, and develop level-3 bin-
ning algorithms. The in-house effort is focused on pre-
and post-launch onboard sensor characterization and cal-
ibration methodologies, post-launch vicarious calibration
methodologies, engineering data evaluation, ancillary data
analysis and quality control, quality control of level-1 to
level-3 products (including development of quality mask
and flag algorithms), coordination of a calibration round-
robin, and in situ data acquisition and database develop-
ment. The importance of augmenting the MODIS Oceans
Team optical mooring program was also made.
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Bill Barnes discussed the sensor acceptance tests base-
lines which are derived from the Statement of Work (SOW)
that is a part of the contract between NASA and OSC.
The SOW contains a set of SeaWtFS performance criteria
which have been divided late pre- and post-launch tests.
The output from these tests will constitute the baseline
whereby NASA will determine whether the data from Sea-
WiFS meet the system requirements placed on OSC by the
government, Parameters to be measured include relative
and absolute radtometrlc accuracy, modulation transfer
function, signal to noise, transient response, polarization
lnsensltlvlty, and numerous other parameters. Prelaunch
results will be reviewed by Project personnel at the SBRC
Acceptance Review in March, 1993. OSC is required to
declarc SeaWtFS operational within 30 days after launch.
Within 90 days of this event, the Project must make a de-
termination as to whether or not the system is acceptable.
Stan Hooker gave an overview of the Field Validation
and Deployment baselines. He presented the observational
requirements for SeaWtFS calibration and validation, iden-
tified what constituted a full deployment for SeaWiFS cal-
Ibration, and gave a quick status of in 8itu data collec-
tion. Most of the data collection cruises are coming from
MODIS Investigations, thus, changes in the MODIS bud-
get critically affect the SeaWtFS field effort. The calendar
for upcoming field deployments was presented. The more
likely launch date in mid-October fell within the launch
slip scenarios he presented.
Howard Gordon gave a tutorial on atmospheric correc-
tion and the design of the current SeaWiFS algorithm. The
absence of African or Asian dust models, sea surface foam,
and cirrus clouds was noted. Regional algorithms would be
a useful extension, but might require even more computing
power beyond what is already a significant cpu need: ap-
proximately 9,800 model runs are needed to generate the
preliminary lookup tables for atmospheric correction.
Dennis Clark discussed the evolution of MOBY to its
present configuration, planned upgrades, and the deploy-
ment area off Lanai, Hawaii. The Lanai site was chosen
to optimize several parameters: homogeneous water, en-
hanced survival probability from being in the lee of several
islands, low vandalism probability by fishermen and recre-
ational boaters, easy access, emergency response possibili-
ties, and cellular phone coverage. If all goes well the buoy
might be moved to the JGOFS Hawaiian Optical Time
Series (HOTS) site north of Oahu, which would allow for
more complementary data and regular visitation. He also
briefly described the Case 1 water optical algorithm from
a historic and simulated SeaWtFS spectral response per-
spective.
Ken Carder described the factors affecting the algo-
rithm for Case 2 waters, including bottom effects, detritus,
humtcs, Gelbstoff, and Raman emission. The first-order
problem is to identify where the Case 1 algorithm breaks
down and should be transltioned to a Case 2 analysis. A
distance of 200 nautical miles from shore is too far, as the
region varies widely and can be close to the coast in up-
welling areas.
Bob Evans described his participation in three projects:
SeaWiFS, MODIS, and Pathfinder. He presented his data
binning, data quality, level-2 program, and data processing
activities. He is supplying much of the processing capa-
bility required by Howard Gordon and noted that future
programming efforts and cpu upgrades are expected to in-
crease current processing rates by a factor of 2-3. The
equal-area grid size was shown, and the two alternative
definitions of a data day were described in great detail.
Bob Barnes discussed the transfer of radiometric scales
to orbit and in situ instruments. There are opportunities
to perform a more complete characterization of the sensor,
including solar calibration. EOS platform calibration may
not view the full-phase moon, a difference from SeaWiFS.
Bob Barnes discussed the testing plans at SBRC. Filter
data was presented in the second notebook distributed for
the SeaWiFS Science Team Meeting (Hooker et al. 1993).
Jim Mueller from the Center for Hydro-Optics and Re-
mote Sensing (CHORS) at San Diego State University
(SDSU) discussed the radiometric and derived product ac-
curacy goals for SeaWiFS: a) radiometric accuracy of less
than 5% absolute (1% relative), b) water-leaving radiance
accuracy to within 5%, and c) chlorophyll-like pigment
concentrations to within 35% (Case 1 water). He provided
an analysis of the first round-robin radiometric calibration,
and plans for the next one. He ended his presentation with
four outstanding issues:
1. FEL irradiance intercompartsons are not yet in-
ternally consistent at the 5% level.
2. Revisit GSFC-SBRC source intercomparisons.
3. Develop and improve the procedures and soft-
ware for real-time data analysis for future round-
robins.
4. Expand participation in the intercalibration pro-
cess to include foreign and other U.S. laborato-
ries (e.g., the University of Arizona).
Chuck McClain also gave a brief discussion on the qual-
ity control effort. The quality control includes evaluation
of the ancillary data used for the level-2 processing (sur-
face wind speed, surface pressure, total columnar ozone,
and surface relative humidity), evaluation of quality masks
(e.g., cloud recognition) and flags (e.g., sun glint), and
evaluation of level-2 derived products. Masked data is as-
signed a constant value and is not processed while flagged
data is processed to level-2 derived values but is not in-
corporated in the level-3 products. The evaluation of the
ancillary data is primarily to screen the gridded field re-
ceived from operational centers, e.g., the Fleet Numerical
Oceanography Center (FNOC), the National Meteorolog-
ical Center (NMC) and the Total Ozone Mapping Spec-
trometer (TOMS) Project, for spurious grid values, miss-
ing values or missing time periods, and bad data files. This
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evaluationalso includes comparison of the fields with cli-
matological values. The evaluation of the pigment prod-
ucts will use historical data and match-up analyses of si-
multaneous satellite and in situ data. A request was made
to the Science Team to provide historical data to the Sea-
WiFS Project.
Data archive and delivery was presented by Dorothy
Zukor of the Goddard DAAC. The top three priorities for
the DAAC in FY93 are SeaWiFS, Pathfinder, and UARS.
In support of SeaWlFS, the primary goals are: a) main-
taining an archive of SeaWlFS data products, b) providing
SeaWtFS data to authorized users, and c) providing user
services for SeaWiFS data. The connection between the
DAAC and SeaWlFS has been strengthened by the tiger
team of Lola Olsen, Phil Pease, and Eugenid Del-Colle. A
description of the appearance of the browse and ordering
interface was presented. The DAAC will have a customer
service line. There is currently no data pricing policy be-
cause the operational time lines imposed on the V0 God-
dard DAAC by the SeaWiFS launch precede the planned
V0 operational schedule by one year.
1.3 Meeting Agenda
Monday, 18 January
1800 Registration, Icebreaker with Cash Bar
1900 Ocean Color Comments
2100 Evening AdJournment
S.Wilson
0700
0800
0810
0825
0840
0855
0925
0945
I000
1015
1040
II00
1230
1235
1250
1305
1320
1335
1350
1400
1420
Tuesday, 19 January
Registration, Continental Breakfast
Welcome, Logistics
NASA Headquarters Perspective
SeaWiFS and the NASA Ocean
Color Program
SeaWlFS Within GSFC
Perspective
SeaWiFS Project Baselines,
Status, and Introductions
Science Goals, Objectives, and
Data Products
OSC and the SeaStar Mission
Break
SeaStarMissionStatus
SeaWIFS SensorStatus
Luncheon
Agency Introductions
The Navy Perspective
The NSF Perspective
The NOAA Perspective
The ONR Perspective
The DOE Perspective
SeaWiFS and MODIS Introductions
Mission Operations Baseline
Data Acquisition Baseline
W. Esaias
D. Butler
F. Muller-Karger
V. Salomonson
R. Kirk
W. Esaias
A. Elias
OSC Pegasus Video
K. Lyon
R. Roberts
W, Esalas
R. Wlnokur
M. Reeve
K. Sullivan
R. Splnrad
G. Saunders
W, Esaias
W. Gregg
C. Vermillion
1440
1500
1515
1535
1555
1615
1635
1655
1730
Data Processing Baseline
Break
Calibration and Validation Baseline
Acceptance Tests Baseline
Field Validation and
Deployment Baseline
Atmospheric Correction
Optical Buoy Time Series
Case 1 AlgorithmBaseline
Evening Adjournment
G. Feldman
Lewis P-3 Video
C. McClain
W. Barnes
S. Hooker
H. Gordon
D. Clark
D. Clark
Wednesday, 20 January
0700 Registration, Continental Breakfast
0800 Introductions
0810 Case 2 Algorithm Baseline
0830 Processing Software
0850 TransferofRadlometrlcScales
toOrbitand In Situ
0910 SensorCalibrationand Charactcr-
lzation Baseline
0930 Calibration of Optical In Situ
Instruments
I000 Break
1030 Quality Control of Data
Products Baseline
1050 Data Archive and Delivery Baseline
1200 Lunch
1330 ScienceTeam Member Summaries
(members shown inslantedtype
wererepresentedby thoseshown
inparentheses)
SessionI:Abbott,Arrlgo,Balch,
Bidigare, Carrada (Rlbera), E_aias,
Frouin, Garcia, Halpern
Session 2: Atken, Bishop, Brown,
Cota, Doerffer, Falkowskt, Fukushima,
Glover, Hofmann
1500 Break
1530 Science Team Member Summaries cont.
Session 1: Davis, Hogs, Ktshtno,
Korotaev, Lewis, Matsumura, Mitchell,
Mueller, Shtlllngton, Sister, Sturm,
Trees, Walsh, Wernand, Yoder
Session 2: Iverson, Kamykowski, Kopelo-
vich, Lara-Lara, Luther, McClain, Morel,
Muller-Karger, Saksh_.ug (Pettersson),
Tlndale (Stegmann),Unlitata (Saydam),
Wastenson (Kahru),Yentsch,
Zaneveld
1800 PlenarytosetWorking Group Sessions
1830 Evening Adjournment
W. Esalas
K. Carder
R. Evans
R. Barnes
R. Barnes
J, Mueller
MOBY Video
C. McClain
D, Zukor
Thursday, 21 January
0700 Registration, Continental Breakfast
0800 Worktng Group Sesstons
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1000
1030
1200
1300
1500
1530
1730
1930
2100
O7OO
0800
0810
0930
1000
1015
1130
1200
1245
1300
1330
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A: HRPT and Data Policies
B: Round-Robin Calibration
and Field Deployments
C: Data Products and Adding
New Products
D: Atmospheric Correction
Algorithms
Break
Working Group Sessions cont.
A: Open for Impromptu
Working Groups
B: Open for Impromptu
Working Groups
C: Algorithm and Product
Validation and Binning
D: Atmospheric Correction
Algorithms cont.
Lunch
Working Croup Sessions cont.
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2. PROJECT BASELINES
Project baselines have been presented incrementally in
project preliminary design reviews (PDP, s), critical design
reviews (CDRs), and quarterly element reviews. A synthe-
sis of this information was presented in the first notebook
distributed by the Project before the meeting (Hooker et
al. 1992). This section is a partial update of the Proj-
ect baselines and represents the primary responsibilities of
each Project element. Note that some of the baselines are
subject to extensive revisions as indicated in Sections 3
and 4.
2.1 Algorithms
Issue: Atmospheric correction and bio-opttcal algorithms
are required for generating level-2 products. These al-
gorithms must be developed based on SeaWiFS wave-
lengths. The data products must be quality controlled
and validated.
Action:
1. At the instruction of NASA HQ, relevant EOS MODIS
ocean team activities have been accelerated to meet
SeaWiFS objectives and schedules. These include con-
tracts with the following:
a) the Moss Landing Marine Laboratory (MLML)
to provide a shipboard radiometer, to build and
maintain a calibration buoy (two instrumented
optical buoys and a deep-sea mooring), and to
provide near-real time buoy data sets;
b) the University of Miami (UM) to provide opera-
tional atmospheric corrections; and
c) the University of South Florida (USF) for bio-
optical data sets and Case 2 algorithm develop-
ment through a cooperative agreement.
2. In order to ensure in situ optica! data_sets are com-
parable and of high quality, a calibrationround-robin
has been initiated.
a) A contract to SDSU for instrument calibrations
and round-robin coordination has been negoti-
ated.
b) The first round-robin was held in July 1992.
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c) TheNationalInstituteof StandardsandTest-
ing(NIST)hasbeenfundedto participatein the
round-robinandto provideatransferadiometer
whichcanbecirculatedto participatinglabora-
toriesto trackcalibrationspherecharacteristics.
d) GSFCwill maintaina calibrationscaleandcon-
ductspherecalibrationcomparisonsat SBRC.
3. TheSDSUcontractandadditionalcooperativeagree-
mentswithScrippsInstitutionofOceanography(SIO)
andthe Universityof Californiaat SantaBarbara
(UCSB)augmentongoingbio-opticalfieldprograms
inordertobroadenthebio-opticaldatacollectionpro-
gram.
4. A bio-opticaldatabaseis beingdesignedat GSFC
whichwill incorporatehistoricaldatasetsandalldata
setsprovidedby NASAfundedinvestigatorsaswell
asdatavolunteeredbyothers.Thedatabasewill be
accessibleto approvedinvestigatorsforalgorithmde-
velopmentfollowingguidelinesestablishedin the In
Situ Data Policy (see Appendix A).
5. Operational atmospheric and bio-optical algorithms
will require the approval of the Science Team. When
more than one algorithm is available, the SeaWiFS
Project will conduct an intercomparison, document
the results, and provide the results to the Science
Team.
6. In the case of data quality masks for level-2 processing
and level-3 product generation, the Project will eval-
uate mask parameters and algorithms. Present masks
include flags for clouds, sensor ringing, sensor tilting,
sun glint, anomalous 550 nm normalized water-leaving
radiance, and anomalous epsilon values.
7. Product validation will include the comparison of field
observations and the satellite derived values (match-
ups) as field data are received.
2.2 Ancillary Data
Issue: Certain ancillary data are required for atmospheric
correction of SeaWiFS level-1 data. The parameters
and data sources must be identified and operational
data capture arrangements negotiated. Access to the
data sets by the research community must be pro-
vided.
Action:
1. To date, the meteorological fields required for the at-
mospheric correction include total ozone concentra-
tion, surface pressure, surface wind speed, and relative
humidity.
2. Various ozone data sources have been explored. Rou-
tine observations of global ozone concentration are
made by the following sensors: TOMS, and the Tele-
vision Infrared Observation Satellite (TIROS) Opera-
tional Vertical Sounder (TOVS).
3. Problems associated with these sensors include:
a) Nimbus-7/TOMS remains operational, but cali-
bration is a concern;
b) Meteor/TOMS data are severely compromised by
the non-sun synchronous orbit; and
c) The Pegasus/TOMS launch has slipped to late
1994.
4. Problems associated with products from these sensors
include:
a) The daily mean NOAA/TOVS ozone products
are available from NMC, but are formatted to
a coarse grid;
b) Pathfinder/TOVS products have a high resolu-
tion and separate fields for the 0730 and 1930
passes are generated, but the reprocessing sched-
ule does not match the SeaWiFS operational re-
quirements.
5. Nimbus-7/TOMS ozone products are being routinely
collected by the Project. An agreement between NMC
and GSFC Code 900 is being negotiated which would
allow access to the gridded TOVS ozone products.
6. Surface wind speed, relative humidity and pressure
fields are available from NMC and are identified in
the GSFC-NMC agreement.
7. Surface wind speed, water vapor pressure, air tem-
perature, and pressure are available from FNOC. An
agreement with FNOC to routinely copy these prod-
ucts has been finalized.
8. All ancillary data sets will be reformatted to the Hier-
archical Data Format (HDF) at the original time and
space resolution and then transferred to the GSFC
DAAC for distribution.
2.3 Data Quality and Acceptance
Issue: The SeaWiFS data quality and characteristics are to
meet certain specifications as defined in the contract
with OSC. Plans to determine whether or not the ob-
servations are within specifications need to be defined
and contingency plans made in case the data fail to
meet specifications at any time during the mission.
Action:
1. The instrument build has been closely monitored by
SeaWiFS personnel who have made routine visits to
SBRC to consult on the design and characterization
of the instrument optics, electronics, and engineering
data system components. This interaction has been
very open and constructive and has provided the Sea-
WiFS Project with the opportunity to make recom-
mendations and gain a detailed knowledge of the in-
strument. The knowledge gained has been preserved
in the form of numerous memorandums and reports to
the Project management. This information is being
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condensedandpublishedin the SeaWiFS Technical
Report Series.
2. The Project will receive a comprehensive suite of dig-
ital prelaunch test, calibration, and characterization
data which will be described in the SeaWiFS Tech-
nical Report Series and maintained in the Project's
databases.
3. All engineering data (18 parameters) will be moni-
tored in near-real time and archived in the Project's
databases.
4. The Project has developed a data certification matrix
which outlines the pre- and post-launch tests required
to certify the contractual data quality.
5. Scenarios for handling various sensor problems, e.g.,
detector failure, are being developed.
6. The integrated sensor, data, and telemetry subsys-
tems will undergo an engineering and radio frequency
(RF) compatibility test in the April 1993 time frame.
This is an end-to-end test including links through Wal-
lops Flight Facility (WFF), NASA Communications
(NASCOM), SeaWiFS Data Capture, and the Sea-
WiFS Data Processing System (SDPS).
2.4 Level-3 Binning
Issue: Level-3 binned data products will provide global
data sets of SeaWiFS derived products at reduced
resolution for a number of time scales. The binning
methodologies need to be defined.
Action:
1. In high latitude areas where orbit overlap occurs, valid
data from all orbits will be binned in the daily prod-
ucts. An orbit selection algorithm may be developed
after launch based on the study of actual data.
2. If an Earth area is resampled in the same orbit as a
result of tilting the sensor, the data from the tilted
sensor will be used. That is, tile tilt to avoid glint
contamination is more critical than a smaller atmo-
spheric path length. Moreover, if tilt data are missing
(e.g., dropout lines), they should not be replaced with
non-tilt data so as to not mix the two types of data
in the product. The calibration and validation group
will study the differences in these overlap areas after
launch for possible modification of this recommenda-
tion.
3. All parameters calculated for level-2 archive products
will be binned except the epsilon values. This in-
cludes 8 radiances, a CZCS-type pigment, chlorophyll
4. A bin-based field will be used to indicate the time
distribution of data within a bin.
5. Level-3 data products will be created with one geo-
physical parameter per file. For binned products, an-
other file containing common bin-based data will also
be created. During distribution, the common data file
will need to be sent with any order of a binned prod-
uct, regardless of which parameters are requested.
6. For each bin, the number of pixels binned (N) and
the sum of the square roots of daily Ns will be ac-
cumulated. For each geophysical parameter, the sum
of the daily square roots of N times the daily geo-
physical values and the sum of those values squared
will be accumulated. (Note: N is stored for informa-
tional purposes only, not for computation.) The daily
geophysical values will be the sum of the natural log-
arithms of the binned data. The accumulated values
will permit the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE)
to be calculated.
7. The common bin data are comprised of the bin index,
the number of pixels binned, the number of scenes
contributing to that bin, the sum of the square roots
of daily Ns, and the time field.
8. The geographical limits of the binned files should con-
form to that of either the Pathfinder sea surface tem-
perature group or of the International Satellite Cloud
Climatology Project (ISCCP) data.
9. A modified ISCCP scheme with 5,940,426 equal-area
bins (approximately 81 km 2) will be used for the bin-
ning grid.
10. Daily, monthly, and yearly binned products will be
produced. In addition, a product representing a near
weekly period will be produced. This is the same
as for Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
(AVHRR) sea surface temperature level-3. In addi-
tion, an 8-day product will be produced, running se-
quentially from January 1 of each year.
2.5 Data Processing and Software
Issue: The data processing issue is comprised of three
parts: a) software required to produce standard Sea-
WiFS products must be available to the Science Com-
munity; b) the proposed distribution mechanism for
SeaWiFS software via the Earth Observing Satellite
Data Information System (EOSDIS) Science Process-
ing Library is no longer available; and c) there is no
group within the SeaWiFS Project tasked or funded
with supporting software distribution to the Science
Community.
a, and K(490). In addition, [chl. a]/K is being rec-
ommended as a level-3 product related to productivity Action:
in response to suggestions for such a product voiced 1. Software to produce standard SeaWiFS level-1 data
at the Prelaunch Science Working Group meeting in in HDF format from level-0 (HRPT data) will be de-
August 1991. veloped by the Data Capture Group of the SeaWiFS
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ProjectandwillbesupportedonVAX,PC,andUNIX
computersystems.
2. SpecificmoduleswithintheUNIXversionofSEAPAK
currentlyunderdevelopmentwill bethedistribution
vehiclefor SeaWiFSsoftware.In particular,thefol-
lowingfunctionswillbesupported:
a) Level-0to level-1conversion,
b) Level-1to level-2processingincludingbio-optical
andatmosphericalgorithmsusedto producethe
standardSeaWiFSproducts,
c) Level-2 to level-3 binning procedures, and
d) Level-3 binned to level-3 standard map proce-
dures.
3) These modules will be distributed as both source and
executable code by the GSFC EOSDIS V0 DAAC
with the appropriate code and procedure documenta-
tion. The DAAC will provide the first line of response
for questions with direct access to the appropriate in-
dividuals within the SeaWiFS and SEAPAK groups
when necessary. In addition, UNIX SEAPAK will also
be available directly from the SEAPAK development
group.
4) Project developed software and documentation will be
available on request, however, the SeaWiFS Project
is not prepared to support the implementation and
integration of this software at other sites.
2.6 Data Archive and Delivery
Issue: The Goddard V0 DAAC will provide a mechanism
for authorized users to search, browse, and order Sea-
WiFS data products. In addition, the DAAC will pro-
vide all users access to the SeaWiFS Inventory.
Action:
1. On-line functions:
a) Inventory search and results will provide access
to the inventory of all Goddard DAAC-held Sea-
WiFS data:
•GAC level-la,
•LAC level-la,
• GSFC/HRPT LAC level-la,
•GAC level-2,
•GAC level-2 browse,
• GSFC/HRPT LAC browse,
• GAC level-3 binned,
• GAC level-3 daily, weekly, monthly, and annual
standard mapped,
•GAC level-3 browse, and
• Ancillary.
b) Inventory Search and Results will be implemented
within both an alphanumeric and graphical envi-
ronment with the following features:
• Search capability provided for generic meta-
data: data set name, data product name, sen-
sor, platform, parameter (general and specific),
temporal coverage, and spatial coverage;
• SeaWiFS-specific search parameters also sup-
ported;
• On-line help;
• Dependent valids;
• Non-hierarchical;
• Support for user profile (enter and update per-
sonal information and preferences: name, af-
filiation, address, phone, format preferences,
etc.);
• Support for coincident data search (e.g., Sea-
WiFS LAC level-la and ancillary data); and
• Mechanism for accessing detailed Guide infor-
mation on SeaWiFS data [integration with the
EOSDIS Information Management System (IMS)
for inter-DAAC interoperability will be avail-
able after July, 1994, including access to de-
tailed SeaWiFS product information through
the Guide function].
c) Browse:
• Browse will be restricted to authorized users
only.
• SeaWiFS browse images will be in HDF.
• Minimum browse support will be electronic File
Transfer Protocol (FTP) browse:
i) The researcher orders a browse image with
the Product Request function;
ii) The browse image is provided via FTP;
iii) The researcher uses local tools on a home
workstation for viewing the browse images;
and
iv) The local browse tools will allow user to
send order message to DAAC.
• Integrated browse may be available for Sea-
WiFS data:
i) The Graphical User Interface (GUI) will
require user access on-line functions with
a UNIX system running X-Windows;
ii) The browse function is integrated with In-
ventory Search and Results and Product
Request functions;
iii) The user interactively requests a browse
image while viewing search results and be-
fore ordering; and
iv) The user can superimpose maps, granule
coverages, longitude and latitude (i.e., x,y)
grids, and browse images on one screen.
d) Product Request
• Product Request will be restricted to autho-
rized users only;
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• BothanalphanumericuserinterfaceandaGUI
will beavailablewith thefollowingfeatures:
i) IntegratedwithInventorySearchandRe-
sultsfunction;
ii) Userselectionofstandardistributionme-
diasupported:9-track,8ram,4mm,and
limitedFTPnetworktransfer;
iii) Orderingcapabilityforsoftwaregenerated
bySeaWiFS;and
iv) Pricingpolicyis inadraftform.
2. Primaryoff-linefunctionisUserSupportOfficesup-
portavailableviaphone,fax,postal,orelectronicmail
(e-mail).
3. Behind-the-scenesfunctions:
a) Oracleanddatabaseinstalled(datadictionaryin
place);
b) Commercialoff-the-shelf(COTS)softwarepur-
chased:IDL, UIM/X, CodeVision(adebugger),
JYACCapplicationmanager(JAM)softwarein
usefor userinterface;
c) Meta-dataloadercompleted(in testing);
d) Schedulerin design;
e) Granuleto filemappingcompleted;
f) Unitreefilemanagementsystemin procurement;
g) Datatransferutility completed(in testing);
h) Cygnetjukeboxreceived;
i) Networkanalysisin progress;
j) Independentacceptancet stingin progress;
k) Systemupgrades:additionaldisks,peripherals,
andmemoryaswellasuninterruptablepowersys-
tems(UPSs);
• DAACStaffInterfaceaccomplishedthefollow-
ing:
i) CompletedtheRequestTrackingandStaff
UsageSystem,
ii) Developedahelptextanda helptexted-
itor,
iii) CurrentlytheRequestTrackingInterface
isreceivingrequestsfromtheIMSandsim-
ulatingtheprocessingoftherequest,
iv) Currentlybeingportedto theSGI4D/35
(EOSDEV1)fromtheHP,
v) DevelopedGUIversionof SoftwareModi-
ficationRequestwhichallowsall informa-
tionandqueriestobeperformedfromone
screen,and
vi) Implementeda smart meta-data update
system for most meta-data tables.
4. DAAC Software Development/Analysis and Data De-
livery for SeaWiFS:
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a) The DAAC is supporting SeaWiFS requests for
correlative data, implementing these data into a
format directly usable by existing analysis pro-
grams. Other correlative data sets will be trans-
ferred to SeaWiFS as they are converted to HDF
in the DAAC.
b) Progress continues on:
• Analysis of SeaWiFS data product implemen-
tations in HDF,
• Development of DAAC data ingest software for
SeaWiFS data products, and
• Compilation of SeaWiFS Data Dictionary as
per DAAC Meta-data Submission Guidelines.
Open issue: currently assessing HRPT support re-
quirement to provide meta-data and Guide informa-
tion within Goddard DAAC inventory for data held
by NASA approved HRPT stations.
2.7 Data for Bio-Optical Algorithms
Issue: In situ data are needed to develop a comprehensive
archive of high quality data suitable for bio-optical
algorithm development and product validation.
Action:
1. Participation in NASA sponsored cruises for greater
spatial resolution in areas of differing variability:
a) EOS/MODIS development cruises, and
b) System initialization and certification cruise (tied
to launch).
2. Augmentation of approved field experiments to ex-
pand the emerging database:
a) JGOFS Bermuda time series (D. Siegel),
b) California Cooperative Fisheries Institute (Cal-
CoFI) cruises (G. Mitchell), and
c) Navy Case 2 cruises (J. Mueller).
2.8 Data for Vicarious Calibration
Issue: In situ data are needed to develop a comprehensive
archive of the highest quality data possible for vicari-
ous satellite calibration and for monitoring long-term
sensor stability.
ActioIl:
1. Deployment of an optical buoy (MOBY) for maximum
temporal resolution in oligotrophic water with mini-
mal spatial variability. The current deployment site
will be to the west of Lanai, Hawaii.
2. Participation in NASA sponsored cruises for:
a) System initialization and certification in Case 1
water, and
b) Intermittent calibration points to check on sensor
calibration.
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3. Supportofa calibrationround-robinfor:
a) Laboratorysourceverification(CHORS,NIST,
GSFC,UCSB,UM,andNOAA),
b) SeaWiFScalibrationtransfer(SBRCandGSFC),
c) In situ radiometer calibrations (2-4 per year with
options).
2.9 Launch Slip Contingency
Issue: Given the complexity of a satellite launch, the field
deployment strategy must accommodate launch slips.
Action:
1. Ensure each optical buoy refurbishment cruise can be
promoted to an initialization and certification cruise.
2. Schedule the cruises closest to launch with groups or
organizations that have the most scheduling flexibility,
so they can be rescheduled if need be.
3. Provide a deployment strategy that maximizes every
data collection opportunity--each cruise contributes
significantly to the SeaWiFS in situ database.
4. Communicate launch status on the SeaWiFS bulletin
board.
2.10 Ground Station Support
Issue: In view of the large number of possible SeaWiFS
data users around the world, the SeaWiFS Project has
been directed to provide as much support as possible
to NASA sponsored users. Under this directive, soft-
ware and specification items provided by the GSFC
Ground Station to NASA sponsored HRPT users will
be available to the community.
Action:
1. Specify ground station design and hardware. On-site
support will be on a case-by-case basis and will include
data format support and ingest specifications.
2. Provide software to enable four computer platforms
to read and write 4 mm digital audio tape (DAT) in-
terchangeably. The supported platforms will be SGI,
SUN, VAX, and PC.
3. Provide software to convert level-0 (frame formatter
output) to level-la (F. Patt's specifications). It will
be available on the same four platforms above.
4. HDF format software support. This will be the final
data format before storing onto 4 mm tape, if it is to
be sent to NASA. This format will be supported for
the same four platforms above.
5. SeaWiFS orbit prediction model. Source code and
executables will be provided and supported for the
four platforms above.
6. All source code and executables will be provided to
the users via the SeaWiFS bulletin board on Omnet
or on other media on a case-by-case basis.
2.11 Navigation Accuracy Contingency
Issue: One pixel navigation accuracy not achieved.
Action: 1) Attempt to use processed attitude sensor data
instead of onboard computed value, 2) use spacecraft
and instrument telemetry to determine correlations of
inaccuracies with sensor and spacecraft behavior, and
3) make limited corrections using manual methods.
2.12 Power Limitation Contingency
Issue: Power limitation.
Action: Specifically, assess the power trade-off scenarios,
e.g., reduce GAC coverage on one orbit to enable solar
calibration. Generally, follow the overall prioritization
policy:
1. GAC coverage;
2. LAC data for calibration activities:
a) detector analysis,
b) in situ support,
c) lunar calibration,
d) inter-gain calibration,
e) solar calibration, and
f) navigation analyses.
3. Other science requests for LAC data.
2.13 Loss of Tilt Contingency
Issue: Loss of tilt control.
Action: Assess capabilities to obtain inter-gain calibrations
and detector checks without tilt. Eliminate solar cal-
ibration and increase reliance and frequency of lunar
calibrations.
2.14 Detector Failure Contingency
Issue: Detector failure on-orbit.
Action: Execute an immediate detector check in real time
commanding mode, locate the faulty detector, and up-
load a new detector sequence during the next pass.
2.15 Orbital Altitude Contingency
Issue: Orbital altitude too high or low (by 100kin), or
elliptical.
Action:
1. Too low--increase level-3 grid size.
2. Too high--reduce recording time near poles to take
advantage of overlap.
3. Elliptical--increase level-3 grid size and manage the
recorder to obtain global coverage.
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2.16 Orbit Contingency
Issue: Non-sun synchronous orbit.
Action: Change the altitude to achieve a sun synchronous
inclination; otherwise, take no action and accept a
serious reduction in mission goals.
2.17 Equator Crossing Contingency
Issue: Equator crossing time off local noon.
Action: No action taken. There is very little impact if
within one hour of noon.
2.18 Real-Time Data Access
Issue: The SeaWiFS Project must provide real-time sup-
port for data it holds. The DAAC will hold data older
than the embargo period.
Action:
1. Respond as detailed in the Dear Colleague Letter:
who, why, when, and how.
2. Approval by the Project and HQ is required, but ac-
cess must be limited.
3. Approved near-real time investigators placed on quick
access list and users notified.
4. Getting GSFC data:
a) Recorded GAC, LAC, and HRPT LAC granules
will be put in a password-protected directory for
intermediate or final user to access via FTP, etc.
b) Required level-l, level-2, level-3, and ancillary
data, as soon as available.
c) No customized products presently planned.
5. Getting non-GSFC data from NASA approved sta-
tions:
a) Arrangements will be made between the principal
investigator and the HRPT station, and
b) Fees are to be for marginal costs only.
6. Getting commercial station data: pay the price.
7. Alternatives and improvements to GSFC support:
a) Subsample and/or compress certain files (file size,
compression, and subsampling TBD),
b) Adopt a real-time capability similar to that de-
veloped at the UM RosenstM School of Marine
and Atmospheric Sciences (RSMAS), and
c) Arrange with someone to provide such a capabil-
ity.
2.19 Optical Protocols
Issue: The Ocean Optics Protocols for SeaWiFS Validation
(Mueller and Austin 1992) requires revision in certain
areas. (This will inevitably occur in the future as new
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techniques are developed and recommended protocols
are evaluated.)
Action:
1. Identify areas of concern.
2. Known areas of concern:
a) Improve saturation levels which are thought to be
too low (D. Siegel).
b) Develop methods for calculation of derived prop-
erties: K0(,_) and LwIv(A).
c) Elimination of instrument self-shading.
d) Avoid ship shadowing (D. Siegel).
e) Make improvements to round-robin techniques.
f) Obtain more detail on airborne measurements.
g) Improve protocols, which are too hard and ex-
pensive.
3. Reconvene a NASA in situ optics working group in
the Spring of 1993 to address needed changes.
4. Issue a revised technical report or reports in the Sea-
WiFS Technical Report Series as required.
2.20 Data Products
Issue: The SeaWiFS project must deliver both at-launch
and new data products to the Science Community. In
order to produce the best standard products possible,
new or modified algorithms must be developed.
Action:
i. At-launch data products to be produced:
a) Level- la:
• Satellite and calibration data;
• 694 Mbytes/day or 253 Gbj_¢es/year; and
• Granule is orbit segment of constant tilt com-
mand.
b) Level-2:
• 13 products: 8 radiances, 1 pigment, 1 chloro-
phyll a, I K(490), 1 epsilon map, 1 quality
mask;
• 461 Mbytes/day or 168 Gbytes/year; and
• Granule is same as level-1.
c) Level-3 Binned:
• 9km spatial bins (equal area);
• 1 day, 8 day, 1 month, 1 year time bins;
• 263 Mbytes/day or 93 Gbytes/year; and
• Granule is global, time period.
d) Level-3 Standard Mapped:
• 4 parameters mapped onto linear lat-lon grid;
• 1 day, 8 day, 1 month, 1 year time scales; and
• 41 Mbytes/day or 18 Gb_es/year.
e) Browse Products:
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• Forlevel-2andlevel-3products;
• 0.5Mbytes/dayor 182Mbytes/year;and
• Onebrowseimagepergranule.
f) AncillaryData:
• In formusedforlevel-2products;and
• 5Mbytes/dayor2Gbytes/year.
2. Use180° in longitudeto delineatedays.
3. Newcandidateproducts:a) dailyincidentirradiance
photosyntheticallyavailableradiation(PAR)level-3
(Z.Bishop),andb) Level-3[chl.a]/g (J. Campbell).
2.21 In Situ Data Policy
Issue: Accurate in situ, shipboard, and airborne mea-
surements must be made rapidly available to Science
Team members and other approved investigators for
advanced algorithm development and data product
validation purposes. The investigator providing the
data must receive proper credit and acknowledgement
for the considerable expertise and effort applied to ob-
taining and reducing the data.
Action:
1. Submission:
a) Data obtained under contract must be submit-
ted with proper calibration information not later
than 6 months from collection.
b) Science Team members and other investigators
making suitable observations must submit their
data no later than one year following collection,
or at the time of publication, whichever is sooner.
c) Investigators making observations of bio-optical
parameters are expected to submit their observa-
tions prior to accessing data from others.
2. Access:
a) Limited access to approved users for a period of
one year follo'_ing the collection of the data.
b) Unlimited access to data following an agreed upon
period.
c) Records of distribution will be maintained and
forwarded to the provider, and citation require-
ments set forth below still apply.
c) Only information about the digital data (param-
eters, locations, dates, investigators, etc.) will be
available for unlimited downloading or distribu-
tion.
3. Use Conditions:
a) Users of the data must provide proper credit and
acknowledgement of the provider (name, works,
data archive).
b) Users utilizing any data are required to give all
providers of the data a copy of any manuscript
resulting from any use of the data.
c) Within one year of data collection, the provider(s)
shall be offered the right to be a named co-author.
4. Updates and Corrections:
a) The Project will maintain a record of updates and
corrections.
b) Summaries will be posted on the SeaWiFS bul-
letin board.
5. Formats:
a) Data will be provided in an agreed upon format.
b) Parameters and units shall be as described in the
Ocean Optics Protocols for SeaWiFS Validation
(Mueller and Austin 1992).
c) Data values will be in geophysical units.
d) High level data sets are encouraged. Descriptions
of, or citations of, procedures used to derive the
values are required.
e) Data should be segmented into rational sets, by
station, date, parameter, etc.
f) Data quality, calibration traceability and history,
drift, and sampling protocols may be in text for-
mat. A list of what criteria need to be treated
will be developed by the Science Team.
6. Record Keeping:
a) The Project will maintain an accurate database of
these data. All data will retain the investigator's
identification, along with any necessary quality
control information, at the level of distribution.
b) The Project will maintain accurate records of dis-
tribution and will inform the original provider of
investigators requesting their data.
c) The data will not be released for inclusion in
other databases which do not agree to honor the
conditions set forth above.
3. RECOMMENDATIONS
The Science Team and invited audience had many re-
sponses to the Project baselines. This section summa-
rizes the suggestions promoted during plenary sessions or
in smaller working groups. Although participation in the
working groups was voluntary, the Project presented a
draft schedule to the plenary which was then modified to
minimize attendance conflicts and maximize participation.
At the conclusion of the working group sessions several
were determined to be important enough to require ad-
ditional meetings. The preliminary composition of these
more permanent working groups is given in Table 1.
3.1 Sensor Acceptance and Testing
1. Review the baseline calibration and characterization re-
quirements. If satisfactory, obtain test data in digital
form (disk).
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Table 1. PreliminarySeaWiFSWorkingGroupsandtheirmembers.
Bio-optical Calibration Primary
Algorithms Group Productivity
J. Aiken
W. Balch
K. Carder
D. Clarkt
W. Esaias
H. Gordon
F. Hoge
S. Hooker
R. Barnes
W. Barnes
W. Esaias
R. Evans
H. Gordon
C. McClain:_
J. Mueller
P. Slater_ O.
Atmospheric Round-Robin
Correction Protocols
W. Esaias D. Clark
R. Frouin R. Doerffer
H. Fukushima W. Esaias_
H. Gordon," H. Gordon
W. Gregg$ F. Hoge
C. McClain S. Hooker
A. Morel M. Kishino
Kopelovich
W. Balch
R. Bidigare
W. Esaias$
P. Falkowskit
R. Iverson
D. Kamykowsky
M. Lewis
C. McClain
M. Kishino M. Lewis
C. McClain:_ C. McClain
G. Mitchell G. Mitchell
A. Morel
J. Mueller
F. Muller-Karger
D. Siegel
R. Smith
C. Trees
C. Yentsch
J. Yoder
Chairman
A. More
J. Muellert
D. Siegel
R. Smith
R. Zaneveld
G. Mitchell
A. Morel
F. Muller-Karger
C. Yentsch
:_Co-chairman
2. Examine SeaWiFS test results to date.
3. Determine adequacy of testing program. There may
be a system level thermal vacuum (TV) test (i.e., Sea-
WiFS and SeaStar) at GSFC.
a) Recommend a radiometric calibration after the sec-
ond TV.
b) Recommend covering diffuser opening and including
diffuser witness sample in the second TV.
4. Procedure for changing sensor calibration:
a) determination of change,
Protocols for SeaWiFS Validation (Mueller and Austin
1992) accordingly and circulate the revisions for com-
ment by the community.
2. Channel recommendations for in-water Ed, E_, and L_:
a) Change SeaWiFS band 5 to 555 nm versus two chan-
nels at 550 and 560 nm.
b) Reconsider any possible phycoerythrin influence in
a Summer 1993 revision to the protocols.
3. Add recommendations to avoid ship induced turbulence
when maneuvering on station, especially in Case 2 wa-
b) comparison of different calibration techniques, ters.
c) determination of when correction is required, and
d) procedure for implementing change.
5. Form a Calibration Team and change calibration values
only when recommended by the Calibration Team.
6. Transfer calibration scale to orbit. Recommend solar
measurements at SBRC with good measurements of dif-
fuse and direct sky radiance, and atmospheric transmis-
sivity (see P. Slater).
7. Solar irradiance data sources. Not a problem; solar
variations are vet3, small.
3.2 Ocean Optics Protocols
Items 1-4 are immediate and accepted changes to be pro-
mulgated by meniorandum:
1. Increase saturation irradiance to 300 mW cm -2 sr -1.
Jim Mueller will revi_ Table 5 in the Ocean Optics
4. Adopt a C8 high performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) technique for algorithm development and vali-
dation and recommend that a suitable C8 reverse phase
HPLC method be used to provide a baseline separation
of monovinyl and divinyl chlorophyll a for the purpose
of calculating total chlorophyll a concentration.
5. Topics recommended for revision in a Summer 1993
workshop:
a) Develop specific protocols for determining K(A) (for
bio-optical algorithm development and validation)
and for propagating L_(z,;_) to LwN(),).
b) Encourage new research to experimentally verify
H. Gordon's instrument self-shadowing model, and
develop detailed correction protocol.
c) Develop protocols to test for ship shadow influence
and revise ship shadow avoidance protocols as ap-
propriate.
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d) Develop more specific protocols for airborne radiom-
etry.
e) Develop detailed protocols for algorithm develop-
ment and validation in Case 2 waters.
3.3 Data Products
Recommendations:
1. Save data over land at level-l; only lakes and large
rivers at level-2.
2. Level-3 binned preferred option is comprised of 6 total
files: 4 parameter files [pigment, chlorophyll a, K(490),
and 1 TBD], 1 file with all 8 radiances, and 1 file with
all statistics.
3. Lossless compression of data must be considered where
appropriate.
4. The Project needs to pay attention to requirements for
handling special requests and problems, i.e., interna-
tional concerns. Is an additional person needed to fulfill
these needs required?
5. Regional products should be made available via subset-
ting by the DAAC; emphasis should be on using HDF
tools and cpu requirements, not data storage. (Note:
HDF's ability to permit subsetting was one of the fea-
tures that figured heavily in the decision to adopt HDF
as the standard data format for SeaWiFS products.)
6. Level-3 standard mapped products are of much use to
the scientific community and should be kept at present
size (4096 × 2048 × 10).
7. The proposed method for adding or modifying algo-
rithms was approved in principle. Minor revisions will
be made by W. Esaias and C. Yentsch to include sub-
committee and Science Team review. A revised copy
will be forwarded to the SST, DAAC, and NASA HQ
(a current version is presented in Appendix B).
8. Algorithms for new products should be published:
a) Publish short articles in journals such as Geophysi-
cal Research Letters as soon as available.
b) The Sea WiFS Technical Report Series should be
used for publishing, especially for detailed docu-
mentation not suitable for peer reviewed articles.
9. After launch, plug-in modules for new potential algo-
rithms should be placed into the DAAC interface.
3.4 New Data Products
Several new data products were discussed. They are
presented below along with the PIs who advocated their
inclusion:
Product: Daily I0
Originator: J. Bishop
Level: Level-3 Only
Rationale:
Product:
Originator:
Level:
Rationale:
Product:
Originator:
Level:
Rationale:
Product:
Originator:
Level:
Rationale:
Product:
Originator:
Level:
Rationale:
Product:
Originator:
Level:
Rationale:
Product:
Originator:
Level:
Required for calculation of primary pro-
ductivity and development of primary
productivity algorithms.
[chl. a]/K
J. Campbell
Level-3 Only
Important in the calculation of primary
productivity; must be calculated at the
original resolution and binned (can't be
calculated from averaged values).
Ta
H. Gordon
Level-2 and Level-3
Important in air-sea interaction, aerosol
studies, and I0 calculation. Currently
calculated, but not saved.
Coccolithophores/CaCO3
W. Balch
Level-2 and Level-3
There exists a need for a specific al-
gorithm for measurement of the abun-
dance of coccolithophores. The pres-
ence of these highly reflective organ-
isms in the surface waters of the oceans
causes problems in the determination
of phytoplankton pigments by satellite
colorimetry. However, there's a need to
know the abundance and distribution
of these organisms because of the im-
portant role they play in calcification,
changes in the ocean's albedo, and the
air-sea sulfur flux.
Daily Productivity
P. Falkowski
Level-2 and level-3
This product is of major scientific im-
portance. It requires some research and
testing with SeaWiFS data, in terms of
approach, ancillary products, method-
ology, and the like. It is expected that
a product will be ready in two years
(1995).
Temperature
C. Yentsch
Level-3 Only
This product should be available from
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
DAAC. If not, it should be established
as a new SeaWiFS product.
ApCO2
J. Aiken
Level-2 and Level-3
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Rationale:Duringcertaintimesof the year and
in certain regions, a linkage between
ApC02 and chlorophyll (and thus pro-
ductivity) exists, indicating that such
an algorithm may be possible. This
needs considerable research.
New products recommendations:
1. The prioritization for adding these products is in the
order they are presented above.
2. The first 3 products listed above are very mature and
well defined, and should be added as standard products
in principle, as soon as possible.
3. The principal investigator (PI) should work quickly to
develop justification and documentation along the lines
given in the recommended procedures.
4. The Project and the DAAC should begin immediately
to determine the resources needed to implement these
products. (The I0 product may be calculated by the
PI, forwarded to the Project for proper formatting, and
ingestion by the GSFC DAAC. The second two are pro-
duced by the Project.)
5. We expect additional products will become available
through the life of the mission.
3.5 Algorithm and Product Validation
1. For chlorophyll-like and pigment algorithms:
a) 3 channels (non-switching),
b) Do not use logarithms for regressions (i.e., do not
regress logs vs. logs to get coefficients),
c) Use normalized water-leaving radiances,
d) Use CZCS Nimbus Experiment Team (NET) team
data,
d) Develop a quality flag for turbid Case 2 water, and
f) Reprocess CZCS pigment in the same way, using
the above flag to identify turbid Case 2 waters.
2. K()_) algorithm:
a) Use Austin and Petzold (1981), and
b) C. Trees to provide copies of R. Austin's report.
3. Historical databases:
a) Optics community to follow recommendations from
the International Association for the Physical Sci-
ences of the Ocean (IAPSO), and
b) Biochemistry community to follow JGOFS recom-
mendations.
4. Will pursue JGOFS distributed database concept.
5. Level-3 binning algorithm:
a) Accept R. Evans' recommendation on spatial day
definition, and
b) Accept J. Campbell's recommendations on binning
statistics (further analyses suggested).
3.6 Data Access and Distribution
1. Data Pricing: EOSDIS and NASA HQ should supply
SeaWiFS data to investigators free of charge until an
equitable charging scheme can be determined. Presum-
ably, a PI's computational resources pose a strong and
practical control against frivolous orders.
2. GSFC DAAC Survey: Every SeaWiFS investigator is
strongly urged to fill out and return the questionnaire
to Lola Olsen. A copy of the questionnaire can be
found in the Distributed Active Archive Center section
of Vols. 1 and 2 of the SeaWiFS Science Team Meeting
Notebooks (Hooker et al. 1992 and 1993, respectively).
3. IBM RISC Stations (RS-6000): The GSFC DAAC FTP
browse software, which is based on X-Windows, should
be supported on IBM RISC workstations (including full
source code support), since the Goddard Institute for
Space Studies (GISS) is entirely IBM RISC equipped.
This would bring the number of supported computer
platforms to 5 (SUN, SGI, IBM, HP, and DEC).
4. Subsetting: The GSFC DAAC should begin working
with NASA HQ to identify a source of funds that will
allow the DAAC to implement subsetting algorithms.
The subsetting could be part of the user profile and
be a standing order, or the parameters for subsetting
could be entered when the user places an order.
5. Data Compression: Data compression of browse im-
ages is desired to facilitate network transfer. Losses
are acceptable for browse, but not for real data.
6. V1 Transition: The transition to V1 DAAC should be
transparent to the science community. V1 personnel
should begin working with V0 activities immediately
to assure continuity.
3.7 Software Policy and Availability
Major Points agreed upon:
1. The primary responsibility of the SeaWiFS Project is
to produce scientifically credible data products.
2. SeaWiFS scientific modules will be incorporated into a
simplified package which will initially provide level-1 to
level-3 processing capability.
3. These modules will be distributed both as source and
executable code by the GSFC DAAC and from the
SEAPAK group.
4. The DAAC will direct technical questions about the
software to the SEAPAK support group.
5. Software will be distributed via all media and transfer
mechanisms supported by the DAAC.
6. This package will be supported initially on two com-
puter platforms (SGI and SUN). HPs are used by some
investigators and are currently unaddressed. Support
should be added and the suggestion is that NOAA,
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NASA,andtheMontereyBayAquariumResearchIn-
stitute(MBARI)addressthisneed.
7. Softwarewill bedistributedto all requestorsbasedon
anasyetto bedeterminedNASAHeadquarterspolicy
for U.S.andinternationalinvestigators.
8. Softwaredevelopedby theProjectfor its operational
datasystemshouldalsobemadeavailablebasedupon
the criteriadefinedabove,althoughsupportforthese
moduleswouldbeverylimited.
9. It wasrecognizedthat softwaresupportmaybe re-
quiredfor asmuchas6 monthsafterthe releaseof
anewoperatingsystemto ensuredistributedmodules
will maintainfull functionality.
3.8 Atmospheric Correction
1. Atmospheric correction algorithm development issues:
a) System requirements for operational algorithm,
b) Definition of the error field,
c) Provision for a CZCS-class atmospheric correction,
d) Dust correction,
e) Sun glint correction,
f) 765 nm oxygen correction,
g) Whitecap correction, and
h) Volcanic aerosol corrections.
2. SeaWiFS level-1 and level-2 quality control:
a) Definition of level-2 tunable quality control flags:
i) Flags: ringing, scan edge, optical thickness, LWN,
water depth, sun glint, tilt (fixed), ice, turbid
Case 2 water, coccolithophores, dust, and La.
ii) Masks: clouds.
b) Definition of a cloud masking algorithm.
c) Definition of level-0 data quality metrics.
3. Persons and tasks identified at the meeting:
R. Fraser: Sun glint correction;
R. Frouin: Oxygen (O2), wind direction effects,
aerosol models, and African dust (with
P. DesChamps);
H. Fukushima: Asian dust (with T. Nakajima);
A. Morel: Vertical stratification, thick dust layer,
and high cirrus;
H. Gordon: Implementation, adding any new mod-
els, and stratospheric aerosols; and
W. Gregg: Operational aspects.
4. Need more frequent working group meetings.
3.9 Round-Robin Calibration
1. Begin working towards a transition from lamps to trans-
fer radiometers.
2. Logs of lamp usage must be maintained and accompany
lamps.
3. An approach for field testing of instrument stability
must be developed in the near future (this year).
4. The SBRC-GSFC lamp comparison should be repeated
and source of original inconsistency identified.
5. Real-time data analysis, cataloging, and archival func-
tions should be emphasized at future round-robin work-
shops.
6. The Project should publish the results of the round-
robin comparisons as volumes of the Sea WiFS Techni-
cal Report Series.
7. The next round-robin will be held at CHOPS during
June 14-25 with groups participating in a phased man-
ner rather than all groups working simultaneously.
8. All calibration logs of instruments being used by round-
robin participants should be filed with the Project. A
format for the logs should be defined by the round-robin
working group.
9. A data consistency checklist including tests and crite-
ria for bio-optical data is needed. J. Mueller has vol-
unteered to draft a strawman.
10. A prelaunch solar calibration experiment to be held at
SBRC should be considered.
11. International round-robin contacts are R. Doerffer (Eu-
rope), M. Kishino (Japan), and O. Kopelevich (Russia).
.
.
Field Deployments
A common data format should be specified for in situ
data (see Appendix C).
The project should track all field deployments and not
just the Project's Marine Optical Characterization Ex-
periment (MOCE) Team (see Table 2 and Appendix D
§9).
The MODIS Oceans Team optical mooring program
should be augmented.
3.11 HRPT Policies
1. Since SeaWiFS HRPT stations other than the station
at GSFC are not required to archive data they collect,
we strongly recommend that options be explored for
securing the time series of images that they will be col-
lecting. In the near term it is recommended that the
GSFC DAAC act as a central ordering point of other
LAC data. This will require the DAAC to work with
HQ to assure that the catalog data has been trans-
ferred to the DAAC from the Project. For longer term
retention, it was suggested that the level-la data be
collected by the DAAC and put into storage at GSFC
until they can be made available through the EOSDIS
V1.
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Table2. Fielddeployment schedule for SeaWiFS calibration and validation activities.
Location [ Contact [ Brief Description of Activities ..... J F N h M J J h S 0 N D
Calendar Year 1991
M°nterey Bay 1D" Clark 1MOBY test depl°yment"oss Landing . l r Submersibl in situ radiometer test.
Calendar Year 1992
Bermuda D. Siegel JGOFS pigments and optical time series.
Lake Pend Oreille R. Zaneveld ONR Optical Closure Experiment.
Monterey Bay D. Clark MOCE-1 instrumentation shake-down.
Monterey Bay D. Clark MOBY at-sea test.
Calendar Year 1993
Bermuda D. Siegel JGOFS pigments and optical time series.
S. California Bight G. Mitchell CalCoFI bio-optical algorithm validation. _ I _ t
Baja, Mexico D. Clark MOCE-2 final integration of instruments. I I _ I ] I
Gulf of Mexico R. Arnone Navy opticalinstrumentsshake-down. I I I _ I I I
Gulf of Mexico R. Arnone Navy pigments and algorithm development. 1111111[
Equatorial Pacific S. Matsumura Pigments andnutrients. I [ [ [ [ [ [ [
Lanai, Hawaii D. Clark MOBY and deep sea mooring deployment. I I I I I I I I
Mediterranean Sea R. Arnone Navy validationcruiseforSeaWiFS. [ [ [ [ I [ I [
Baja, Mexico D. Clark MOCE-3 calibration and validation eruise. I I I I 1 I I I
\Vestern Pacific A. Morel OLIPACt oceanic and atmospheric optics.
Calendar Year 1994
Bermuda D. Siegel JGOFS pigments and optical time series.
Lanai, Hawaii D. Clark MOBY quarterly refurbishment.
S. California Bight G. Mitchell CalCoFI bio-optical algorithm validation.
W. Pacific A. Morel OLIPAC oceanic and atmospheric optics.
Hawaii D. Clark MOCE-4 initialization and certificaton.
European Vv'aters G. Korotaev Biogeochemical and optics cruise.
Hawaii D. Clark MOCE-5 calibration and validation cruise.
Mid-Atlantic Bight R. Arnone Navy pigments and algorithm development.
Baja, Mexico D. Clark MOCE-6 calibration and validation cruise.
Westeru Pacific A. Morel FLUPAC:I: JGOFS pigments and optics.
Canary Islands D. Clark MOCE-7 calibration and validation cruise.
Arabian Sea R. Arnone Navy Case I and 2 pigments cruise.
Arabian Sea W. Balch JGOFS mini-process study cruise.
Calendar Year 1995
Bermuda fii Siegel JGOFS pigments and optical time series.
Lanai, Hawaii Clark MOBY quarterly refurbishment.
Gulf of Mexico Clark MOCE-8 calibration and validation cruise.
Baja, California Arnone Navy regional Case 2 algorithms cruise.
Calendar Year 1996
Bermuda [_i Siegel JGOFS pigments and opt, Jell time series. _
Lanai, Hawaii D. Clark MOBY quarterly refurbishment.
Baja, California Arnone Navy regional Case 2 algorithms cruise.
Eastern Pacific Clark MOCE-9 calibration and validaton cruise.
tOligotrophy in the Pacific (Ocean)
_:(Geochemical) Fluxes in the Pacific (Ocean)
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2. Thedataretentionpolicyof eachLACstationshould
bepublicized.
4. MEETING SUMMARY
The interactions and information exchanged during the
meeting were perceived to be extremely productive. Effec-
tive interactions between the Science Team and the Project
will be coordinated through an Executive Committee and
active continuation of various groups established at the
meeting. The subgroups (given in Table 1) are expected
to meet at their own schedule prior to and immediately
following launch (see Table 3) to address specific topics
or resolve action items. The Project agrees to support
these meetings and to host the next full meeting of the
Science Team which is presently scheduled for 5 months
after launch, or March 15, 1994.
Table 3. Working groups meeting schedule.
Date Locale[ Group
March 23, 1993 GSFC SeaWiFS Executive
March 24-26, 1993 GSFC MODIS Science Team
May 17-18, 1993 GSFC Atmospheric Correction
May 19-20, 1993 GSFC Bio-Optical Algorithms
June 14-25, 1993 SDSU Round-Robin Protocols
March 15, 1994_ GSFC SeaWiFS Science Team
Tied to launch (currently Oct. 15) plus 5 months.
Note: April-May 1994 JGOFS Equatorial Pacific Meeting.
The plenary and working group deliberations (Section
3) resulted in 60 specific suggestions concerning the mis-
sion. These suggestions were grouped into two categories:
recommendations and action items. Although both require
consideration, the former are of lesser impact to the Proj-
ect and acceptance is probably easily accomplished, while
the latter represent a potentially significant impact and
demand a response where the reasons for acceptance or
rejection are clearly delineated. The Project will request
written status reports from the person(s) listed in Table 4
as being responsible for completing the recommendation
or action item.
Table 4 summarizes and uniquely enumerates the afore-
mentioned recommendations and action items. The recom-
mendations are indicated by the • symbol and italic num-
bers), while the action items are indicated by the • sym-
bol and slanted bold numbers. Dates given may change
pending further review and indicate when written response
is required. The Project and the Goddard DAAC will pro-
vide their response to each of the entries in Table 4 in a
timely fashion.
Although action on some of the recommendations or
action items has already been taken, it is unlikely that all
of the desired changes can be implemented before launch,
due to cost and schedule constraints, but all will be con-
sidered carefully. Progress on these latter items will be
tracked by the Project, and the Science Team along with
any other concerned individuals or groups will be kept in-
formed of important developments via electronic mail and
other means. (Appendix E presents the attendees to the
meeting, plus any Science Team members who could not
attend, along with their addresses, phone numbers, and
e-mail mailboxes.)
4.1 Questionnaires
Before and during the meeting, the Project circulated
a SeaWiFS Science Team Meeting Questionnaire, the re-
sults of which are given in Appendix D. The project so-
licited this information to help plan various aspects of the
meeting, in terms of topics to be covered; to establish com-
munity needs in specific areas; and to aid the Project in
making future decisions where possible Project responsibil-
ities must be weighed against one another. For example,
if the Project needs to support a particular software pack-
age, but does not have a large enough budget to support
all possible operating systems, it's useful for the Project
to know the majority of the community uses the UNIX
operating system.
Many of the comments in the questionaire provide im-
portant information to the Project. Any hope for global
calibration and validation will have to rely on an effective
flow of data from the PIs to the project. Fortunately, there
is a clear willingness of Team members to supply their in
situ observations to a central archive. The responses also
underscore the need for LAC and HRPT data processing
and archiving, distribution of in situ data and ancillary
data, and subsetting of global data products. Team mem-
bers are encouraged to read Appendix D, as several contain
offers of cruises, data sharing, and are of general interest.
Four survey topics are particularly worthy of a more
detailed (but relative) summary:
a) 57% of the respondents use a UNIX operating
system, 26% use DOS, 10% use VMS, and 7%
use Mac/OS;
b) 42% want data on request, 31% will accept it
monthly, 13% want it as available, 11% want it
weekly, and 3% want it quarterly;
c) 41% will accept data on 8ram, 29% over the
network, 14% on 9-track, 12% on 4mm, and 4%
on CD-ROM; and
d) Most respondents (approximately 94%) are in-
terested in regional or multi-regional data--not
global data.
In computing these percentages, all responses were counted
without considering exclusivity. In other words, if a re-
spondent indicated a willingness to accept data on 8 mm
and 4 mm tape, both categories were counted. By the same
token, someone who uses UNIX and DOS computers was
counted once in the UNIX category and once in the DOS
category, regardless of the number of computers used in
each category.
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Table 4. A summaryof recommendations(" anditalic numbers) and action items (* and slanted bold numbers)
from plenary and science working group sessions.
No. [ Item Responsibility Status Due Date
Sensor Acceptance and Testing
1 • Review baseline calibration and characterization
requirements with test data in digital form.
2 i• Examine SeaWiFS test results to date.
3 • Determine adequacy of testing program:
a) Radiometer calibration after second TV, and
b) Covering diffuser opening in second TV.
4 • Form a Calibration Team.
5 • Change values when recommended by the
Calibration Team.
6 • Transfer calibration scale to orbit and
recommend solar measurements at SBRC.
7 • Solar irradiance data sources.
R. Barnes
R. Barnes
R. Kirk and R. Barnes
C. McClain
C. McClain and Science
Team Members
C. McClain
Accepted
Accepted
In Progress
Accepted
Accepted
In Progress
Accepted
Completed
Completed
15 March
Completed
Ongoing
15 March
C. McClain Completed
Ocean Optics Protocols
10
11
12 *
13
14 •
15 *
16 •
17 *
18 *
19 •
20 *
• Change saturation radiances in Table 5.
• Change band 5 to 555 nm and reconsider
phycoerythrin in a Summer 1993 revision.
• Provide recommendations to avoid ship induced
turbulence in stratified waters.
• Adopt C8 HPLC techniques and recommend a
Cq reverse phase HPLC method for separating
monovinyl and divinyl chlorophyll a.
Recommend protocol topics for revision in a
Summer 1993 workshop.
W. Esaias and J. Mueller
W. Esaias and J. Mueller
J. Mueller
R. Bidigare and W. Esaias
W. Esaias and J. Mueller
Data Products
Data over land will be saved at level-l; lakes
and large rivers will be saved at level-2.
Determine the level-3 binned preferred option.
Specify where lossless data compression is useful.
Specify requirements for handling special requests.
Level-3 standard mapped products at present size.
Revise the method for adding and modifying algo-
rithms (send a copy to the SST, DAAC, and HQ).
Publication of algorithms as a short article in
journals, or the Sea WiFS Technical Report Series.
Put plug-in modules for new algorithms in DAAC.
G. Feldman
C. McClain and P. Pease
P. Pease
R. Kirk
C. McClain
W. Esaias and C. Yentsch
(see Appen. B)
W. Esaias
P. Pease
Adding New Products
In Progress
In Progress
In Progress
In Progress
Accepted
15 March
15 March
15 March
15 March
Completed
Accepted
In Progress
In Progress
[In Progress
Accepted
In Progress
Accepted
In Progress
Completed
15 March
1 May
15 March
Completed
15 March
Ongoing
1 June
21 • Define algorithms, data products, and resources
for review by HQ, DAAC, and working groups.
22 * Define resources and implementation schedule.
23 • Expect additional products thru life of project.
J. Campbell, J. Bishop, H. In Progress :1 April
Gordon, and C. McClain
P. Pease In Progress 1 June
W. Esaias Accepted Ongoing
Field Deployments
24 • The project should track all field deployments.
25 • Specify a common data format for in situ data.
26 • The MODIS Oceans Team optical mooring
program should be augmented.
S. Hooker (see Table 2)
S. Hooker (see Appen. C)
C. McClain
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Ongoing
Completed
Ongoing
27
28
HRPT Policies
• Non-GSFC LAC station archiving.
• The data retention policy of each LAC station
should be publicized.
D. Butler
R. Kirk
In Progress 15 March
Accepted Ongoing
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Table 4 cont. A summary of recommendations (m and
numbers) from plenary and science working group sessions.
No. [ Item
Algorithm and Product Validation
italic numbers) and action items (. and slanted bold
Responsibility Status Due Date
29 • Multiple recommendations for pigment and
chlorophyll-like algorithms.
30 • Recommendations for K(A) algorithm.
31 • Recommendations for historical databases.
32 • Pursue JGOFS distributed database concept.
• Recommendations for level-3 binning:
33 a) R. Evans' spatial day definition, and
34 b) J. Campbell's MLE binning statistic.
C. McClain
C. McClain
C. McClain
C. McClain
C. McClain
C. McClain
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
In Progress
Accepted
In Progress
1 May
1 May
15 March
15 March
15 March
15 March
Data Access and Distribution
35 • Provide a data pricing policy.
36 • Answer the DAAC survey.
37 • Software support for IBM RISC stations.
38 • Subsetting of regular products is needed which
will require funding from HQ.
39 • Specify compression of browse images if any.
F. Muller-Karger
Science Team Members
P. Pease
P. Pease
P. Pease
In Progress
In Progress
In Progress
In Progress
In Progress
15 March
ASAP
1 May
1 November
1 June
Software Policies and Availability
40 • Project's primary responsibility is to produce
scientifically credible products.
41 • Scientific modules to be incorporated to provide
level-1 to level-3 processing capability.
42 • Modules to be distributed as source and
executable code by DAAC and SEAPAK group.
43 • The DAAC will forward technical questions to
the DAAC/SEAPAK support groups.
44 • Software to be distributed by DAAC supported
media and transfer mechanisms.
45 • Provide software for UNIX (incl. HP) computers.
46 - Software to be distributed to all requestors.
47 - All SeaWiFS developed software will be available,
but with limited support.
48 • Up to 6 months software support required after
system upgrades to ensure full functionality.
49
50
51
52 •
53 ,•
54
55
56
57
58
59
W. Esaias
C. McClain and
G. Feldman
C. McClain, G. Feldman,
and P. Pease
C. McClain and P. Pease
P. Pease
C. McClain and P. Pease
R. Kirk
R. Kirk
C. McClain
Round-Robin Calibrations
• Transition from lamps to transfer radiometer.
• Maintenance of lamp usage logs.
• Develop apparatus and procedures for field
testing of instrument stability.
Repeat the SBRC-GSFC lamp comparison.
Emphasize real-time analysis, cataloging, and
archiving.
• Publish round-robin results as TMs.
• Next round-robin June 14-25.
• Instrument calibration logs should be filed with
the project.
• A data consistency check list is needed.
• A prelaunch solar calibration at SBRC is needed.
• International contacts need to be maintained.
C. McClain
C. McClain
C. McClain
C.
C.
McClain
McClain
S. Hooker
C. McClain
C. McClain
C. McClain and J. Mueller
C. McClain
C. McClain
Atmospheric Corrections
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
In Progress
In Progress
Accepted
In Progress
Completed
1 August
1 August
Ongoing
Ongoing
15 March
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
15 March
Ongoing
15 March
15 March
Ongoing
1 May
15 March
Ongoing
1 April
15 March
Ongoing
60 1• Hold meeting at GSFC May 17-18. R. Kirk and H. Gordon Accepted 15 March
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TheresultsofthequestionairepreparedbytheDAAC,
whichcoveredatadistributionin moredetail,will be
madeavailableseparately.
4.2 SeaWiFS Executive Committee
A SeaWiFS Executive Committee was established by
NASA to help coordinate Science Team activities and to
provide rapid advice to the Project and HQ when needed.
The members nominated for this committee were: Mark
Abbott, Otis Brown, Paul Falkowski, Hajime Fukushima,
Eileen Hoffman, Andrd Morel, Jim Yoder, the SeaWiFS
Program Scientist (Frank Muller-Karger), and the Sea-
WiFS Project Scientist (Wayne Esaias). The duties of the
executive committee are to be as follows:
1. Assist in the coordination of the activities of the
Science Team.
2. Provide quick guidance to the Project on issues
and performance when time constraints would
not permit consultation with the Science Team.
3. Prepare Recommendations to the Project and
NASA HQ as required.
4. Review the real-time support procedures.
5. Assist in defining the transition between Sea-
WiFS, EOS Color, and MODIS.
The committee will convene as required, perhaps three
times annually. Two non-US members are included to
directly help coordinate SeaWiFS science activities with
planned ocean color missions from the European Space
Agency (ESA) and Japan.
5. SCIENCE TEAM ABSTRACTS
Science Team members presented a short (10 minute)
description of the work each planned as part of the Sea-
WiFS program. The information presented in this sec-
tion are the abstracts of the investigators selected through
the SeaWiFS NASA Research Announcement (NRA). In
general, the abstracts convey much of the information the
team member presented at the meeting. The abstracts are
presented as submitted with very minor modifications to
correct typographic or obvious clerical errors. The scope of
the investigations may change somewhat as funding levels
become more certain.
5.1 James Aiken
Sea_ViFS Study of Climate, Ocean Productivity,
and Environmental Change (SeaSCOPE)
The oceans have a fundamental role in the global cli-
mate system, through ttle oceanic carbon cycle, the main
long term control of atmospheric C02 which is driven by
phytoplankton photosynthetic carbon fixation. Historical,
sedimentary and ice core records, indicate the intimate in-
volvement of fluctuations in the activity of the oceanic car-
bon cycle and atmospheric concentrations of CO2 through-
out previous glacial/inter-glacial periods of natural climate
change. SeaWiFS data will offer truly synoptic measure-
ments of basin scale and global dimensions which are neces-
sary to address these issues. Only SeaWiFS imagery will
have the ability to estimate oceanic primary production
and the co-related draw-down of atmospheric CO2 and the
exchange between the ocean and the atmosphere of other
radiatively active trace gases which combine to determine
the strength of the natural greenhouse effect.
SeaWiFS data will provide synoptic large-area, tempo-
rally resolved measurements of water colour, which can be
related to oceanic biological material and biogeochemical
processes and fluxes. This proposal seeks to use SeaWiFS
data to address objectives which investigate:
• the role and significance of oceanic biological processes
in climate control (including the exchange of CO2 and
important trace gases such as DMS between the ocean
and the atmosphere and cloud albedo) for different
oceanographic provinces including Antarctica where
the ice edge has a special significance;
• ecological and environmental change at the land-sea
boundary (phytoplankton blooms and the transport of
contaminants via suspended sediments);
• the diffuse attenuation coefficients, mixed layer depths,
ocean physical processes, bio-optical signatures as trac-
ers of water motions, spatial heterogeneity, upwelling
and frontal dynamics; and
* the role of biology in models of the climate system,
which include ocean atmosphere interactions.
The project will be executed under the framework
of a number of timely, operational, UK community pro-
grammes, co-ordinated by the Natural Environment Re-
search Council (NERC), which will have complementary
goals and objectives to those of SeaWiFS. These include:
the proposed community project PRIME (Plankton Reac-
tivity in the Marine Environment, appendix 1) which has
substantial common ground with the U.S. Global Change
Research Project; LOIS (hosted by Plymouth Marine Lab-
oratory, PML, appendix 2) with a focus on environmen-
tal change in the coastal zone but including a Shelf Edge
Study (SES); OMEX (Ocean Marine Exchange) a Eu-
ropean Community project to be hosted by PML; UK-
WOCE, particularly the VIVALDI element, including bio-
optical and biogeochemical flux measurements (pigments
and pCO2); British Antarctic Survey (BAS) with several
decades of research in Antarctica, an area which is highly
susceptible to perturbation (global temperature rise) and
where quantitatively signifcant ice edge phytoplankton
blooms occur; the ongoing Continuous Plankton Recorder
(CPR) Survey which will acquire bio-optical measure-
ments, seasonally and annually on a monthly schedule from
ships of opportunity in the North Atlantic and adjacent
shelf sea areas.
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Thescientificobjectivesoftheprojectwillbeaddressed
bylinking:In situ measurements, Algorithm development,
Image validation, Exploitation of SeaWiFS data using cou-
pled physical-biological models. Measurements. Using re-
search (and merchant) ships towed and moored instrumen-
tation and airborne sensors, we will make measurements of
the optical properties of the ocean areas of study and the
biogenic constituents which influence water colour, prin-
cipally phytoplankton, its major and ubiquitous photo-
synthetic pigment chlorophyll a, accessory pigments and
DOC. Ancillary measurements will be made of primary
production new production, photosynthetic parameters,
draw-down of CO2 and the exchange of trace gases such
as DMS.
The implementation of these plans will be supported by
the established NERC Satellite Receiving Station (NERC
SRC) at the University of Dundee with over 15 years ex-
perience of receiving and archiving CZCS and AVHRR
data and by a new HRPT station to be established by the
British Antarctic Survey (BAS) at Rothera on Adelaide Is-
land (67 ° 34' S, 68 ° 7' W) designed and constructed by the
NERC SRS Dundee. Satellite image analysis within the
UK in support of biological oceanography, has been estab-
lished for a number of years as evidenced by a substantial
list of publications including pioneering work using visi-
ble band AVHRR imagery for detection of coecolithophore
blooms, and transmissions of processed imagery to ships at
sea. This work will continue at the NERC Image Analysis
Unit, Plymouth.
5.2 Kevin Arrigo
A Coupled Ice-Ocean Model of Mesoscale
Physical/Biological Interactions in the
Southern Ocean
To investigate the complex interactions between en-
vironmental forcing and microalgal distributions in the
Southern Ocean and to facilitate interpretation of remotely
sensed pigment fields, we propose to develop a dynamic
3-dimensional model of a coupled sea ice/ice edge/open
water ecosystem. The model will simulate the depth-
dependent physical and biological dynamics within the
marginal ice zone (MIZ) and will include components
which describe 1) radiative transfer within the sea ice and
the water column, 2) water column stratification as it is in-
fluenced by surface winds and sea ice meltwater, 3) physic-
ochemical properties of sea ice and the water column (i.e.,
temperature, salinity, nutrient concentration, etc.), and 4)
biological dynamics including the activity of microalgae,
grazers, and a simple microbial loop. The availability of
remotely sensed data sets will be crucial to model devel-
opment and performance and includes SeaWiFS pigments,
SSMI sea ice coverage, and ISCCP cloud coverage. When
coupled with SeaWiFS ocean color data, this model will
be a useful tool for 1) interpretation of observed pigment
distributions by predicting depths of the mixed layer and
the chlorophyll a maxinmm, 2) utilizing remotely sensed
data to investigate large scale physical and biological inter-
actions between sea ice, the ice edge, and open water, and
3) estimating rates of production in the Southern Ocean
and its contribution to total global productivity.
5.3 William Balch
Towards Improved Estimates of
Primary Production and Carbon Turnover
During the SeaWiFS Mission
Our ability to detect algal biomass using the Coastal
Zone Color Scanner has improved considerably over the
last decade but it is fair to say that our ability to predict
primary production from space is still in the exploratory
stages. The essence of the problem is that we are trying to
derive a rate estimate from a standing stock measurement
of chlorophyll. Most of the current primary productiv-
ity algorithms are based on the biomass of phytoplankton
(as estimated by satellite-derived chlorophyll) and the ex-
pected physiological response of phytoplankton to light. I
refer to these algorithms as P-I algorithms. Even the best
models for calculating integral primary production only ac-
count for 12-30% of the variance when using satellite data
as input. It is fair to say that we need more information
to increase the variance explained by these algorithms. I
propose a two-fold approach:
1. Information on the baroclinicity (steepness of the isopy-
cnals) can be derived from the gradient in sea surface
temperature (SST) at length scales of hundreds of kilo-
meters. The steeper the isopycnals, the easier it is to
mix nitrate into surface waters, which'allows more phy-
toplankton biomass to be sustained. Strong relation-
ships have already been formulated between baroclin-
icity and integral biomass. I w_ould like to extend the
analysis to examine the effects'_f baroclinicity on inte-
gral production. Finally, the length scales at which the
baroclinicity/SST gradient relationship applies need to
be better defined. Satellite-derived SST fields can pro-
vide information on the _urface nitrate concentration,
the maximum expected growth rate, and the baroclin-
icity, all of which should help in predicting primary
production from satellite.
2. Current satellite-derived estimates of primary produc-
tion do not incorporate information on the history of
the populations in question. Assimilation numbers of
phytoplankton (mgCmg -1 chlorophyll a) differ dra-
matically during bloom formation and decay. It has
been difficult to reconcile satellite-derived primary pro-
duction rates relative to changes in surface pigment ob-
served between consecutive images. This is because
changing biomass from one image to the next is due to
not only production, but also sinking, advection, diffu- '
sion, and grazing. In contrast, production measured in
bottles usually excludes grazers, and eliminates sink-
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ing,advectionanddiffusion.I proposeto takeadvan-
tageof thisdifference.Eventhoughintegralprimary
productionestimatesarestill difficultto makefrom
space,estimatesof netsurfaceproductionaremuch
better.Thedifferencebetweenthenetchangein sur-
facebiomassversusurfaceproductionwill giveafirst
orderestimateofthetotal lossterms.Wewill alsocal-
culatetheturnovertimeof thephytoplanktoncarbon
in surfacewaters,somethingwhichisof greatinterest
to theJGOFSandGLOBECprograms.
a distributions generated from SeaWiFS color imagery.
Thus, it is essential that ground truth pigment measure-
ments (i.e., for calibration and validation efforts) are accu-
rate, precise, and representative. Toward this goal, we also
propose to provide members of the SeaWiFS Science Team
with 1) recommended procedures for sampling, extraction,
and analysis of plant pigments (chlorophylls, carotenoids,
and phycoerythrin); 2) pure external and internal stan-
dards for instrument calibration; and 3) mixed standards
and algal extracts for intercalibration purposes.
5.4 Robert R. Bidigare
Development of an Optical Model for Estimating
Primary Production Rates from SeaWiFS Color
Imagery and AVttRR Cloud Climatologies
A primary goal of the SeaWiFS mission is to improve
our understanding of the mean, variance, and control of
primary production rates at multiple temporal and spatial
scales in order to quantify the importance of phytoplank-
ton carbon fixation in the global carbon cycle. Toward
this goal we propose to develop an absorption-based op-
tical model for estimating primary production rates from
SeaWiFS color imagery and NOAA GOES AVHRR cloud
climatologies. Initially, the model will be used to com-
pute the daily production rates for two locations in the
Pacific Ocean centered at 0 °, 140°W (site of the U.S.
JGOFS Equatoriai Pacific Process Study) and 22.75°N,
158°W (site of the U.S. JGOFS Hawaii Ocean Time-Series
Program). Once the model has been tested at the local
spatial scale, regional production estimates will be com-
puted for the Equatorial Pacific and North Pacific Central
Gyre. It is envisioned that regional production rates could
be combined to provide basin-scale primary productivity
estimates.
As the result of NSF and NOAA sponsored investiga-
tions in the Pacific Ocean (e.g., U.S. JGOFS EqPac Study,
TOGA COARE, Hawaii Ocean Time-Series Program), we
have access to algal physiological data (chlorophyll-specific
a;h , irk, and Om_×) and moored optical measurements
which allow us to accurately model primary production
rates [i.e., P(z,t)] in selected regions of the Pacific Ocean.
To date our modeling efforts have been restricted to ship-
board and mooring acquired data. We propose to ex-
tend these modeling efforts to incorporate satellite im-
agery for providing daily estimates of integral production,
mgC m -2 d -1 , for the Equatorial Pacific and North Pacific
Central Gyre. Input parameters for the satellite-based op-
tical production model include: 1) chlorophyll a concentra-
tion obtained from SeaWiFS color imagery; 2) the spectral
diffuse attenuation coefficient derived from SeaWiFS color
imagery; 3) surface solar irradiance obtained from NOAA
GOES AVHRR cloud climatologies; and 4) the phyto-
plankton photophysiological parameters described above.
The accuracy of satellite derived production estimates
will in part be dependent upon the quality of chlorophyll
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5.5 James K. Bishop
Production and Analysis of Global Short
Wave and PhotosyntheticaIly Active Surface
Irradiance Fields Using International Satellite
Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) Data
Surface solar irradiance is a critical determining factor
of marine (and terrestrial) productivity. It is the driving
force for photosynthesis and it is important in governing
the stability of the water column (hence stability in the
light field experienced by phytoplankton). This proposal
v-ill support SeaWiPS team efforts by: 1) Providing global
surface solar irradiance fields at 280km resolution on a
3 hr/daily/monthly basis computed from ISCCP data us-
ing the Bishop and Rossow (1991) algorithm (and updates
of that algorithm). 2) We propose limited production of
surface irradiance fields at 30 km resolution using Rossow's
CX data set to meet the needs of regional investigations
of pigment-irradiance systematics in ocean regions where
sharp lateral gradients in pigments or other environmental
variables are found. The proposed work is in collabora-
tion with scientists at NASA_s Goddard Space Flight Cen-
ter/Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) in New
York.
We propose also to work with SeaWiFS data pertain-
ing to aerosol optical thickness so as to improve our own
estimates of surface solar irradiance. We will also work
with SeaWiFS data and SeaWiFS team members to de-
velop parameterizations for particulate carbon flux. This
work draws on our experience gained from independently
fimded shipboard investigations of particle dynamics of the
upper kilometer as part of JGOFS. Such experience is nee-
essary to establish the links between environmental forcing
and particulate carbon export from the euphotic zone to
the deep sea.
5.6 Giancarlo Carrada
Space-Time Variability of Plankton Growth Due to
Mesoscale Structures in the Mediterranean Sea:
A Comprehensive Study by Space Remote Sensing
This project represents a cooperative international
study using ocean color observations of the Mediterranean
Sea to improve existing models evaluating primary produc-
t.ion from integrated satellite data. It addresses some basic
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questionsaimedat improvingourknowledgeof plankton
dynamicsandat exploringthe informationcontainedin
theremotesensingdatarelevanto this researchframe-
work.
Theattemptis to evaluatetherolein that dynamics
playedrespectivelybyecophysiologicalp rametersanden-
vironmentalforcings.
Amongtheecophysiologicalones,themajorparame-
tersareconsideredtobeunderwaterirradiancespectrand
actionspectraof photosynthesisin theirgeographical,ver-
tical andtemporalvariability.Ontheotherhand,effects
of environmentalforcingscanbesummarizedasa whole
in thesurfacevariabilityinducedbywind,dynamicaland
thermohalineforcing.
Surfacedynamics,bothphysicalandbiological,de-
tectedfromsalinity,temperature,chlorophyllandvelocity,
can be classified according to a reduced set of patterns,
which can also be correlated with vertical processes, which
affect the penetration and the spectral characteristics of
the light. This in turn affects, even if on different time
scales, consumption and losses.
Main goals of the proposed research consist therefore
basically in: assessment of the dependence of optical pro-
files on pigment composition of plankton organisms and
viceversa; evaluation of the correlation degree between sur-
face and vertical dynamics in the observed systems, so as to
anticipate the shaping of biomass profiles from surface dy-
namics; estimation of the typical response time of plankton
communities compared with environmental change time
scales.
An interdisciplinary approach is the primary character-
istic of the present proposal. A big effort has been accom-
plished to assemble scientists whose activity contribute to
produce the comprehensive data set necessary for the pur-
pose of the proposed research.
We intend to carry out three oceanographic cruises per
year in which hydrological, currentmetrical, biooptical and
strictly biological data will be collected in coincidence with
SeaWiFS passages and with the utilization of airborne
color and shipborne Lidar sensors. These data, together
with the full coverage of SeaWiFS passages, will form the
basis for an activity of outlining, developing and validat-
ing a bio-physical model which describe the dynamics of
primary production along the water column in an environ-
ment characterized by a strong mesoscale variability.
5.7 Glenn F. Cota
Collaborative Research on Remote Sensing
of Ocean Color in the High Arctic
Phytoplankton productivity in the high Arctic can be
comparable with the most productive areas of the world's
oceans and may play an important role in the carbon cy-
cle (Smith et al. 1991). Our primary objective is to assess
the utility of ocean color as an indicator for the biomass
and primary production of phytoplankton at high latitudes
(above the Arctic circle). The influence of phytoplankton
on biogeochemical cycles of carbon and nitrogen and the
variability of apparent bio-optical properties will be deter-
mined for SeaWiFS surface truth. Our goal is to acquire
sufficient in situ bio-optical and biogeochemical data to
develop and validate local and regional algorithms. Polar
waters may serve as model systems because of the strong
biophysical coupling (e.g., melt water stratification and ice
edge blooms), but they are remote, inaccessible and inhos-
pitable. Along with other types of remotely sensored data,
ocean color, if properly validated, should allow us to survey
polar environments routinely. We will investigate open wa-
ter and marginal ice edge regions where sensor performance
(snow/ice/cloud glare or ringing, high levels of dissolved
materials) may require local and regional algorithms.
Concurrent data sets will be gathered on incident spec-
tral irradiance Ed(O-,8), downwelling spectral irradiance
Ed(z,_), upwelling spectral radiance L_(z,_), sea and sky
state photographs, wind speed, phytoplankton pigments
(HPLC and fluorometric), total suspended matter (TSM),
particulate organic carbon (POC) and nitrogen (PON),
dissolved colored organic material (DCOM), dissolved or-
ganic carbon (DOC), in situ fluorescence, red beam atten-
uance, inorganic nutrients, hydrographic variables, 15N-
nitrogen uptake (nitrate and ammonium) for new produc-
tion and total 14C-primary production. Field programs
will be conducted in Baffin Bay and in the Northwest Pas-
sage. Knowledge of the productivity of the Arctic is im-
portant for modeling the global carbon cycle, predicting
the effects of global climate change, and modeling polar
food webs. The ability of the Arctic Ocean to act as a car-
bon sink depends on in situ productivity on the shelves
of marginal seas, nutrient supply and imported carbon
(Walsh 1989, Anderson et al. 1990). Satellite remote sens-
ing is the only practical means to monitor polar regions.
The US currently does not operate a high latitude field
station nor do we have vessels dedicated to oceanographic
research in the Arctic. Hence, cruises in the high Arc-
tic are rare, and cooperation with other nations is often
mandatory. In this case the Canadians are willing to pro-
vide ship time and certain equipment and facilities at a
nominal cost (well below the cost of ship time) and to col-
laborate directly at no additional cost to NASA.
5.8 Roland Doerffer
SeaWiFS Application to Water Type Case II:
Development of Algorithms and Investigation o[
Biogeochemical Processes in the Coastal Zones
A major part of the European coastal zones and en-
closed basins such as the North Sea and Baltic Sea belong
to Case II water. These areas require special algorithms
and in situ truth procedures in order to separate the con-
tribution by the different water constituents to the water
leaving radiance spectrum. At the GKSS Research Cen-
tre an inverse modelling technique has been developed to
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retrieve the concentration of suspended matter, gelbstoff
and phytoplankton pigment as well as the aerosol path
radiance from remotely sensed radiance spectra. This pro-
cedure has been successfully tested with CZCS and aircraft
spectrometer data.
It will be adapted and further developed for SeaWiFS.
The data of SeaWiFS will be used within the framework of
the IGBP program LOICZ (Land Ocean Interaction in the
Coastal Zone). Main areas of research will be the North
and Baltic Sea. Questions for the application of the data
are: temporal and spatial development of plankton blooms
including exceptional blooms, primary production of Case
II water including the determination of the depth of the
euphotic zone and the photosynthetic available radiation
PAR (ISCCP data), transport of dissolved organic mate-
rial from the rivers into the sea, erosion, transport and
sedimentation of suspended matter. We intend to test and
apply the procedures also for other areas, where a separa-
tion of different substances is required (e.g., Yellow Sea).
A further task will be the analysis of SeaWiFS data with
respect to aerosols and thin cirrus clouds including con-
trails. They are important because of their masking effect
for water surfaces, but also because of their impact on the
atmospheric radiation and energy budget.
The research program will include optical in situ mea-
surements with a new developed multicollector underwater
spectrometer and aerial surveys with an airborne high res-
olution spectrometer and an imaging spectrometer (RO-
SIS). Furthermore data of NOAA AVHRR, METEOSAT
and Thematic Mapper will be included in the research pro-
gram.
5.9 Paul G. Falkowski
Integrating Primary Production Measurements
into Satellite ,r_laps of Ocean Color
We propose to integrate a consensus primary produc-
tion model into SeaWiFS ocean color database. To meet
this goal, we suggest that tile production models be param-
eterized with inherent physiological state variables, such
as optical cross section and quantum efficiency of photo-
synthesis, that will be independently determined from in
situ measurements. These parameters will be applied to
the whole range of physiological conditions in the world
ocean. This type of parameterization will lead to greater
objectivity in assessing sources of variance in model re-
sults. Model documentation and code, as well as in situ
data, would be resident in a NASA database (which we
will help to establish) and would be accessible to all inter-
csted investigators. Model improvement and criteria would
evolve from an intercomparison exercise in which a consen-
sus data set would be available to individual investigators
for analysis. The data would be iteratively decimated and
individual model sensitivity would be objectively assessed.
We propose that by developing a traceable, documented,
investigator-independent, and uniform (even if imperfect)
production model to ocean color data, iterative model im-
provements based upon increased knowledge and under-
standing can be readily implemented. Such iterative con-
sensus model development will allow oceanographers in the
21st century to deduce true changes in primary production
in the oceans from model and source data variability.
5.10 Robert J. Frouin
Inversion Schemes to Retrieve
Atmospheric and Oceanic Parameters
from SeaWiFS Data
We propose l) to study, using theoretical simulations
and observations, atmospheric effects on SeaWiFS radi-
ance, including their variability, evaluate the scheme pro-
posed to correct these effects, define improvements or ad-
justments, and verify, during the post-launch phase of the
SeaStar/SeaWiFS mission, the quality of the atmospheric
corrections, and 2) to develop, test, and validate new in-
version schemes to retrieve atmospheric and oceanic pa-
rameters.
The first objective will focus on the effects of aerosol-
molecule, foam-molecule, and glitter-molecule coupling,
wavelength varying aerosol optical properties, wind direc-
tion, oxygen absorption in the SeaWiFS 765nm band,
small clouds within the field-of-view, bidirectionality of
the water-leaving radiance, and spatial heterogeneity of
the ocean and atmosphere.
The second objective will include the development
of two inversion schemes, fundamentally different from
the traditional, two-step scheme. _,Ve shall not seek to
retrieve first wavelength-dependent parameters such as
water-leaving radiance or aerosol optical thickness and,
then, geophysical parameters (e.g., aerosol loading and
type, phytoplankton pigment concentration), but geophys-
ical parameters directly and simultaneously, thus avoiding
the extra step.
In the first inversion scheme, the atmospheric and
oceanic parameters to retrieve will be expressed as linear
combinations of SeaWiFS radiances or, equivalently, re-
flectances, and the coefficients will be determined by min-
imizing the influence of noise in the data and the inter-
dependence of the estimators. The proposed scheme, thus,
does not extract water-leaving radiance in order to esti-
mate oceanic parameters. The coefficients of the linear
combinations, which are pixel-specific, only depend upon
the sensitivity of the top-of-atmosphere radiance. Since
the problem is non linear, however, the scheme is iterative
in nature, and requires a first guess of the geophysical pa-
rameters. This first guess will be obtained by comparing
the SeaWiFS radiances to values pre-calcuiated for a wide
range of atmospheric and oceanic conditions.
In the second inversion scheme, a feedforward neural-
like network composed of several layers of intermediate
nodes will be educated, using back propagation, to as-
sociate SeaWiFS radiances (input vector) to geophysical
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parameters(outputvector).A trainingdataset,obtained
fromradiativetransfercalculations,will be usedin the
supervisedlearningprocess.The resultingmappingis
expectedto associatecorrectlyinputandoutputvectors
whentheinputvectorisoutsidethetrainingset.
TwoaircraftdatasetsacquireduringtheMEDIMAR
andRACERcampaignswith theairborneversionof the
PolarizationandDirectionalityof theEarth'sReflectance
(POLDER)instrumentwill beusedto studythe atmo-
sphericeffectsandvalidatetheinversionschemespriorto
the launchof SeaStar.Thestudyof atmosphericeffects
beforelaunchwill alsobeperformedusingaspecificatmo-
sphericopticsinstrumentationthat will measuresunand
skyradiances(includingaureole)inspectralbandsasclose
aspossibleto thoseofSeaWiFS.Thisinstrumentationwill
be installedat appropriategroundsites. After launch
theinstrumentationwill beusedsystematicallyto verify
theatmosphericcorrections.It will bemodifiedto oper-
ateproperlyat seaduringSeaWiFScalibration/validation
cruisesorcruisesofopportunity.
Theinvestigationwill provideanassessmentof theat-
mosphericeffectsontheSeaWiFSradiancesandwill con-
cludeontheabilityoftraditionalschemesto correcthese
effects.It will alsoconcludeon theadequacyof newin-
versionschemesto retrieveoceanicandatmosphericpa-
rametersfromSeaWiFSradiances.Maintaininga check-
of-qualityof theSeaWiFSdataandproductsduringthe
post-launchphasewill beimportanto thesuccessof the
SeaStar/SeaWiFSmission;ouratmosphericopticsinstru-
mentationwilladdressthisissueandprovide,onaregular
basis,a verificationof the atmosphericcorrections.By
contributingto interpretquantitativelyoceancolormea-
surementsfromspacein termsof parametersgoverning
primaryproduction,theinvestigationis relevantto inter-
nationalglobalchangeprogramsuchastheInternational
Geosphere-BiosphereProgramanditsJointGlobalOcean
FluxStudy,whichhaveidentifiedunderstandingtherole
of marineprimaryproductionin theglobalcarboncycle
asamajorobjective.
5.11 Hajime Fukushima
Study of Asian Dust Aerosol: Correction
of OpticaI Effects and Estimation of Flux
The transport of Asian dust particles (KOSA) through
the atmosphere to the Northwest Pacific is the most in-
tensive one of this kind on the globe and is important in
terms of geochemical cycle. The dust particles are also
known to affect atmospheric correction process of satellite
ocean color data, resulting in erroneous estimation of phy-
toplankton pigment concentration which, in turn, affects
the proper evaluation of primary production in the area.
The objectives of the proposed study are 1) to con-
tribute on SeaWiFS atmospheric correction algorithm ad-
justing to the special aerosol type in this region and 2)
to investigate feasible method to estimate the flux of min-
eral particles from the satellite data, by comparison with
ground level sampling of dust particles. Since the latter
part relies on a well-established atmospheric correction al-
gorithm we will mostly work for the former objective dur-
ing the first 2-3 years.
Regarding the atmospheric correction, we have already
developed and are testing a prototype algorithm based on
the standard Gordon's scheme. It assumes absorption of
Asian dust particles and calculates spectral aerosol optical
thickness iteratively in a pixel-by-pixel basis. Although
currently we need to give the spectral absorption by expe-
rience, we plan to refine the scheme or refine the procedure
determining the modeled aerosol optical properties, with
the aid of well-calibrated and well-organized in situ data
set. From this point, we also plan to conduct continuous
ground measurement of sky radiance on a remote island
to obtain spectral solar aureole intensity distribution to-
gether with other pertinent properties. From the obtained
quantities and by comparing them with upwelling radiation
received by the satellite sensor, we will get aerosol optical
thickness and single scattering albedo as well as degree
of non-sphericity of aerosol. Supported by these activities
and in collaboration with other SeaWiFS team/project sci-
entists, we consider we can refine and validate the scheme
so that it can be implemented into the SeaWiFS/OCTS
atmospheric correction algorithm during the planned re-
search period.
5.12 Carlos A. E. Garcia
Optical/Biological/Physical Measurements in
the South Atlantic Ocean for Development
of Basin and Local Bio-optical Algorithms
This research proposal seeks to provide in situ opti-
cal/biological/physical observation data in the South At-
lantic Ocean for SeaWiFS products verification and de-
velopment of bio-optical algorithms. The data set will
be collected during the British and Brazilian surveys in
contribution to the World Ocean Circulation Experiment
(WOCE) in the South Atlantic Ocean.
The UK contribution to the WOCE One-time Hydro-
graphic Survey includes the leg A23 along the 35 ° W merid-
ian, from January to March 1994, commencing as far as
possible into the Weddell Sea and proceeding northwards
across the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), and at
about 32 ° S turning northwest towards the Brazilian coast.
A comprehensive suite of physical (temperature, salinity,
and current profiles), optical (spectral underwater irradi-
ances, spectral reflectances, and beam attenuation), and
biogeochemical (phytoplankton pigment, fluorescence pro-
files, suspended matter and continuous underway chloro-
phyll a fluorescence) measurements obtained during the
survey will provide the basis for SeaWiFS product verifi-
cation and development of biogeographical bio-optical al-
gorithms. The one-time survey crosses several water types
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and fronts (e.g., Polar and Subtropical Fronts), therefore a
great variability of phytoplankton abundance is expected.
Four oceanographic surveys will be undertaken in the
Brazilian southern coastal waters (30 34 ° S) from 1993
to 1995. Ill this region, phytoplankton abundance is
strongly affected by nutrient input from the Lagoa dos
Patos and Rio del la Plata estuarine systems, and the
presence/absence of subantarctic waters on the continen-
tal shelf waters. Primary production rates in the area
were shown to vary from 45 177mgC m -2 h-1 with a max-
imum in spring time (Ciotti 1990). Because the cruises are
planned for calculating seasonal changes in the Brazil Cur-
rent fluxes at 30 ° S, changes in optical properties (spec-
tral upwelling radiances, downwelling/upwelling irradi-
ances and PAR irradiance profiles) associated with water
contents at each season of the year can also be investi-
gated. In this Case II waters, a broader analysis of water
content will be made in addition to the measurements in
the Southern Ocean. The photo-physiological responses
of near surface phytoplankton supplemented by in vitro
water column primary production measurements will also
be investigated to develop a regional model for estimating
primary productivity by remote sensing.
The objectives of this proposal are straightforward: to
supply bio-optical shipboard data from the South Atlantic
Ocean to the NASA Science Team, to initiate an impor-
tant relationship between several oceanographic institu-
tions, and, equally important, to establish an ocean colour
group in South America.
5.13 David M. Glover
A Coupled Biological-Physical Modal for
Studying Annual and Inter-annual Variability
in SeaWiFS Ocean Color Data
We propose to develop a three-dimensional, global
scale, coupled biological-physical model for the ocean. Sca-
WiFS ocean color data will be used in diagnostic fashion to
improve the formulation of the biological dynamics in the
model and to validate model behavior on large temporal
(monthly to interannual) and spatial scales (greater than
eddy resolution to global). The correspondence between
the model results and the SeaWiFS data will be tested us-
ing appropriate time averages for the mean and variance
fields (first and second moments). Emphasis will be placed
on replicating in a statistical sense the seasonal variability
and large-scale patterns in the SeaWiFS ocean color data.
Model sensitivity analysis will be employed during model
development and will provide recommendations for future
field and process studies. The results of the sensitivity
analysis will also be used to explore the error structure of
the coupled model, laying the groundwork for ocean color
data assimilation. Coupled model simulations will be ex-
anained to clarify the roles of vertical mixing, upwelling,
and horizontal nutrient transport in ocean productivity.
We will also investigate, using the coupled model, the re-
sponse of the biological-physical system to climatic changes
in atmospheric forcing and/or ocean circulation. The de-
velopment of better coupled biological-physical models is
essential if we are to fulfill the overall scientific goals of
the SeaWiFS project and understand the role of oceanic
primary production in the global carbon cycle.
5.14 David Halpern
Seasonal-to-Interannual Variations of Sea_riFS -
Derived PhytopIankton Pigment Concentration
Along the Equator and Relationships to
Physical Oceanographic Processes
One source of oceanic consumption of atmospheric car-
bon dioxide is phytoplankton production, especially in the
equatorial Pacific. An unusual blend of upwelling and
shear mixing, which uplifts nitrate into the euphotic zone,
occurs at the equator. Satellite-borne ocean color mea-
suring instrumentation will provide extensive data sets of
the global surface-layer phytoplankton pigment concentra-
tion beginning in August 1993 when SeaWiFS is scheduled
for launch. Research towards understanding the physi-
cal oceanographic influences on the annual and interan-
nual variations of the SeaWiFS-derived phytoplankton pig-
ment concentration along the equator is described in the
proposal. Monthly longitudinal profiles of phytoplankton
biomass will be assembled for each equatorial ocean. The
relationship of the annual cycle, interannual variations,
and submonthly fluctuations will be related to the phys-
ical oceanographic environment, such as sea surface tem-
perature, mixed layer depth, wind mixing, and upwelling
intensity. An answer to the question, "To what extent
does upwelling control phytoplankton abundancies along
the equator?" will be sought with studies of the upward
nitrate flux at the bottom of the euphotic layer. Sub-
surface oceanographic variables, such as temperature and
vertical motion, are routinely produced by the NOAA Na-
tional Meteorological Center (NMC) operational hindcast-
analysis system. Mixed layer depth and nitrate flux will be
computed from NMC data. Sea surface temperature will
be estimated from NOAA AVHRR measurements. Wind
mixing will be estimated from SSMI and the ERS-1 AMI
data.
5.15 Eileen Hofmann
Assimilation of Ocean Color Measurements
into Physical-BiologicM Models
This proposal outlines a study that is designed to pro-
vide a framework for using ocean color measurements with
physical-biological models. The two primary objectives of
this research are: to develop approaches and techniques
for assimilation of ocean color data into physical-biological
models and to demonstrate the feasibility of using pat-
terns in ocean color images to specify characteristic vertical
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chlorophyll profiles for use in models to estimate primary
production. Out initial efforts will be focused at regional
scales, specifically the southeastern U.S. continental shelf.
However, once developed, the ideas and approaches that
will come from this study can be extended to larger (i.e.,
basin) scales. The proposed research is relevant to three of
the five research goals and objectives stated in the NASA
Research Announcement for SeaWiFS.
5.16 Richard Iverson
Marine Phytoplankton Annual Carbon
Production, New Nitrogen Production,
and Export Production Cedculated from
CZCS and SeaWiFS C_at Data
Central scientific objectives of SeaWiFS data analysis
are to develop methods to estimate new and total primary
production on local, regional and ocean basin length scales
from satellite chlorophyll a estimates and to apply those
methods to SeaWiFS data. Two approaches currently exist
for estimating primary productivity using remotely sensed
data. An empirical approach uses regression analysis to
relate productivity to chlorophyll a (C_at) determined from
satellite imagery (Platt and Sathyendranath 1988; Balch et
al. 1992). When both algorithm types were parameterized
using composite daily productivity data sets and compared
with field data, R 2 values were low (Balch et al. 1989 and
1992).
Both model types are parameterized using 14C pro-
ductivity data. The standard 14C method has bias as-
sociated with contamination problems (Fitzwater et al.
1982; Chavez and Barber 1987) that can now be corrected
to values obtained with clean-14C methods (Iverson, Ap-
pendix I). A new empirical equation parameterization uses
clean-corrected total carbon production (PTc) data that
are linearly related to annual mean C_at with R 2 = 0.97.
The new PTc-C_t empirical equation can be used to cal-
culate total production on ocean region and ocean basin
length scales. For example, North Atlantic primary pro-
duction of 7.9GtCyr -I, determined using the empirical
equation, was within the limits of 9+3 Gt C yr -1 estimated
by Platt et al. (1991) using a semianalytical model applied
to seasonally-averaged 1979 CZCS Csa t data (Iverson and
Esaias, Appendix II). Assuming the empirical equation ap-
plies to all ocean regions, global ocean primary produc-
tion increased from 27Gt Cyr -1 estimated by Berger et
al. (1987), to 57 Gt C yr -1 estimated with the new empir-
ical equation and the global CZCS data set (Iverson and
Esaias, Appendix II).
The research proposed here would (1) improve the
PTc-Cuat empirical equation using data to be collected at
JGOFS BATS and HOTS sites and available from NODOC
in the Balch et al. (1992) data compilation. The equation
would be initially tested (2) for different ocean regions by
comparing PTC, calculated using the global CZCS annual
average Csa t data set, with PTC from the corrected global
standard 14C data set. Later, PTC calculated from Sea-
WiFS C_t data will be tested (3) against dean PTC esti-
mates from JGOFS Indian Ocean data. While it will take
years or decades to obtain enough data to parameterize
semianalytical models for most ocean basins, this research
will (4) immediately determine if detectable interannual
changes exist in ocean basin-scale PTC using CZCS data.
The same objective will be achieved (5) in later years us-
ing SeaWiFS C_t data sets, that will have significantly
less spatial and temporal sampling bias than CZCS data.
Finally (6), equations that relate new nitrogen production
(Iverson, 1990) and export production (Iverson, Appendix
I) to PTC will be applied to determine the magnitudes
and interannual changes in those variables within different
ocean regions and basins using SeaWiFS data.
5.17 Daniel Kamykowski
The Influence of Vertical Mixing on
the SeaWiFS Algorithms
Algorithms that relate the signals received by a satellite
ocean color scanner (SeaWiFS) to phytoptankton biomass
and production (total and new) presently assume a physi-
cally static water column. The literature, however, clearly
demonstrates that vertical mixing can influence these algo-
rithms. We propose to explore how vertical mixing in nat-
ural water columns influences the diffuse reflectance as re-
lated to phytoplankton biomass, the photosynthetic state
of phytoplankton, and the nitrate flux. Our approach in-
cludes field, laboratory and biophysical modeling compo-
nents focused on developing weightings that can be ap-
plied to ocean color algorithms to account for the effect
of vertical mixing. We also propose to explore how well
vertical mixing in support of the phytoplankton perspec-
tive can be estimated from information derived from other
satellite sensors (i.e., AVHRR, scatterometer, SAR) both
separately and as supplemented by moorings and analyses
of historical data collections. Our proposed consideration
of vertical mixing can contribute to better estimates of
carbon and nitrogen flux in the upper ocean and to the
improved precision of satellite ocean color algorithms.
5.18 Dale A. Kiefer
Analysis of Photosynthetic Rate
and Bio-optical Components from
Ocean Color Imagery
Our research in bio-optical modeling indicates that the
value of SeaWiFS imagery can be greatly enhanced by in-
corporating into the analysis of ocean color both mathe-
matical models of the growth and physiological adaptation
of phytoplankton and information on the absorption and
backscattering properties of microparticles that are known
to contribute to variability in the spectral reflectance at
the sea surface. As members of the SeaWiFS Team, we
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wouldcontinueto developalgorithmsthat wouldbeap-
pliedto the calculationof theconcentrationandphoto-
syntheticrateof phytoplanktonwithinthewatercolumn.
Thesealgorithmsaredistinctlydifferentfromthosepro-
posedby otherworkers(e.g.,Platt andSathyendranath
1988,Platt et al.1991,Morel1991,Morel1991)because
theyaremoremechanisticandincludeadescriptionofthe
variabilityin thecellularchlorophylla concentration.
Weproposetotestandtuneourphenomenologicalpro-
ductivitymodelby comparingpredictionsof phytoplank-
tonconcentrationandphotosyntheticrateobtainedfrom
bothCZCS and SeaWiFS imagery with measurements at
weather stations and moorings such as those presently op-
erating at the Bermuda JGOFS time series. The model
will also be validated by measuring rates of growth and
light absorption by cultures of phytoplankton grown con-
tinuously over a range of temperatures, light intensities,
photoperiods, and nutrient concentrations.
We also propose to develop a spectral reflectance
model, which will provide a better understanding of the
components in the microplanktonic community that con-
tribute to changes in ocean color. We have acquired a large
database on the spectral absorption coefficients of marine
particles and have developed several methods for separat-
ing these spectra into at least two components: phyto-
plankton and "detritus." We wish to expand this database
with measurements made during the SeaWiFS validation
cruises and subject the database to an analysis specific to
the wavelengths of the SeaWiFS sensors. We have also be-
gun to develop a catalogue of the absorption, total scatter-
ing, and backscattering cross-sections of diverse micropar-
ticles, including procaryotic heterotrophic and photosyn-
thetic organisms, phytoplankton, flagellates, ciliates and
viruses. This information will be incorporated into our
development of the reflectance model.
We propose to apply our refectance model to an anal-
ysis of the spectral reflectance measured during the CZCS
and SeaWiFS validation cruises. We hope to retrieve at
least three components, including the absorption coeffi-
cient of ph)_oplankton and detritus and the backscatter-
ing coefficient of suspended particles. If flow cytometric
or electronic particle sizing information is gathered during
the SeaWiFS validation cruises, we also propose to invert
our model by reconstructing the reflectance spectrum from
knowledge of the composition and size distribution of sus-
pended particles.
5.19 Motoaki Kishino
Evaluation of Temporal and Spatial
Variabilities of Phytoplankton
Pigment and Primary Production
in the Japan Sea
We will study temporal and spatial variabilities of phy-
toplankton pigment, and primary production in the Japan
Sea by a moored optical buoy system and SeaWiFS ocean
color data. This study is composed of three major efforts:
development of in-water pigment and primary produc-
tion algorithms, analysis of SeaWiFS data combined with
the moored optical buoy data, and development of a ver-
tically one-dimensional physical-biological-optical model.
The combination of these three efforts will contribute not
only to the regional biological oceanography but also to
the general understanding of the variability of primary
production and biogeochemistry of the ocean and to the
methodology to use satellite and moored buoy data.
Moored optical buoy system was developed by Na-
tional Development Agency of Japan (NASDA) for eval-
uation of the algorithms for Ocean Color and Tempera-
ture Sensor (OCTS) on Advanced Earth Observing Satel-
lite (ADEOS), which will be launched on 1996. This buoy
system will be deployed on the Yamato Bank in the Japan
Sea from 1993. Data of spectral upward radiance, down-
ward irradiance, pigment fluorescence, and other physi-
cal and atmospheric parameters will be transmitted to the
ground station by the weather satellite (GMS) near real
time. We will use these information for the evaluation and
interpretation of SeaWiFS data. Spectral measurements
of optical characteristics of water around Japan will be
also conducted to develop pigment and primary produc-
tion algorithms which are suitable for this area and for the
new ocean color sensors. These algorithms will be used
to study the temporal and spatial variabilities of phyto-
plankton pigment and primary production in the Japan
Sea. Furthermore, a vertically one-dimensional physical-
biological-optical model will be developed and will be com-
pared and coupled to the buoy and satellite data to study
the variabilities.
5.20 Oleg V. Kopelevich
Sea _ViFS Algorithms Development and
Applications: Applications of
Sea_/iFS Data
Objectives:
1) Development of models and algorithms using the
SeaWiFS data for the atmospheric correction and the
derivation of optical and biological properties of the up-
per ocean taking into account tile vertical stratification; 2)
Validation of developed algorithms carrying out the sub-
satellite ocean experiments; 3) Use of the SeaWiFS data
for the assessment of the global ocean primary produc-
tion, the carbon flux and of their annual cycle as well for
studying the physical and biological processes in regional
mesoscale ecosystems.
Approaches:
1) We intend to improve algorithm of atmospheric cor-
rection trying to decline the assumption about a negligible
quantity of the water-leaving radiance in the red spectral
region and to take into account the case of small foam cov-
erage of sea surface. We also suppose to raise an accuracy
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of theextrapolationof theaerosolspectralopticalthick-
nessto theblueregionusingavailablestatisticaldataof
measurementsin differentoceanareas.Usingtheseawa-
teropticalpropertiesmodelwehopetodevelopthegeneral
bio-opticalalgorithmwhichparameterswill beadaptedto
differentoceanconditionincludingtheCases1and2wa-
ter. Themodeloftheverticaldistributionissupposedto
calculatetheopticalandbiologicalcharacteristicsin the
upperoceanto 200m by the onesin the surfacelayer.
For assessmentof the primaryproductionwe intendto
useasempiricalalgorithmsassemi-analyticalmodels.We
will try to raiseanaccuracyof anestimationofmaximum
photosynthesisbasingonoceanologicalanalysisofdifferent
situations.
2)Weintendto carryout thevalidationof variousal-
gorithmsin theall-roundsub-satelliteoceanexperiments.
OurInstitutehasgotresearchvesselswhichallowto have
60-75scientistsonboardandto carryout all necessary
measurementssimultaneously.Wehaveinstrumentalsets
providingalmostall observationsrequirementsandnew
devicesareplannedto develop.Wewouldliketo arrange
cooperativecruisesfortheSeaWiFSCalibration and Val-
idation with participation of U.S. scientists.
3) The global ocean primary production, the carbon
flux are planned to assess using jointly SeaWiFS and avail-
able in situ measurements data sets. We also intend to use
SeaWiFS data for research of spatial and temporary vari-
ability of optical and biological characteristics in coastal
upwelling and frontal zones in some areas.
5.21 Gennady K. Korotaev
SeaWiFS Algorithms Development and
Applications to Black Sea Research
As a result of researches of many years large archives of
in situ data have been collected in MHI. Main features of
spatial and temporal variability of processes in the Black
Sea have been outlined. Nevertheless a number of essen-
tial details remain not cleared up. Use of data obtained
from new enhanced satellite sensors may prove very helpful
for detecting sources of sea pollution and mechanisms of
its spreading, annual heating and cooling of water, phy-
toplankton blooming, etc. One of the most significant
problems is constant deterioration of ecological state of
the Black Sea basin.
The aim of these research works in general consists in
development a set of complex optical, hydrophysieal and
hydrobiological models to enable the use of satellite data
for systematic and comprehensive observations and predic-
tions of the state of Black Sea basin.
Quantitative methods of interpretation of SeaWiFS
data intended for determining optical and biological char-
acteristics of sea water must be constructed on the ba-
sis of complete optical model of "atmosphere-sea" system.
At present such model exists for open ocean areas, but
for Black Sea basin the problem is more complicated due
to large variety of independent variable parameters of sea
water and atmosphere [phytoplankton pigment concentra-
tion, dissolved organic material (gelbstoff or yellow sub-
stance), various fractions of inorganic suspended materi-
als, etc.]. Processing algorithms and appropriate optical
models must be validated and defined more precisely tak-
ing into account particular optical properties of the atmo-
sphere and sea water for various regions and conditions.
The main approach to solving the stated problems con-
sists in the use of SeaWiFS data in conjunction with in situ
data sets. More substantial results would be obtained in
case not only comparisons but if the SeaWiFS data would
be used for, first, optical models and algorithms adjust-
ment and, second, investigations of diverse processes in
the sea.
MHI has several research ships enabling it to carry out
field programs in any region of the Ocean. The ships are
equipped with a number of hydrological, optical, and other
scientific instruments. MHI plans to perform 2-3 field ex-
peditions (about 1 month each) in the Black Sea in a year.
A wide range of theoretical study is performed in MHI
aimed at implementation of models of hydrodynamical pro-
cesses for various scales and regions. The latest models are
intended to account for biological processes.
MHI plans to provide the same works within the frame-
work of international project "Priroda." This project will
be realized in 1993-1995 on the base of Russian orbital sta-
tion "MIR." The remote sensing instruments will include
scanning spectrometer of visible band MOS, constructed
in Germany. Experiments with SeaWiFS and MOS can
provide reciprocal complement.
5.22 J. Ruben Lara-Lara
Characterization of the Bio-optical
Properties of the Gulf of California
Our proposal has two main goals: a) the characteriza-
tion of bio-optical properties in an extensive manner in the
Pacific coastal waters off Baja California, and the Gulf of
California; and b) intensive study in the Guaymas Basin
of the Gulf of California. In this brief summary of our pro-
posal, I describe mainly our intensive study in the central
part of the gulf. We propose to obtain continuous basin-
scale estimates of primary productivity by combining Sea-
WiFS time series of surface pigment concentration in the
Gulf of California with ship-based characterization of local
bio-optical provinces in terms of vertical pigment and irra-
diance attenuation structure, direct measurements of pho-
tosynthesis vs. irradiance parameters and in situ produc-
tivity, and continuous estimates of pigment concentration
and primary productivity from moored natural fluorom-
eters. Our goal is to establish quantitative relationships
between the rates of primary productivity and deposition
of organic matter into the anoxic varved sediments on the
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continentalslopeof theGulfof CalifornianearGuaymas,
Mexico.
TheE1Nifioeventsignaliswellpreservedin thegulf
varvedsediments,thereforethisplaceoffersa uniqueop-
portunityto studythecouplingbetweenthepelagicpro-
cesses and the fluxes of carbon to the benthos. We will
undertake this research in collaboration with tile SeaWiFS
research proposed by Drs. James Mueller, R. Zaneveld, J.
Svekovsky and Dennis Clark.
5.23 Marlon Lewis
Satellite (SeaWiFS) Observations of Variability in
the Penetration of Visible Light in the Oceans:
Biophysical Bases and Physical Consequences
Prediction of the optical properties of the upper ocean
is of central importance in oceanography. The proper-
ties regulate the penetration of visible radiation in the sea
which has important ramifications for both physical and bi-
ological oceanographic processes. In particular, variations
in the divergence of visible radiation have a first order in-
fluence on upper ocean heat storage, and the development
of thermal structure and dynamics on scales ranging from
the diurnal to the climatological.
We plan to use SeaWiFS data, along with drifting op-
tical buoy data, and other ancillary data sets, to carry
out an investigation into the role of variations in optical
properties on upper ocean thermal dynamics on synoptic
scales. The SeaWiFS ocean color satellite is particularly
well suited to this study; satellite-derived measurements
of water-leaving radiances can be used to generate direct
estimates of the spectral attenuation coefficient which gov-
erns the penetration of light in the sea. These data will be
assimilated in both analytical and numerical models of up-
per ocean thermal response focusing on three time scales.
First, the diurnal response of the upper ocean and its de-
pendence on optical properties will be investigated. Sec-
ond, the analysis will be extended to the seasonal mixed
layer development. Finally, the role of penetrating irra-
diance on the heat budget of the low-latitude ocean will
be examined with a focus on interannual variation. Geo-
graphical areas of interest are the North Atlantic and tile
Equatorial Pacific.
5.24 Mark E. Luther
Incorporation of SeaVt'_iFS Data into Coupled
Physical/Biological Models of the Arabian Sea
A numerical model of the wind-forced circulation of
the Indian Ocean coupled to a photosynthetic-irradiance
model and an ecosystem model will be used to assimi-
late and interpret SeaWiFS ocean color data in the inves-
tigation of the intense upwelling and associated primary
production that is observed in the northwestern Arabian
Sea during the southwest monsoon. The physical model is
described in Luther and O'Brien (1985) as modified and
extended by Jensen (1990, 1991) and J. Capella (pers.
comm.). Extensions of the model are underway to in-
clude explicit mixed-layer processes. The photosynthesis-
irradiance model of Platt and Sathyendranath (1991) and
the ecosystem model of Walsh et al. (1989) will be coupled
to the physical model to allow a more in-depth investiga-
tion of the upwelling process and its effect on sea surface
temperature (SST), biological primary production, and the
oceanic carbon budget in this region. We will quantify the
dependence of the P-I parameters on physical factors such
as mixed layer depth and nutrient supply by comparing
these two physical/biological models. The model will be
useful in the analysis of satellite and in situ observations,
allowing interpretation of point measurements in a broader
framework in both space and time.
5.25 Satsuki Matsumura
Seasonal and Long Period of Time Variation of
Phytoplankton Biomass and Primary Productivity
on North B_est Pacific and Japan Sea
Northwestern Pacific off Japan Islands and Japan Sea
are well known as an area of highly variable oceanic con-
ditions. Northern parts of those areas are covered by sub-
arctic water which is characterized as Plankton rich water.
Southern part are covered by oligotrophic subtropical wa-
ter. Those water mass are divided by strong boundary and
the boundary area is called as perturbed area.
V_'e will investigate the mechanism of temporal varia-
tion of primary productivity in those area using chlorophyll
map from SeaWiFS and ship observation.
Our goal of proposed research is to verify the spring
phytoplankton bloom in the Japan Sea and resolve mech-
anisms which govern the time of inception, magnitude,
and duration of spring phytoplankton bloom in the entire
Japan Sea.
The mechanism of primary productivity maintenance
by wind will be investigated using SeaWiFS data, NOAA
AVHRR data, wind data and ship observations.
Five research vessels belong to fisheries institute will
be used for field measurement, like as under water optical
measurement, in situ primary production measurement us-
ing 13C method, plankton sampling for higher trophic level
productivity analysis and water sampling for pigment ex-
tracting.
Fishing information will also be corrected by fisheries
information systems for analyzing the relationship between
fish stocks and primary productivity.
The relationship between oceanic conditions, primary
productivity and more higher trophic level productivity
will be clarified by SeaWiFS data and ship data.
Various kinds of sea-truth data including vertical pro-
file will be provided from those areas in order to develop
and validate the algorithm of chlorophyll evaluation from
SeaWiFS.
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Theprimaryproductivityin thoseareawillbemapped
usingby availableSeaWiFSdataandshipdata. And
also,studyon the mechanismof temporalvariationof
chlorophylldistributionandprimaryproductionrelatedto
oceaniconditionwill beprogressed.
Successfulresultswill contributenotonlyto evaluate
mechanismofsurvivaloffishlarvaein theJapanSeabut
alsoto providedatatoanalyzeglobalenvironmentaleffects
onprimaryproductivityin theocean.
5.26 Charles McClain
Physical-Biological Interactions in the Global
Equatorial Surface Layer
This proposal is in response to the NASA Research An-
nouncement (NRA), Sea-Viewing Wide-field-@view Sen-
sor (SeaWiFS) Global Ocean Primary Production. The
specific objectives of this proposal are to study the cou-
plings between biological and physical processes, including
primary productivity, and seasonal and interannual vari-
ability of these processes in the global equatorial ocean
between +30 ° latitude. The approach will use an exten-
sive assortment of satellite and in situ observations with
coupled physical and biological models. The research pro-
gram will integrate the related activities of the investiga-
tors in a diverse suite of field and satellite projects into
a program responsive to the NRA objectives. These re-
lated efforts include the Joint Global Ocean Flux Study
(JGOFS), the Global Ocean Ecosystems Dynamics pro-
gram (GLOBEC), TOPEX/POSEIDON, the Earth Re-
sources Satellites (ERS-1 and ERS-2 altimeters and scat-
terometers), the Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere pro-
gram (TOGA) and NSCAT.
5.27 Andr6 Morel
SeaWiFS Data as Input in Mapping and
Modelling.Global Carbon Fluxes
The major goal of the present proposal is to develop
methods for combining multiple satellite data sets and ulti-
mately to assimilate such data into l-D, then 3-D physical-
biogeochemical models. The general objective is to analyze
and understand, in order to be able to predict, the fluxes
of organic matter leaving the upper layers of the ocean
and correlatively to quantify the CO2 exchanges at the at-
mosphere ocean interface. The use and interpretation of
remotely sensed data, in particular those delivered by Sea-
WiFS, which are essential in the problem addressed, will
parallel the effort in process modelling. The validation
of the entire system (data acquisition, interpretation and
then assimilation in models) by using in situ measurements
(permanent stations, or cruises) is also an imperative cor-
ner stone.
The thermodynamical (or solubility) pump would be
the only mechanism regulating the pCO2 distribution in
an abiotic ocean, or as well in an ocean where all organic
materials produced within the upper layers would be herein
consumed (no export production). In the real ocean, the
biological pump, which, on average, maintains negative
_2CO2 patterns, superimposed on what would result from
the sole physical forcings. Ocean color is the unique for-
mation, amenable to a detection from space, which can
be related to the biological activity and therefrom to its
impact on carbon flux and exchange. The simultaneous
running of the two pumps requires that both biological
and physical aspects be simultaneously contemplated. Sea
surface temperature, wind field, currents and solar irradi-
ation, in particular, are parameters, also measurable from
space, which are needed in the physical segment of the
study.
The French JGOFS program actually has adhered to
this interdisciplinary philosophy and its Scientific Com-
mittee has strongly encouraged the development of a se-
ries of interwoven models to be validated via dedicated
cruises. Specific processes studies and acquisition of perti-
nent data at the adequate spatial and temporal scales, (in-
cluding sediment traps deployments) are the goal of these
JGOFS cruises. The rationale for the EUMELI cruises (5
cruises from 1990 through 1993) and for the following OLI-
PAC/FLUPAC cruises (Dec. 1993-1994) was formulated
along these lines and the use (or actually the "preparation
to a meaningful use") of future ocean color sensor data,
was explicitly stated in the preparatory documents. The
suite of models to be validated begins with a productiv-
ity model, fed with the upper layer pigment concentration,
that is the basic information delivered by an ocean color
sensor.
Therefore the scientific community organized around
the French JGOFS program, has naturally been highly re-
sponsive to the SeaWiFS announcement. This interest re-
sults in the present multifaceted proposal. Its intent is not
to cover all French activities relying on the use of Sea-
WiFS data; rather, potentially significant contributions
have been selected and will be presented as sub-proposals.
They emanate from distinct groups, namely from:
Laboratoire de Physique et Chimie Marines (LPCM),
in Paris and in Villefranche-sur-Mer
This Laboratoire depends from Universite Pierre et
Marie Curie (Paris 6) and is "Unit_ Assoeic_e au
CNRS" (UA 353).
Director: A. Morel (Professor)
Adjoint-Director: A. Poisson (Directeur de Recherche
CNRS)
Laboratoire de Modelisation du climat et de
I'Environnement, (LMCE) in Gif-Sur-Yvette
This Laboratoire, newly created, depends from CEA the
Commissariat _ I'Energie Atomique.
Director: C. Laj (Ingenieur CEA)
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Laboratoire d'Ocdanographie et de Dynamique
du climat, (LODYC) in Paris including a team
depending from ORSTOM
This Laboratoire depends from Universite Pierre et
Marie Curie and is a "Unit6 Mixte de Recherche"
(UM 121), that means an Association between the
University-CNRS and ORSTOM.
Director: L. Merlivat (Directeur de Recherche CNRS)
Groupe de Recherche de Geodesic
Spatiale (GRGS) in Toulouse
This Laboratoire is a "Unit6 Mixte de Recherche" (UM
39), that means an Association between CNRS and
CNES.
Director: J.F. Minster, "Physicien" at Observatoire
Midi-Pyrennees
Between these groups, there exist many exchanges and
well established cooperations under the JGOFS or PNEDC
(COs and WOCE Programs) umbrella and also thanks to
a European contract ("air-sea COs exchange," MAST ES-
TEC). These teams share data sets and models and often
they take part in the same cruises or experiments. They,
however, have specific objectives and particular strengths,
as reflected by the separate sub-proposals.
Most of these sub-proposals are related to field activi-
ties and approved cruises, with the consequence that they
can appear scattered in the world ocean. These French
JGOFS cruises are oriented toward process studies in typ-
ical oceanic systems with the aim of validating a set of
models of general use, allowing a meaningful extrapola-
tion to be made in the future with the help of satellite
information. They are not geographically oriented, so that
the sub-proposals cannot be unified from this viewpoint.
Also related to several sub-proposals, some WOCE cruises,
will take place in various parts of the ocean, according to
a strategy agreed upon at the international level, and the
same remark as above applies. The connection between the
sub-proposals being not in geography, the overall link is in
the conceptual approach (that of JGOFS, summarized in
the citation reproduced in the next section), whereas the
differences correspond to a specialization of the teams and
emphasis put on a specific aspect of the general problem
addressed in the present proposal.
5.28 James L. Mueller
SeaWiFS Pigments, Primary Productivity and
Sedimentation of Organic Matter in the Gulf
of California, and the El Nifio-Southern
Oscillation Cycle
We propose to obtain continuous, basin-scale estimates
of primary productivity by combining SeaWiFS time se-
ries of surface pigment concentrations in the Gulf of Cali-
fornia with ship-based characterization of local bio-optical
provinces in terms of vertical pigment and irradiance at-
tenuation structure, direct measurements of photosynthe-
sis vs. irradiance parameters and in situ productivity,
and continuous estimates of pigment concentration and
primary productivity from moored natural fluorometers.
Our goal is to establish quantitative relationships between
the rates of primary productivity and deposition of organic
matter into the anoxic varved sediments on the continen-
tal slope of the Gulf of California near Guaymas, Mex-
ico. The annual strata preserved in these sediments pro-
vide a chronological record of the climatic El Nifio cycle
in the Eastern North Pacific. Quantification of the rela-
tionship between production and sedimentation of organic
matter will allow interpretation of the record preserved in
the sediments and advance understanding of the effect of
seasonal and interannual changes in physical and biological
processes in the upper ocean on organic carbon sedimenta-
tion in sites such as these. We will undertake this research
in collaboration with the SeaWiFS research proposed by
Drs. Ruben Lara-Lara, Tim Baumgartner, Saul Alvarez-
Borrego, Helmut Maske, and Gilberto Gaxiola-Castro of
the Centro de Investigacidn Cient@ca y de Educacidn Su-
perior de Ensenada (CICESE) in Ensenada, Mexico. CI-
CESE will provide ship time for approximately quarterly
bio-optical cruises in the Gulf of California, analyses of
concurrent sediment trap samples from a deep moored trap
near Guaymas (part of an ongoing long-term study Dr.
Baumgartner at this site), in situ productivity, and other
ancillary biological and chemical analyses.
5.29 Frank E. Muller-Karger
Evaluation of Regional and Temporal
Variation ofPrimary Productivity
within Case II Ocean Shelf
Waters Using SeaWiFS
Global estimates indicate that 30% of oceanic primary
production occurs in shelf waters that represent only 10%
of the ocean surface. However, satellite-derived estimates
of shelf production in tropical and mid-latitudes appear to
be higher than ship estimates by a factor of 2 to 5. This
discrepancy alone could lead to a 30 80% overestimate of
global ocean production. V¢_ propose to study this issue by
measuring production in shelf waters and testing regional
algorithms with SeaWiFS imagery. Our working hypoth-
esis is that default parameters in open ocean productivity
algorithms lead to shelf production overestimates. This
in turn affects global area-weighted production estimates.
The primary goals of this research are to:
1) Quantify the role of continental margins in the
global cycles of biogenic elements using satel-
lite data. We will focus on corrections for non-
viable colored compounds (e.g. dissolved or-
ganic carbon and phaeopigments) in shelf and
river plumes.
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2) Investigatethe physicalandchemicalfactors
that controlproductionandits variabilityon
continentalmargins,andquantifythisvariabil-
ity usingremotely-sensedstimatesof phyto-
planktondistribution.
3) Investigatethetrajectoryof materialsupplied
viaupwellingandriverdischarge.
4) Coordinatescienceactivitieswith theSeaWiFS
ScienceTeam,providesupportotheSEASDIS,
andensuredatacompatibilityforSEASDISdis-
tribution.
During1993-1996,wewill makebio-opticalandpro-
ductivityobservationsontwocruisesperyearto diverse
shelfenvironments.Wewill examinetheplumesof the
ChesapeakeBay, OrinocoRiver, and MississippiRiver
in consecutiveyears,andconductannualcruisesto the
WestFloridashelf. Observationsincludesurfaceand
subsurfacespectralreflectance,photosyntheticpigments
(HPLC),14C-basedproductivity(spectralP-I), DOC, and
NO3-nitrogen assimilation using 15N tracer. In prepara-
tion for the SeaWiFS launch, historical bio-optical and
CZCS data for these areas will be assembled into a working
database.
Institutional support for this research is considerable:
USF provides HRPT antenna coverage, annual cruises to
the West Florida Shelf and Mississippi plume are provided
by the Florida Institute of Oceanography and the Florida
Department of Natural Resources, and the NSF-funded
LMER program at the University of Maryland provides
productivity data and ship time in the Chesapeake plume
in 1993. Sampling of the the Orinoco plume will be carried
out using Venezuelan vessels in 1994. Airborne LIDAR and
ODAS observations will help define sub-pixel variability
and atmospheric effects during SeaWiFS overflights.
The expected results are test-case productivity mod-
els encompassing regional and temporal variation of global
margins, to be applied using GAC and selected LAC Sea-
WiFS data. The work complements ecosystem simula-
tions proposed by John J. Walsh in response to this NRA,
and the SeaWiFS, MODIS, and HIRIS algorithm work of
Kendall Carder. The joint research ensures preservation of
a multi-decade series of satellite observations of shelf wa-
ters (CZCS, SeaWiFS, OCTS/ADEOS, MERIS, MODIS,
and HIRIS).
5.30 Egil Sakshaug
Validations and Applications of
SeaWiFS Data in the Nordic Seas
This proposal embodies calibration of SeaWiFS data
and Norwegian scientific applications of SeaWiFS data.
The data will be used in Norwegian national ecological
and climate research programs covering the Greenland,
Iceland, and Norwegian (GIN) Seas, the Barents Sea, The
Norwegian Coastal Current, the North Sea Skagerrak and
Kattegat and will be used in mathematical ecosystem mod-
els which are being generated for these areas. These re-
search programs include studies on the biological carbon
pump as well as systems ecology ranging from primary pro-
ductivity via zooplankton to commercially important fish
species, as well as effects of pollution in coastal waters.
The SeaWiFS calibration-related part of these programs
will comprise bio-optical studies for the development of
algorithms. While waters in the GIN and the Barents
Sea generally are blue, except when rich in phytoplank-
ton, Norwegian coastal waters generally are green (Case
II waters) due to humus- and particle-laden waters from
rivers and, in particular, from the Baltic Sea. In extreme
cases this greenness may correspond to 10 -1_ mg Chloro-
phyll a m-3 in blue waters (on basis of standard CZCS
algorithms). An important part of the studies therefore
is to construct regionally validated algorithms for resolv-
ing various water constituents (biogeneous pigments, sus-
pended sediments and dissolved yellow substances). More-
over, by having a multi-wavelength sensor, SeaWiFS might
distinguish between prominent algal classes or species, for
instance diatoms from Phaeocystis pouchetii and Emilia-
nia huxIeyi as well as blooms of harmful algae, due to the
different optical characteristics of these algae.
5.31 Frank A. Shillington
Analysis of Ocean Colour Data from SeaIViFS
in the Ocean Around Southern Africa for
Fisheries and Climate Research
This proposal seeks to use LAC SeaWiFS ocean colour
data for the continental shelf region of the Benguela Up-
welling Current System off the west coast of South Africa
and the Agulhas Bank region south of Africa, to elucidate
details of the primary productiou of the area and hence
improve the knowledge of the food chain for pelagic fish
species of the area. The project aims to collect detailed
in situ measurements of a wide range of parameters e.g.,
T, S, chlorophyll a, PI) and their depth characteristics so
that these can be related to satellite measures of colour.
The sea measurements are being made as part of ongoing
studies of phase III of the South Africa funded Benguela
Ecology Programme (BEP) on the west and south coasts
of Africa.
In the Southern Ocean, the South African funded
Antarctic Marine Ecosystem and Climate Change Pro-
gramme will have regular research cruises to the subtrop-
ical convergence and subantarctic front south of Africa.
The approach in this programme is to make photosyn-
thesis and irradiance measurements in order to delineate
the different bio-optical provinces along the lines recently
explored by Platt et al (1990). Size fractionated 15N up-
take and regeneration experiments will help to measure the
"new" production and thus provide an estimate of vertical
carbon flux.
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Bothtile BEPandthe AntarcticMarineEcosystem
andGlobalChangeprogrammeswill provideregionalcon-
tributionsto JGOFS,WOCEandGLOBEC.
data. The subsequentcomparisonof our resultswith
thestandardSeaWiFSdataproducts(cf.,chlorophylla)
should prove to be very fruitful.
5.32 David A. Siegel
Inherent Optical Property Im'ersion of
SeaWiFS Ocean Color Imagery
We propose to investigate new methodologies by which
SeaWiFS ocean color imagery may be used to study up-
per ocean ecosystem dynamics. The approach will be
to invert both SeaWiFS and in situ ocean color observa-
tions to obtain spectral estimates of biogeochemically rele-
vant inherent optical properties (IOPs), such as coefficients
for phytoplankton and detrital absorption and particulate
backscatter. We also propose to compare tile inversion
results with detailed in situ IOP observations.
The proposed work will be made in conjunction with
ongoing ocean optics profiling investigations made at
the U.S. JGOFS Bermuda Atlantic Time-Series Station
(BATS). Approximately 20 BATS cruises are made each
year to a site about 75 km SE of the Bermuda Islands. The
coupling of the inherent seasonal and interannual variabil-
ity of tile BATS site and the high quality biogeochemical
and optical observations presently made at BATS with the
specific IOP determinations proposed here will produce a
spectacularly rich data set for the analysis and modeling
of ocean color variability.
The goals of the proposed work are to:
1. Use in situ reflectance observations to develop
an IOP inversion method,
2. Determine relevant in situ IOPs as part of the
regular BAT observations,
3. Evaluate the correspondence between the IOP
inversion results and in situ observations,
4. Apply tile IOP inversion to SeaWiFS imagery
for the Sargasso Sea in order to investigate spa-
tial and temporal variability of upper ocean
ecosystem properties.
The exciting result from the proposed work is that
the IOP inversion method will allow a variety of biogeo-
chemical processes to be directly assessed from SeaWiFS
data that are presently unobtainable. For example, the
amount of photosynthetically usable radiation (PUR) may
be directly determined using the IOP inversion procedure
as can the relative concentration of viable algal biomass.
Changes in algal community composition, as well as algal
photoadaptation processes, may also be assessed by ex-
amining changes in spectral absorption or backscattering
estinmtes.
In some sense, we are proposing to look at ocean color
remote sensing backwards. That is, it is not our goal
to determine chlorophyll a concentrations from SeaWiFS
imagery. Instead, our aim is to determine ecologically-
relevant inherent optical properties from the SeaWiFS
5.33 Philip Slater
Sea_ViFS Calibration and Algorithm Validation
To obtain multispectral values of ocean reflectances and
downwelled spectral irradiances requires first, the conver-
sion of the recorded digital counts into radiances, and sec-
ond, accurate correction for atmospheric effects. The on-
board calibration of SeaWiFS will be realized by refer-
encing a solar-diffuser panel and viewing the moon, these
should provide a good check of sensor stability but not
necessarily of absolute radiometric calibration.
The first part of this proposal concerns verifying the
onboard calibration results with vicarious calibrations that
associate digital counts to predictions of incoming radiance
at the time of overpass. Two test sites shall be used: Ed-
wards Air Force Base (EAFB), routinely used for the cal-
ibration of other sensors, during the winter months for all
channels, except 4, 5, and 6 which will saturate, and Lake
Tahoe, during the summer months for all channels. The
procedures to be used will be slightly modified versions of
those used at EAFB, White Sands and Maricopa Agricul-
tural Center. However, we shall also evaluate a "Rayleigh
calibration" for the short-wavelength channels that takes
advantage of the predominance of molecular scattering.
The second part of this proposal concerns the valida-
tion of atmospheric correction procedures, such as those
developed for CZCS and algorithms for chlorophyll a, col-
ored dissolved organic matter, and bathymetry. We pro-
pose to apply these procedures to SeaW'iFS images of Lake
Tahoe. We shall first compare the SeaWiFS-derived water
reflectances and downwelled irradiances with our measure-
ment results. We shall then analyze each step of the atmo-
spheric correction procedure by comparing derived atmo-
spheric parameters to actual measurement results. Finally,
these results shall be compared to in situ water measure-
ments.
We believe the combination of proven accurate land,
water and atmospheric measurements for satellite calibra-
tion and reflectance retrieval, innovative measurements of
BRDF from low-altitude aircraft and of aerosols using a
new CCD aureole camera, together with a strong back-
ground in modeling, will provide vahmble baseline data for
calibration/validation and related determinations of pig-
ment concentration in surface waters.
5.34 Raymond C. Smith
Bio-Optics, Photoecology and Remote Sensing
Using SeaWiFS
An important component of the recent plans to under-
stand the earth as a system (EOS Reports 1988) includes
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theJointGlobalOceanFluxStudy(JGOFS)whichhas
asits long-termgoals:"1)Toevaluateandunderstandon
aglobalscaletheprocessescontrollingtime-varyingfluxes
of carbonandassociatedbiogenicelementsin theocean,
and2)Todevelopacapabilityto predicttheresponseof
oceanicbiogeochemicalprocessesto climatechange."As
hasbeenfrequentlynotedthe "G" in GOFS/JGOFSre-
quireslinkedsatelliteandsurfaceobservationsinorderto
accuratelyandcontinuouslyachieveGLOBALcoverage.
Theworkproposedhereinwouldextendandcomplement
threeinterdisciplinaryprocessorientedstudies,in differ-
entoceanlocations,by makinguseof untendedmoored
opticalsensorsto provideproxyestimationsof pigment
biomassandphytoplanktonproduction.Highqualityop-
ticalsurfacedata,obtainedsimultaneouslywithSeaWiFS
imagery,will providetheseproxyestimatesacrossarange
ofspace/timescalesandwithhigheraccuracythanwould
otherwisebeavailablewithoutnmltiplatformsampling.
Thecommonthemeof thesestudiesis to investigateand
understandfactorsresponsiblefor production,transport
andfateofbiogeniematerial.Thisworkisexpectedtoen-
hancetheusefulnessofSeaWiFSdataand,inparticular,to
leadto improvedmethodologiesfortheregionalandglobal
estimationofpigmentbiomassandprimaryproductionus-
ingcombineduntendedmooringandoceancolorsatellite
data.
5.35 Boris Sturm
Alternative Methods for the Determination of
Optically Active Material Concentrations in
Marine IYater
The main problems in processing optical remote sens-
ing data from coastal waters today arise from difficulties
in the aerosol atmospheric correction due to spatial vari-
ation of the Angstr6m exponent (AE), and from uncorre-
lated variations of the optically active materials (OAM),
i.e., chlorophyll-like pigments, total suspended matter and
dissolved organic matter. The improved performance of
SeaWiFS with respect to CZCS will allow a considerable
improvement in the atmospheric corrections and in the re-
trieval of OAM concentrations. It is proposed to develop
a new set of atmospheric and pigment (level-2) algorithms
for SeaWiFS data, based on the use of generalized wa-
ter optical models, giving the subsurface reflectance, as a
function of all OAM, in a minimalization procedure that
will determine AE and OAM concentrations on a pixel-by-
pixel basis. The AE map (or its smoothed version) can
optionally be used to evaluate subsurface reflectance in
the six SeaWiFS spectral channels, applying the Gordon
approach for atmospheric correction with known AE. Sky
and sun glitter effects and Rayleigh-aerosol interactions
will be accounted for. In this case the retrieval of OAM
concentrations from the spectral subsurface reflectance can
be performed by various methods: i) inversion techniques
based on the generalised water model; ii) intelligent band
algorithms; and iii) principal component analysis.
5.36 Nell W. Tindale
The Remote Sensing of Mineral Aerosols and
Their Impact on Phytoplankton Productivity
Using Sea WiFS
Our main objective is to use the SeaWiFS data to im-
age (or locate) and quantify continental aerosols including
mineral aerosols, over open ocean regions and to inves-
tigate whether SeaWiFS data can be used to study the
relationship between mineral aerosols, their input to the
open ocean surface waters and phytoplankton productiv-
ity. Combining the SeaWiFS aerosol data with the Sea-
WiFS ocean color data will allow us to directly study the
effect of atmospheric mineral particle input on open ocean
productivity. This proposed work is the expansion of our
present NASA funded study that uses the existing CZCS
image [La(670) channel] database. Using the SeaWiFS
data as opposed to the existing CZCS images will pro-
vide spatial and temporal coverage of aerosol conditions
in near real-time as well as increase the number of aerosol
channels. This will allow us to compare remotely sensed
concentrations of aerosols with measured concentrations at
existing atmospheric sampling stations worldwide. This
will then give us the ability to study aerosol transport,
concentration and fluxes over and into open ocean surface
waters particularly for regions where there are no sampling
stations nearby. In addition to the mineral aerosol input-
productivity question, we intend to use the SeaWiFS data
to study atmospheric issues such as atmospheric transport
and aerosol distributions, aerosol ageing processes (includ-
ing residence times), atmospheric chemistry of aerosols,
and aerosol optics. The availability of the SeaWiFS data
will also give us the ability to study real-time processes
(such as volcanic eruptions) that can radically alter aerosol
concentrations.
We also intend to participate in several field studies
as part of this proposal. These anticipated field studies
are part of existing proposed studies and include the Iron
Patch Experiment off the Galapagos Islands (Fall, 1993),
the JGOFS Arabian Sea Process Study (Fall, 1993-1994)
and the JGOFS/IGAC Southern Ocean Process Study pro-
posed to start in early 1995. We also hope to participate in
atmospheric sampling initiatives associated with the North
Atlantic atmospheric monitoring program AEROCE. All
these field programs would give us good opportunities to
use the SeaWiFS data to study specific processes and to
also provide validation data for different regions. The ac-
tual experimental work during these field studies would in-
elude measurements of aerosol concentrations, fluxes and
optical properties as well as phytoplankton biomass and
productivity in surface waters using conventional methods
and rapid profiling optical sensors.
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Tosummarize,theresultsfromourproposedstudywill
improveourunderstandingofthecouplingbetweenaerosol
micronutrienttransportandinputto theopenoceanand
oftherelationshipbetweenaerosolinputandsurfacewa-
ter productivity.It will alsoprovideinformationon at-
mosphericprocessesincludingatmospherictransportand
mixing,aerosolaging,aerosoloptics,andthustheroleof
aerosols(andclouds) on atmospheric radiative properties.
5.37 Charles Trees
Bio-Optical Properties of the Arabian Sea as
Determined by In Situ and SeaWiFS Data
We propose to characterize relationships between re-
motely sensed ocean color and the vertical profiles of bio-
optical variables and primary productivity--and their in-
terannual and seasonal variabilities--to address central
goals of the U.S. JGOFS Arabian Sea Process Study. We
hypothesize that photoadaptation by phytoplankton cre-
ates vertical profiles of pigments and optical profiles which,
in a given geographic province and time of year, are pre-
dictable functions of near-surface optical properties es-
timable from remotely sensed ocean color. W'e furttler
speculate that the joint profiles of natural and stimulated
fluorescence and optical properties are photoadaptive char-
acteristics which may correlate with primary productiv-
ity. We propose to acquire optical and fluorescence (nat-
ural and stimulated) measurements during U.K. PRIME
Arabian Sea cruises, which in combination with their core
measurements of pigments and productivity, will be used
to develop empirical models of these relationships. These
results will enable pigment biomass and productivity anal-
yses of SeaWiFS ocean color data, as well as contributing
to the assessment of regional biogeochemical processes in
the context of the overall JGOFS Arabian Sea data set.
5.38 Limit Unliiata
A Comparative Study o? Primary Productivits;
Transport, and Shelf-Open Sea Interactions
in the Black Sea, Based on the SeaWiFS and
CZCS Data
The Black Sea is a unique enclosed basin threatened by
eutrophication processes. It is a region of moderate to high
productivity compared to the world ocean, but a series of
catastrophic changes in the functioning of its ecology have
occurred over the last decades, prompting a number of
intense research activities in the 1990s.
The proposed research program will address the impact
of rapid ecological changes on the productivity of the Black
Sea by comparing the SeaWiFS data with the CZCS data
of the previous decade.
Comparisons of average (monthly or seasonal) produc-
tivity parameters computed from several years of time se-
ries of satellite data will yield information on the ecological
changes in the last decade, and help identify interannual
changes, known to be important in the region. It will also
give an opportunity to compare the performance of com-
putation algorithms used for both data sets and beta test
SeaWiFS algorithms. Other scientific outputs will define
the effects on primary productivity of the coastal-open
sea interactions, relations with circulation features, river
mouths, bays and straits. The important roles of rapid,
dynamical processes have been demonstrated in the region
based on a synthesis of experimental results and satellite
data.
5.39 John J. Walsh
Simulation Analysis of Dissoh,ed and
Particulate Components of the SeaWiFS
Color Within Case-II Waters
Past and future estimates, involving satellite color im-
agery, of primary production and carbon cycling by the
marine biosphere are aliased by CDOC and phaeopig-
ment contaminations of the CZCS and SeaWiFS signals,
particularly in Case-II shelf waters. Using coupled bio-
physical models of the time-dependent response of ma-
rine food webs to physical perturbations of their habi-
tat, the seasonal dynamics of two surface color plumes
will be examined within otherwise oligotrophic ecosystems,
in which distinct terrestrial (Caribbean basin) and ma-
rine (\Vest Florida shelf) sources of DOC may predomi-
nate. The explicit state variables of the biological models
would be CO2, DOC, NH4, NO3, N2, light phaeopigments,
the chlorophyll stocks of diatoms, dinoflagellates, cocco-
lithophores, cyanobacteria, and the organic carbon content
of macroaggregates, fecal pellets, and sediment detritus.
The implicit components of these biochemical food webs
would be wind, temperature, total and borate alkalinities,
salinity, calcium, protozoan and copepod herbivores, bac-
terioplankton, and benthos on the West Florida shelf.
Within these basin and shelf ecosystems, the biophysi-
cal models will 1) distinguish between the dissolved and
particulate components of the CZCS and SeaWiFS ra-
diance signals, 2) provide resolution of the fates of the
terrestrial and marine sources of CDOC, and 3) partition
the particulate color component into phytoplankton debris
(phaeopigments) and live functional groups. Until Sea-
WiFS is launched in fall 1993, the existing current meter,
drifter, pigment (fluorometric and HPLC), DOC (ultra-
violet and platinum), and CZCS data (1979-1981) in the
southern Caribbean (Orinoco River Plume) and the north-
ern Gulf of Mexico (West Florida Plume) would be used
for initialization of the models. During 1994-1996, con-
current measurements of HPLC pigments and DOCpt, as
well as 14C and 15N uptake, would be made at bimonthly
intervals on the \Vest Florida shelf during overflights of the
SeaWiFS, with semi-annual sampling of the Orinoco River
plume, for validation of the simulation models.
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5.40 Leif Wastenson
Remotely Sensed Ocean Color in Support of
Studies of the Carbon Cycle in the Baltic
and the North Atlantic Pelagial
Imagery from the Sea-viewing wide-field-of-view sensor
(SeaWiFS) ocean color data is requested for support of
ongoing projects to assess aspects of carbon cycling and
mass transport in the Baltic Sea and the Azores Current
area in the North Atlantic pelagial.
We propose to use time series of SeaWiFS images (phy-
toplankton pigments, total suspended matter, sea-surface
temperature) in addition to continuous transects of in situ
data and in comparison with NOAA AVHRR imagery to:
1) Detect inter-annual trends, spatial distribution
patterns and triggering mechanisms of harmful
plankton blooms in relation to eutrophication in
the Baltic Sea and the Skagerrak;
2) Test the ability and limitations of the NOAA
AVHRR archives to detect surface plankton
blooms in the Baltic Sea;
3) Assess the influence of plankton size structure
on the pathways of carbon cycling (sedimenta-
tion versus recycling) in the Baltic Sea and the
Azores Current area;
4) Test the ability of different SeaWiFS algorithms
to cope with changes in the intensity of scatter-
ing versus absorption due to drastically different
plankton size structure as well as with interfer-
ence from colored dissolved organic matter;
5) Assess the influence of sea-surface fronts on the
primary production and pigment concentration
in the Baltic Sea; and
6) Assess aspects of the coastal-offshore exchange
of matter, including the influence of different
coast types (archipelagos, rugged or straight
coastlines).
The requested SeaWiFS scenes over the Baltic Sea
should preferably cover at least the time period March-
October with maximal frequency allowed by the cloud
cover, the scenes from the Azores Current area (21 ° W;
32.5 ° N) should cover March-April.
5.41 Marcel R. Wernand
Relation Between Particulate Matter and
North Sea Colour for use With SeaWiFS
Knowledge of the concentration, dispersal and compo-
sition of plankton and suspended matter in the North Sea
is of great importance for adequate describing and moni-
toring this ecosystem. Input of fresh river water containing
particulate matter and abundant nutrients in the aquatic
region is an important economic topic for fisheries and for
pollution control. Traditional methods to measure biogeo-
chemical parameters in coastal seas only provide informa-
tion on isolated points. For synoptic mapping of these
areas optical remote sensing offers the overviews needed
for qualitative and quantitative modelling.
Between 1987 and 1994 the optics and remote sens-
ing group of The Netherlands Institute for Sea Research is
and will be intensively monitoring the Dutch coastal wa-
ter throughout the year for optical properties. Spectral sea
water signatures are being analyzed with respect to optical
remote sensing applications. Emphasis is on the interpre-
tation of coastal water reflectance spectra in relation to the
suspended and dissolved sea water constituents. So-called
Case 2 water algorithms were developed for CZCS, NOAA
AVHRR and the coming SeaWiFS satellite scanner (Ma-
tees, Wernand 1991). The relationships were established
by means of a 22-channel radiometer and applied on and
tested with our airborne line spectrometer (CORSAIR).
A new research program funded for 3 years by the
Dutch Remote Sensing Board (BCRS), started this July
to tune algorithms found earlier for the North Sea. This
will be a biogeological program in close cooperation with
the Tidal Water Division of Rijkswaterstaat, University of
Groningen (RUG, Gieskes), CEMO and the University of
Southampton (Boxall).
Experience in the application of algorithms on satel-
lite images will be gained with the CZCS data set within
a demonstration program in the ESA/JRC Ocean Colour
European Archive Network (OCEAN). The corrected (geo.,
atmo.) CZCS data over the operating period will be avail-
able by the end of 1992.
Expertise in the sampling of remotely sensed aircraft
data is gained as participant in the French/Anglo FLUX-
MANCHE program. Accurate algorithms, found earlier
for the Irradiance Attenuation Coefficient among other
water quality parameters in the Dutch coastal North Sea
were used to derive bio-optical parameters of the area con-
cerned.
The results will consist of archives of optical data for
the North Sea and water quality algorithms for Case 2 wa-
ter applicable on SeaWiFS data. The synoptic data from
RS on chlorophyll and suspended matter will be used to
validate the North Sea ecosystem models on a temporal
and spatial basis. A special tool will be developed to com-
pare the outcome of the ecosystem models with RS data.
The relevance of SeaWiFS is that it presents the possi-
bility of intercalibration of the SeaWiFS sensor by means
of spectral ground truth instrumentation in the North Sea
during sea going expeditions. Starting with sea going pro-
grams and aircraft remote sensing back up in 1993 before
the launch of SeaWiFS and continue with the development
of SeaWiFS dedicated algorithms in the post-launch pe-
riod. A study will be conducted of the applicability of
SeaWiFS data in ecological and suspended matter mod-
elling.
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5.42 Charles S. Yentsch
Tile Determination of the Two Pathways of
Primary Production by SeaWiFS Colorimetry
The ecological significance of the concept of "new pro-
duction" is the paradigm for two pathways of primary
production, namely nitrate advection and nitrogen recy-
cling. These pathways are associated with the presence
or absence of stratification of the water column which is
reflected by changes in the mean cell size of phytoplank-
ton populations and the pattern of carbon flux through
the food web. The change in cell size is important to the
estimate of new production since the effectiveness of the bi-
ological pump depends upon the fate of the fixed carbon.
We cannot accurately estimate new production without
knowledge of the temporal scales of carbon flux through
the main food web.
To use the SeaWiFS colorimeter to measure the two
pathways of new production requires algorithms which not
only measure chlorophyll but also estimate the mean cell
size of phytoplankton populations. It is proposed that
mean phytoplankton cell size can be measured optically
and that this information can form the basis for devel-
oping algorithms. The basis of the optical information is
derived from pigment packaging/ccll size relationships.
The proposed research requires bio-optical measure-
ments in the laboratory on algal cultures and field mea-
surements in several regions of the world's oceans. The
ultimate goat is to identify regions of the oceans according
to new production pathways using products derived from
SeaWiI* S.
5.43 James Yoder
Processes Affecting Primary Productivity of
Open Ocean and Ocean l_.Iargin IYaters of the
Northwest Atlantic
My goals are to process, analyze, and archive fidl res-
olution (local area coverage or LAC) SeaWiFS imagery
downlinked to the HRPT station at NASA Goddard to:
1. Develop a 3-year time series of level-3, fifil reso-
lution (1 x 1 kin) SeaWiFS chlorophyll imagery
mapped over ocean margin waters off the U.S.
East Coast;
2. Validate the SeaWiFS-chlorophyll algorithm for
ocean margin waters off the U.S. East Coast;
3. Make key contributions to understanding the
dynamics of phytoplankton biomass (SeaWiFS-
chlorophyll) and primary production in shelf,
slope and open ocean waters off the U.S. East
Coast; and most importantly,
4. Develop and evaluate an approach that can
be used to incorporate annual phytoplankton
biom_ss and primary production cycles occur-
ring within ocean margin waters off the U.S.
East coast into basin-scale models of biogeo-
chemical cycles in the Atlantic Ocean.
To accomplish these objectives, I will also use AVHRR
SST imagery; in-water optical and pigment measurements
acquired by me using protocols recommended by the Sea-
WiFS Project; various other hydrographic, pigment, pri-
mary production, nutrient and meteorological data col-
lected and archived by my collaborators and a mixed layer
model developed by Dr. P. Cornillon's NASA Scatterome-
ter (NSCAT) project.
Ocean margin waters cover less than 20% of total ocean
area, but their importance to carbon and nitrogen cy-
cling is proportionately higher, because rates of biological
processes (e.g. primary production) are proportionately
higher in comparison to mean conditions in the open sea.
Estimates of primary production (net rate of organic car-
bon production) in margin waters range from about 30 to
50% of total ocean primary production, which in turn is 30
to 40% of the total primary production of the biosphere.
Temporal and spatial patterns of phytoplankton bio-
mass and primary production are highly variable in ocean
margin waters, and day-to-day variations are uncorrelated
over ca. 100-200km distances. These and other charac-
teristics of ocean margin waters make it difficult to accu-
rately incorporate their contributions within ocean basin-
scale models of biogeochemical cycles. Although it is ex-
tremely important to study margin processes at their ap-
propriate time scales of days-to-weeks and spatial scales
of ten-to-hundreds of kilometers, numerical models and
other quantitative analyses of ocean basin-scale processes
operate on longer time and larger space scales. If ocean
margin processes are to be accurately incorporated into
basin-scale models, we need to develop the means to rep-
resent or approximate important dynamics in the margins
without including all of the spatial and temporal variabil-
ity. The accomplishment of my proposed research most di-
rectly related to the top priority of the SeaWiFS Research
Announcement will be to develop and evaluate such an ap-
proach for annual cycles of phytoplankton biomass and pri-
mary production in margin waters off the U.S. East coast.
5.44 J. Ronald Zaneveld
A Study of the Inherent Optical Properties in
Relation to Remotely Sensed Radiance
The inherent optical properties form the link between
the biogeochemical parameters and the remotely sensed
radiance. The SeaWiFS sensor does not measure pigment
concentrations directly, but only their influence on the up-
welling daylight field. The IOP express the way in which
the dissolved and suspended materials modify the daylight
field via scattering and absorption. In this proposal we
address the need to include knowledge of the inherent op-
tical properties in the experimental and theoretical work
associated with the SeaWiFS sensor. We propose theoret-
ical studies to more accurately relate the remotely sensed
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radiance (as expressed by the reflectance at the air-sea in-
terface) to the scattering and absorption characteristics of
the ocean water. We propose to participate in a number of
cruises in order to measure the absorption and scattering
spectra in conjunction with the apparent optical proper-
ties and biogeochemical parameters. We propose to test
the reflectance relationships, and we will examine methods
to directly predict the optical properties of the ocean from
the water-leaving radiance. We will examine relationships
between the absorption and scattering characteristics and
characteristics of the dissolved and suspended matter.
Our objectives are:
1. To develop nearly exact reflectance models based
on the equation of radiative transfer that in-
clude only measurable inherent optical proper-
ties and the lightfield at the sea surface. These
IOP are the spectral absorption, attenuation
and backscattering coefficients as well as the vol-
ume scattering coefficient at a few fixed angles.
2. To measure the IOP under item 1 on cruises on
which the AOP and biogeochemical parameters
are measured together with SeaWiFS coverage.
3. To evaluate the reflectance relations and other
inversion algorithms using the in situ data.
4. To determine the accuracy with which the ab-
sorption coefficients may be obtained directly
from the remotely sensed radiance using theory
and the data set obtained under item 2.
5. To study the relationship between the baekscat-
tering and the biogeochemical parameters in or-
der to arrive at a more accurate predictive model
for the backscattering that can be used in the in-
version of SeaWiFS data.
As a result of our work we will have a far greater un-
derstanding of the dependence of the remotely sensed re-
flectance on the absorption and scattering properties of
the ocean. We will have made significant progress towards
being able to invert the satellite sensor signal to obtain
the absorption and backscattering characteristics of the
ocean. These optical properties will be very useful in the
determination of primary production, the concentration of
inorganic particulates in coastal regions, the study of heat
budgets in the ocean, etc.
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Appendix A
In Situ Data Policy
This policy covers data submitted to the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration (NASA) SeaWiFS Project Of-
rice (SPO) at Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) for inclu-
sion in the calibration and validation data collection. Its pur-
pose is to ensure that accurate in situ, shipboard, and airborne
bio-optical measurements are made rapidly available to Science
Team members (and other approved investigators) for advanced
algorithm development and data product validation purposes,
while ensuring that the observer or provider receives proper
credit and acknowledgement for the considerable expertise and
effort applied to obtaining and reducing the data.
Submission: Ocean color algorithm development is essentially
observation limited, and rapid turnaround and access to such
data is crucial for progress. Data obtained under contract
should be submitted as soon as proper calibration information
can be applied, and not later than six months from collection.
Science Team members and other investigators making suit-
able observations are encouraged to provide their data as soon
as possible. Data is expected to be submitted no later than one
year following collection, or at the time of submission of any
paper using the data by the provider. Investigators who make
observations of bio-optical parameters are expected to submit
their observations prior to accessing data from others.
Access: Access to the digital data will be limited initially to
approved users as determined by the ST and the providers, for
a period of one year following collection. Other investigators
interested in obtaining such data will be referred to the provider
for permission. Following an agreed upon period, data will be
deemed public, and access will be unlimited. Records of distri-
bution will be maintained and forwarded to the provider, and
citation requirements set forth below still apply. Only infor-
mation about the digital data (parameters, locations, dates,
investigators, etc.) will be available for unlimited downloading
or distribution.
Use Conditions: Users of data will be required to provide proper
credit and acknowledgement of the provider. At minimum, this
should be acknowledgement by name and citation of any works
describing the data or its use. Citation should also be made
of the data archive. Users of data are encouraged to discuss
relevant findings with the provider early in the research. The
user is required to give to all providers of the data of which
he has made use, a copy of any manuscript resulting from use
of the data, prior to, or coincident with, initial submission for
publication. Within one year of data collection, the provider(s)
shall be offered the right to be a named co-author.
Updates and Corrections: A major purpose of the database is
to facilitate comparisons of absolute calibrations and protocols
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betweeni situ observations (regionally, temporally, by tech-
nique, by investigator, etc.), as well as between in situ and
remotely sensed observations. Updates and corrections to sub-
mitted data sets by the provider are encouraged. Records will
be maintained of updates and corrections, summaries of up-
dates will be posted on a database board, and users shall be
notified of the updates. The methodology for doing this effi-
ciently will probably have to be developed on a case by case
basis. The current data in the archive should be identical with
the data used in the provider's most recent publications or cur-
rent research.
Formats: Data should be provided in an agreed-upon format,
along with relevant information describing collection condi-
tions, instrument performance and calibration, and statements
of its accuracy. In general, parameters and units shall be as de-
scribed in the Monterey Calibration/Validation Workshop Re-
port, and recommended format is To Be Determined (TBD).
Data values shall be in their final form, e.g., providing volts
together with conversion coefficients and drifts is unacceptable.
High level data sets are encouraged, for example, normalized
water-leaving radiance spectra, together with descriptions of,
or citations of, the procedures used to derive the values. Data
should be segmented into rational sets, by station, date, pa-
rameter, etc. Data quality, calibration traceability and history,
drift, and sampling protocols may be in text format. Listing
of what criteria need to be treated should be developed by the
Science Team.
Record Keeping: The SPO will maintain an accurate database
of these data. All data will retain the investigator's identifi-
cation, and any necessary quality control information, at the
level of distribution. This necessitates that combined data sets
from several investigators retain their individual identifications,
if any such combining is done by the SPO. The SPO will main-
tain accurate records of distribution, and will inform the orig-
inal provider of investigators requesting their data. The data
will not be released for inclusion in other databases which do
not agree to honor conditions set forth above.
W. Esaias December 12, 1991, rev. February 22, 1993.
Appendix B
Addition or Modification of Science Data Products for
the SeaWiFS Data Processing System
This document addresses requirements for submission and ap-
proval of new or modified science algorithms to the SeaWiFS
Project Data Processing System. Such additions or modifca-
tions are essential to maintain an up-to-date, high quality set of
standard products. As more is learned about ocean color and
atmospheric correction during the course of the mission, addi-
tions and modifications to the scientific procedures will natu-
rally occur and must be incorporated in order to produce the
best possible standard products. Since the Data Processing
System is a finite and limited resource, proposed major changes
and additions will need clear definition and firm justification.
While primarily addressing the SeaWiFS Project activities, the
principles might apply for any official NASA SeaWiFS derived
product.
Proposed additions or modifications should first be brought to
the attention of the SeaWiFS Project Scientist through a writ-
ten proposal. The proposal should contain graphical and tex-
tual description of the algorithm, under what circumstances
(locations, times, etc.) it applies, the methodology for valida-
tion, and its potential importance to scientific problems.
The following positions or their representatives may be involved
in the decision to approve or disapprove a new algorithm (the
persons currently filling the positions are shown in parentheses):
• Headquarters Program Scientist (F. Muller-Karger),
• SeaWiFS Project Manager (R. Kirk),
• SeaWiFS Project Scientist (W. Esaias),
• SeaWiFS Algorithm Group (Table 1), or the full Science
Team,
• SeaWiFS Calibration/Validation Leader (C. McClain),
• SeaWiFS Data System Manager (G. Feldman), and the
• GSFC or responsible DAAC Manager (S. Warton).
Along with the recommendation of the SeaWiFS Science Team,
these persons will determine, based on their appropriate areas
of expertise, the importance and feasibility of implementing the
algorithm based on the criteria listed in the next section.
Additionally, the impact on the Goddard DAAC must be as-
sessed, and their concurrence on archiving and distributing the
data product must be obtained. This may require that the
GSFC DAAC User W'orking Group grant their approval, and
place the additional task within overall priority for DAAC re-
sources. Finally, any additional Project or Project related re-
sources that are needed must be identified.
The following criteria will be used to judge whether or not an
algorithm should be added or modified:
i. Publication: Although submitted or well-tested al-
gorithms may also obtain approval, documentation
and publication in a peer-reviewed journal substan-
tially increases the likelihood of approval. Use of
rapid publications such as Geophysical Research Let-
ters is encouraged. Implementation of an algorithm
involves documentation and levels of detail that gen-
erally exceed what is suitable for the open literature,
and the use of the Sea WiFS Technical Report Series
for this purpose should be considered. Details such
as coding requirements, boundary conditions, error
trapping, setting thresholds, formats, procedures for
quality assessment of the input and output products,
and procedures for ongoing validation should be cov-
ered.
2. Signit_cance: The ability of the algorithm to improve
current products or to extend the use of SeaW'iFS
data into new areas of scientific concern should be a
major factor in its selection. The potential demand
by scientists within or outside the ocean science com-
nmnity should be considered. This decision is made
primarily by the HQ Program Scientist, the SeaWiFS
Project Scientist, and the Science Team.
3. Generality: Greater weight should be given to al-
gorithms that apply generally, i.e., that are not re-
stricted to specific regions or times. However, the
importance of the algorithm may override this cri-
terion even if it is regionally or temporally specific.
The decision on generality should be made by the
HQ Program Scientist, the SeaWiFS Project Scien-
tist, and the Science Team.
4. Accuracy: The ability of the algorithm to perform as
stated should be tested by independent confirmation.
This function resides with the SeaWiFS Calibration
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andValidationLeaderordesignate,andshouldin-
volvecomparisonswith in situ observations.
5. Compatibility: The algorithm must be able to per-
form to expected standards within the operational
SeaWiFS data system. Ideally required modifica-
tions should present no constraint. This decision will
be made by the Data System Manager after detailed
consideration of the algorithm.
6. Resources: If implementation of the algorithm re-
quires substantial upgrading of the data system (ei-
ther hardware or software), then the Data System
Manager will provide cost and manpower require-
ments. This information will be presented to the
SeaWiFS Project Manager to request the required
resources.
7. Approvah Similarly, if archive and distribution fimc-
tions of the DAAC are significantly impacted, the
responsible DAAC Manager must provide cost and
manpower requirement estimates, and an implemen-
tation schedule, and the approval of the DAAC User
Working Group (UWG) should be obtained. The
Project Scientist will be responsible for coordinating
this approval.
W. Esaias December 12, 1991, rev. January 14 and February 22, 1993.
Appendix C
File Naming and Format Conventions
for In Situ Data
Every file starts with a one-letter group code followed by a
seven-letter numeric prefix, a period, and a three-letter suffix
or extension. The group code describes who took the data, the
prefix describes when the data in the file was collected, and
the suffix provides a unique extension that should indicate the
type of data in the file. A complete file name is as follows:
GYYDDDHH.EEE where, G is the one-letter group code, YY is the
decadal year, DDD is the sequential day of the year, I_I is the
(starting) GMT hour of the day, and EEE is the file extension.
Possible group codes are M for the MOCE group (perhaps N
for the Navy group and others could be added, like, B for the
BBOP group, and C for the CalCoFI group). In this schema
the smallest collection interval is one hour. In the MOCE group
this is not a problem, but it might be for others.
NOTE: This naming convention is motivated by the de-
sire to use something that will work on every computer
system the MOCE team is using in the field (Macintosh,
IBM PC, VAX, NEXT, and liP). Consequently, the ensu-
ing approach is driven by the most restrictive operating
system.
The MOCE group currently divides the EEE field into an FFT
field, where, FF is the file type, and T is the data type. The
possible file types currently in use are OH and AV. OH is one
hertz data, which is the nominal raw data, and AV is averaged
data. The averaging interval for the latter can be discerned
from the time stamps in the data file. The possible data types
are: W for wind speed and direction, 17 for fluorescence, T for
transmittance, B for barometric (air) pressure, R for relative air
humidity and air temperature, and P for position information
derived from the GPS receiver.
Cast or profile data has a slightly different naming convention:
GhrNNpQQq.EEE where, G is the group identifier, NNN is the cruise
number, P is the profile code (U is for upcast, D is for downcast,
and P is for a complete profile), QQQ is the sequential profile
number, and EEE is the file extension.
Cruise specific files (e.g., master logs) are archived according
to the group and cruise name they document: GCCCCNNN.EEE
where, G is the group identifier, CCC¢ is a four-letter cruise name
abbreviation, NNN is the cruise number, and EEE is the file ex-
tension.
Each file is composed of a file header, which describes what
is in each column, and a sequence of data entries. Each data
entry starts with a sequential record number and is followed
by a GMT time stamp and the column entries for the data
identified in the header. The GMT time stamp is in one of the
following formats:
YYYYDDDHIIMMSS. ss or YYYYDDDHHMMSS :ss,
where, YYYY isthe calendar year, DDD is the sequential day of
the year,HIIisthe GMT hour of the day, MM isthe minute of the
hour, SS is the second of the minute, and ss is the hundredth
or sixtiethsecond of the second. To distinguish the two, the
hundredths entry uses a period while the sixtiethsentry uses a
colon.
Data Format Conventions
The following format conventions are recommended for all in
situ data collection efforts:
1. All files must be in ASCII format. In the words of
D. Siegel, "data files must be readable and editable
by humans, not just by machines." This should not
be a point of debate---disk space is cheap.
2. The data should be in a tab-delimited spreadsheet
format, that is, rows and columns with all column
entries separated by a tab.
3. All files must be self-describing, that is, all columns
should have headers indicating what is in each col-
umn and what the appropriate units are. In cases
where rows need headers to present matrix informa-
tion, they should also be self-describing.
4. All header information should be underscore filled,
that is, underscores are used instead of blanks. This
allows for easy parsing, since many text translation
routines (inside and outside of COTS programs) re-
place tabs with blanks.
5. All entries should be time-stamped using the afore-
mentioned GMT format. With proper master or po-
sition logging, time is all that is needed to determine
where the data was taken spatially, so if position does
not appear in the file, a second time and position file
must also exist. (For more thoughts on master log-
ging, see the discussion below.)
6. Position information should be recorded as signed
decimal degrees, that is, -75.50 and not 75,30.0W.
7. All entries should start with a sequential sample
number, so missing data or file corruption can be
readily discerned. (In some cases this will not be
immediately applicable, but usually some sort of se-
quencing can be applied so gaps can be detected.) If
possible, it would be useful if the header information,
or perhaps a documentation file (see below), included
the number of samples in the file (to detect shorts).
8. Documentation files should be created that describe,
where appropriate, the hardware used to collect the
data, the various techniques used to reduce or process
the data, any relevant calibration information, and
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anyotherinformationtheinvestigatorknowswould
helpinterpretthedata,eitherbyitselforinconjunc-
tionwithotherlikelydatasets.
Master Logging
The MOCE Team has developed an electronic master log. It
is written as a LabVIEW VI and runs on a Macintosh Power-
Book, Portable, or what have you, and has a simple GUI. The
user pushes buttons to record the starting or stopping of an
instrument's deployment. There are also buttons to log track,
leg, and station numbers, and there are buttons to add com-
ments, edit entries, and insert new entries. Each new entry is
automatically time and position stamped.
The advantage of this approach is all that is required for most
logging is button pushing. The text for the log entry is created
by the interface and any numbering for stations, casts, etc.,
is controlled internally. There is a hierarchy of understanding
built in, so the interface knows, for example, that when a station
is started the previous track must be stopped. (In our hierarchy
tracks connect stations and legs are departures along tracks.)
The net result is a simple (and reasonably foolproof) logging
system that produces an ASCII file with a consistent and unique
vocabulary, which makes it ideal for relational data base con-
trol. We are in the final stages of finalizing our vocabulary and
instrument logging characteristics, but some questions remain.
For example, should the up and down parts of casts be logged
separately? Should bottle soak times for CTD casts be logged?
We are considering a multiple log environment where the master
log is a coarse description of what happened, and then finer
scale logs for hydrographic, particle and pigment analysis, etc.,
describe their respective responsibilities in greater detail. This
approach is appealing because the architecture of the current
master log is easily modified to accommodate a new lexicon.
Example Master Log Data
EVENT_NO GMT_TIME_STAMP LATITUDE LONGITUDE LOG-ENTRY
6 1992254011214:23 36.7403 -121.8548 MER Cast I started.
7 1992254011222:11 36.7407 -121.8552 CTD Cast 2 started,
8 1992254011225:47 36.7402 -121.8556 MER Cast 1 stopped.
Examp_ Baromet_cData
SAMP_0 GMT_TIME_STAMP 0H.PRESSURE_MBARS
I 1992249230527:03 1015.14
2 1992249230528:03 i014.9Z
3 1992249230529:22 1015.00
Questions and Answers from Previous Reviews
Q: Do you normally keep the underway system going when you
arrive on station to record the variability on station?
A: Yes.
Q: I'm confused about: "the interface knows, for example,
that when a station is started the previous track must be
stopped." What does that mean?
A: In our schema, tracks connect stations and legs are depar-
tures or intervals along tracks. For example, while steaming
along Track 1 from Station 1 to Station 2, the ship crosses
the Gulf Stream and a warm core ring. It would be useful
to name the Gulf Stream portion Leg 1 of Track 1 and the
ring portion Leg 2 of Track 1, so this data could be easily
identified. Our master logger is programmed so that when
you start a station, the previous track is terminated before
a new station number is a._signed; and if you start a track
(or leg), the previous station is stopped; etc.
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Q: Wouldn't it be useful to have a platform identifier, so if a
group is doing two things at once (like, buoy refurbishment
and another cruise) they could be distinguished?
A: The group identifier can be used for this. Refurbishment
cruises by the MOCE team could be the R group, for ex-
ample.
Q: Where are the instrument identifiers, to provide traceability
for calibration, etc.?
A: This information should appear in the documentation files
(item 8 above in Data Format Conventions).
Q: What is a COTS program?
A: Commercial off-the-shelf, like, Lotus 1-2-3, Excel, Improv,
etc.
Q: What is a LabVIEW VI?
A: LabVIEW is a data acquisition package developed by the
company National Instruments. There are versions for the
Mac, PC, and SUN (to name a few). A VI is a virtual
instrument which is the software representation of a data
acquisition module.
S. Hooker December 12, 1991, roy. January 14 and February 22, 1993.
Appendix D
Responses to the SeaWiFS Questionnaire
This appendix presents the responses to the SeaWiFS Ques-
tionnaire which was distributed before and during the meeting.
It is organized by assigning a number to each respondent, and
then applying that number to each numbered entry on the orig-
inal questionnaire. Anytime a respondent declined to answer or
indicated the question was not applicable, no response is given
for that respondent. The responses are presented as submitted
with very minor modifications to correct typographic or obvious
clerical errors.
1. Principal investigator:
1.1 Eileen Hofmann
1.2 John Walsh
1.3 James Mueller
1.4 Charles Trees
1.5 Shiming Xu
1.6 J. Ronald Zaneveld
1.7 Greg Mitchell
1.8 Kendall Carder
1.9 Frank Hoge
1.10 Marcel Wernand
1.11 Roland Doerffer
1.12 Kevin Arrigo
1.13 Curt Davis
1.14 William Balch
1.15 Mati Kahru
1.16 Hajime _lkushima
1.17 Dan Kamykowski
1.18 Motoaki Kishino
1.19 Nell Tindale
1.20 Boris Sturm
1.21 Satsuki Matsumura
1.22 Robert Arnone
1.23
1.24
1.25
1.26
1.27
1.28
1.29
1.30
1.31
1.32
1.33
1.34
2.
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GiancarloCarrada
CharlesYentsch
GennadyKorotaev
UmitUnluata
FrankShillington
JanetCampbell
DavidHalpern
OlegKopelevich
MarkLuther
RaymondSmith
PhilipSlater
DavidSiegel
E-mail mailbox, phone number, fax number, and change of
address:
All responses from this category have been incorporated
into Appendix E.
3. GAC Data Requirements from GSFC:
3.3 NE Pacific (equator to pole, North American coast to
180 ° W); level-la; all for mission duration.
3.4 Arabian Sea; level-l; January-September, 1994.
3.6 World; level-l; all (joint study with J. Mueller)
3.7 Global; level-l-3.
3.8 Lw, Q, f-ratio for:
NE Pacific, level-l, monthly, cloud-free;
Gulf of Mexico, level-l, monthly, cloud-free;
Caribbean Sea, level-l, monthly, cloud-free; and
N. Atlantic, level-l, monthly, cloud-free.
3.10 40-65 ° N, 0-25 ° W; level-3; K(490), pigment concentra-
tion, fixed region, daily periods.
3.12 Southern Ocean (Weddell Sea, Bellingshansen Sea, SE
Indian Ocean); level-1 ocean color; October-March.
3.13 Radiances, chlorophyll; Equatorial Pacific and Arabian
Sea; daily time series.
3.14 Arabian Sea and the Gulf of Maine; level-2 (individual
channels) and level-3 (pigments).
3.15 Baltic Sea; Azores Current area in the subtropical At-
lantic (centered at 21 ° W, 32.5 ° N), during the spring
bloom period of March-April
3.16 NW Pacific; level-l; all bands; all data throughout the
year.
3.17 U.S. Atlantic coast and continental slope to Gulf Stream;
level-l-3; Nov. 1993, May 1994.
Gulf of Mexico; level-l-3; June 1994.
3.18 Japan Sea; level-l-2; all year (from January 1994).
3.19 SW Asia, NW Africa, Galapagos Islands, Arabian Sea,
Southern Ocean, Gulf of Alaska, Equatorial Pacific,
Hawaii, Australia, New Zealand.
3.20 NW Africa upwelling area.
3.21 NW Pacific (20-60 ° N, 110-180 ° E); level-2-3; type:
chlorophyll, Lw, K; each week (16 per year).
3.22 Mediterranean, Arabian Sea, U.S. East Coast, all level-
lb; Gulf of Mexico, level-3.
3.23 Central Tyrrhenian Sea, Ionian Sea, Sicily Channel;
levels-l-3; all geophysical parameters; at least 3 months
per year during cruises.
3.24 Western North Atlantic, Gulf of Calif., Indian Ocean,
Caribbean.
3.25 Tropical Atlantic (+15 ° ), the Black Sea; GAC level-l-2;
all year.
3.26 Black Sea and Eastern Mediterranean; level-lb; daily.
3.27 20-70 ° S, 0-60 ° E.
3.28 Level-3 daily, weekly, monthly (all standard products);
North Atlantic (north of 20 ° S); for life of SeaWiFS mis-
sion.
3.29 Arabian Sea; July 1994 to June 1996.
3.30 Level-1 where sea-truth data are available (for algorithm
development); level-3 world, monthly (for global ocean
primary production assessment).
3.31 30 ° S-28 ° N, 35-125 ° E; level-l-3; continuously; all stan-
dard data products.
3.32 Area: California Current region and west coast of
Antarctic Peninsula for level-2. Specifically, Monterey
Bay, Santa Barbara Channel on west coast of U.S. and
the area near Palmer station in the Antarctic. We will
eventually want the gridded global level-3 data.
Time: Throughout the life of SeaWiFS.
Type: We esentially want both raw radiance values and
derived products for these times and areas.
3.34 Primarily Sargasso Sea for level-2 and will eventuallly
want to look at global data at level-3 when it's mapped
onto a latitude and longitude grid; throughout the time
period of JGOFS time series work at Bermuda. I'm a
little unclear about how the radiance data is normalized
in level-3. Can one easily go from Lw values to LWN ?
This is important for the IOP inversion scheme we're
trying to use.
4. LAC/HRPT data requirements from GSFC:
4.1 Southeastern U.S. continental shelf.
4.2 Gulf of Mexico, Caribbean Sea, and South Atlantic
Bight.
4.3 NE Pacific (15-40 ° N, North American coast to 130 ° W);
level-0 or level-la; as available.
4.4 Arabian Sea; level-l; January-September 1994.
4.8 Gulf of Mexico, level-l, seasonal, Lw, Q, f-ratio; NW
Atlantic, level-1 seasonal; global cruise support (2 cruises
maximum per year).
4.9 Mid-Atlantic Bight (NY to Hatteras), Southern Califor-
nia Bight; during spring bloom and mid-winter; water-
leaving radiances in all bands.
4.10 51-58°N, 8°E-2°W (North Sea); level-1 and 2; cali-
brated radiances, level-1 reflectance, pigment concentra-
tion, chlorophyll, K(490), radiances, fixed region, whole
period.
4.11 Will be received from European stations; level-l; North
Sea and Baltic Sea (50450°N, 5 ° W-30 ° E); March-
October; cloud-free scenes.
4.12 Southern Ocean (if available).
4.14 Arabian Sea and Gulf of Maine, level-2-3.
4.15 Baltic Sea (if available).
4.16 None, provided we can get Japanese data from NASDA.
4.17 U.S. Atlantic coast and continental slope to Gulf Stream;
level-l-3; November 1993, May 1994.
Gulf of Mexico; level-l-3; June 1994.
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4.18JapanSeanearthe NASDABuoyStation;level-l;
September1993to December1993(sensorcal/val pe-
riod).
4.20 Baltic, Tyrrhenian Sea, NW Africa (interest in other Eu-
ropean sites); level-1.
4.21 None (if HRPT station is permitted in Japan).
4.22 East Coast of U.S., Gulf of Mexcio, Arabian Sea,
Mediterranean (1995) to support ship validation pro-
grams; level-1 products; would like HRPT available to
send to ship while at sea.
4.23 Central Tyrrhenian Sea, Ionian Sea, Sicily Channel;
level-l-3; all geophysical parameters; at least 3 months
per year during cruises.
4.24 Support of Gulf of California cruises; Arabian Sea (to be
planned); Caribbean (to be planned).
4.25 Support of the North Atlantic cruise in 1994 (being
planned).
4.26 None, since we are aiming to get LAC/HRPT from our
own ground station.
4.27 Plan to collect LAC/HRPT data from Satellite Applica-
tions Centre (SAC), CSIR, South Africa.
4.28 Level-l, level-2, and level-3? data; Gulf of Maine,
Georges Bank, and Slope Waters SE of Georges Bank;
all data products; daily.
4.29 Arabian Sea; July 1994 to June 1996.
4.30 Western part of Meditteranean (frontal zones); NW
African coast (upwelling region); Western part of North
Atlantic subpolar front; level-2; 10-15 day periods in
different seasons; cloud-free scenes.
4.31 0-28 ° N, 45 80 ° E; level-1 3; continuously; all standard
data products.
4.32 Areas, times and types as above; however, it is my un-
derstanding that GSFC will not provide LAC data for
the U.S. west coast or for the Antarctic Peninsula.
4.33 Edwards Air Force Base (EAFB) and Lake Tahoe; level-
lb (radiometrically corrected but not resampled); digital
counts; no requirement for real-time data, but need to
know within 24 hours if the image acquisition was suc-
cessful.
4.34 It is my understanding that the time series people
(Knap, Michaels, and Hansell) desire LAC concident
with their observations for their own purposes. I am not
funded to do this work. They would like data in near-
real time for sediment trap buoy recovery, etc. I think
they should be contacted directly (a.knap or a.michaels).
I do not envision needing any for myself at this time.
5. Non-GSFC HRPT data requirements:
5.3 Gulf of California, NE Pacific (15 40 ° N, North Ameri-
can coast to 130 ° W); HRPT level-0; all for mission du-
ration.
5.7 Level-i; daily; U.S. west coast and Mexico with SIO,
SeaSpace, or Ocean Imaging as a data source and the
Antarctic Peninsula with NSF as a data source.
5.8 Global cruise support (a maximum of 2 cruises per year).
5.10 Dundee (UK) as a data source.
5.11 Receiving stations are DLR, Oberpfaffenhofen, BSH,
Hamburg, Dundee Scotland, GKSS NOAA AVHRR sta-
tion (to be modified to receive SeaWiFS data); data from
China for a joint project with China (Second Institute
of Oceanography, IIangzhou, Dr. Pan Delu).
5.13 Radiances, chlorophyll; west coast of U.S., Hawaii in-
cluding JGOFS time series station; daily time series.
5.15 Baltic Sea.
5.16 Japan Fisheries Agency (NASDA); Japan area; level-l;
all bands; selected data (20% suggested); throughout the
year.
5.18 Japan Sea; from National Fisheries Research Institute
(NASDA); level-l-2; all year (from January 1994).
5.19 Arabian Sea, assuming there is a NASA approved HRPT
station in the vicinity.
5.21 HRPT receiving station will be set onto N.R. Institute of
Fish. Science (Japan); area is Japan Sea and NW Pacific;
level-l-3; chlorophyll, Lw, K; every time.
5.22 At Stennis Space Center we plan to receive all Gulf of
Mexico and Caribbean Sea data from our HRPT collec-
tion site. V_re will process all to level-3 at 1 km resolution.
Is HRPT available for the Arabian Sea?
5.23 ESA; Central Tyrrhenian Sea, Ionian Sea, Sicily Chan-
nel; level-1 3; all geophysical parameters.
5.24 Full data for Gulf of California, Arabian Sea, Caribbean.
5.25 Black Sea, HRPT in Caribbean; all bands; selected data
for first year, full data in future.
5.27 From the CSIR Satellite Applications Centre, Pretoria,
South Africa; 20 40 ° S, 0-40 ° E; level-0-2; as often as
possible (once per week?).
5.31 0-28 ° N, 45-80 ° E; level-1 3; Arabian Sea region ground
stations; types: SeaWiFS, AVHRR (SST, SeaWiFS
SDP).
5.32 We want a NASA license for Palmer Station in the
Antarctic and there is some chance we will have a TeraS-
can system in Santa Barbara. These details are not yet
worked out.
6. Sea lViFS ancillary data requirements:
6.3 Will use all available from NE Pacific (15 40 ° N, North
American coast to 130 ° W); minimum is winds, pressure,
and ozone to support independent processing.
6.7 All standard ancillary fields required to process level-1
data obtained.
6.8 Pressure, winds, and ozone.
6.9 NASA Airborne Oceanographic Lidar (AOL) active-
passive data; ship/extracted pigments: chlorophyll, phy-
coerythrin; other surface samples: 0.45 pm filtered water
for DOM and DOG analysis.
6.11 Pressure, wind, ozone, organized for all European sites
through ESA (planned Octopus project).
6.12 Pressure, winds, ozone, and cloud cover.
6.14 Winds and sea surface elevation.
6.15 Pressure, wind, and ozone fields from the Baltic Sea area.
6.16 Pressure, winds, and ozone (global).
6.17 Pressure, winds, ozone, etc.; require information on what
is available.
6.18 Pressure, winds, ozone, and solar radiation.
6.19 Dust concentrations in the marine boundary layer, air
temperature, and wind speed and direction.
6.20 Pressure, ozone, and wind.
6.21 Winds and sea surface temperature.
6.22 "_Ve have a direct line to FNOC for supporting meteo-
rological data. Are field data available for the Gulf of
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Mexico in near-real time? Who is collecting it and plac-
ing it into a database? There are platforms in the Gulf
with these data streams that can be obtained and incor-
porated into SeaWiFS processing and we would like to
get it.
6.23 Winds.
6.24 Winds.
6.25 Tropical Atlantic, Black Sea; pressure, wind, sea surface
temperature, and sea level.
6.26 All ancillary data required to process level-1 LAC data.
6.28 Possibly winds (TBD).
6.29 None, but I need a description of the algorithm used to
produce the phytoplankton pigment concentration.
6.30 All available data concerning level-1 data: pressure,
winds, ozone, and sea surface temperature.
6.31 0-28 ° N, 45-80 ° E; surface winds, atmospheric ozone
concentration, pressure, surface irradiance (400-700 rim).
6.32 Sea level air pressure and wind speed might end up being
very useful for our proposed work. We are also interested
in obtaining ozone data if these are available.
6.33 We will be collecting all ancillary data needed.
6.34 Sea level air pressure and wind speed might end up being
very handy for our proposed work.
7. In situ data requirements from GSFC:
7.3 TBD, proposed projects will acquire necessary in situ
data internally, but we'll use any other data that is rel-
evant.
7.7 Access to calibration mooring data; access to cal/val op-
tical, pigments, and production database.
7.8 Pigments, chlorophyll a (HPLC), ap(A), ag(A), Kd(A),
R_,(A), DOC, nu(A) as available.
7.9 NASA AOL active-passive data; ship/extracted pig-
ments: chlorophyll, phycoerythrin; other surface sam-
ples: 0.45 #m filtered water for DOM and DOC analysis.
7.12 Southern Ocean pigments and bio-optics.
7.14 Primary production, pigments, light, and nutrients.
7.17 Require information on what is available.
7.19 Aerosol optical depth and radiance.
7.22 We will obtain much of our own in situ data, but would
like GSFC to archive other Gulf of Mexico in situ data
if they could. We will provide GSFC all ship data col-
lected. Can GSFC obtain NDBO buoy data in the Gulf
of Mexico ?
7.24 I0, Lu, K, and chlorophyll.
7.30 Sea truth measurement data concerning level-l: atmo-
spheric and oceanic optical characteristics, pigments,
suspended matter, primary productivity, etc.
7.31 Incident spectral irradiance, water-leaving radiance, at-
tenuation coefficents (up, down), fluorescence profiles,
wind velocity, temperature and salinity profiles, phyto-
plankton pigments and CDOM concentration, spectral
attenuation, absorption and backscattering coefficients,
spectral volume scattering function, coecolith concentra-
tions, primary productivity, new production, and total
DOC.
7.33 We will be collecting all ancillary data needed.
8. Data you will deliver to the SeaWiFS project:
8.3 Validation data (radiometry, optics, and pigments) as
per the CHORS support contract with the SeaWiFS
Project; Gulf of California same as above plus P vs.
I, Es(,t) time series and fluorescence time series from
mooring off Guaymas, and hydrography.
8.4 Nine months after each cruise we will provide a data
report with data stored on floppy disks.
8.6 Spectral absorption coefficient, spectral beam attenua-
tion coefficient, spectral backscattering coefficient, all as
a function of depth; timing and location to be deter-
mined by funding levels.
8.7 From quarterly CalCoFI cruises (Jan., Apr., Jul., and
Sep. of each year):
L_, 13 spectral bands at 400-700nm;
Ed, 13 spectral bands primary production, Pmax;
K Ed, 13 spectral bands hydrography (CTD, nutrients,
etc.); and
Lw, 13 spectral bands delivery within 12 months of col-
lection.
8.10 Schedule: SeaWiFS operational period (starting 1994);
North Sea; Types: groundtruth optical data, C(530),
C(670), C(spectral, 22 bands), Kup(spectral, 22 bands),
upwelling radiance (100 bands, 380-780 nm), shipborne
downwelling radiance (100 bands, 380-780nm), ship-
borne reflectance (spectral, 122 bands, 380-720 nm), air-
borne fluorometry (aquatracka), Seabird CTD.
8.11 Sea Truth Data: concentrations of phytoplankton pig-
ments, suspended matter, yellow substance, in situ op-
tical measurements, measurements of specific optical
properties of water constituents in the North Sea and
the Baltic Sea.
8.12 Proposed level-2 and level-3 pigment fields for the South-
ern Ocean; gridded pressure, wind, and ozone fields for
the Southern Ocean; 3-D model results_irculation and
primary production.
8.13 Calibrated, corrected MER data, with transmissometer,
CTD, fluorometer data; surface reflectance data; approx-
imately 6 months after each cruise; U.S. west coast, Ara-
bian Sea.
8.14 Primary production algorithms.
8.16 Possibility: data collected by a NASDA supported moor-
ing in the Japan Sea (M. Kishino may comment on his
questionnaire).
8.18 NASDA Japan Sea Buoy Data; parameters: surface in-
cident spectral irradiance, downward spectral irradiance
depth of 1.5m and 6.5m, upward spectral radiance at
depth of 1.5m and 6.5m, spectral range of 400-800nm,
spectral resolution of 2nm, fluorescence at a depth of
1 m, temperature at a depth of 1 m, wind speed and di-
rection, surface pressure, position; time and position:
test operation August 1993 to December 1993, 132 ° E,
35 ° 40' N; operation--from April 1994, Japan Sea Yam-
ato Bank.
8.19 Aerosol concentration and type in the marine boundary
layer.
8.20 Results of algorithm development (semestral).
8.21 Chlorophyll, phaeopigment, sea surface temperature,
productivity measured by 13C, nutrients, underwater
spectral irradiance, field fluorescence data; area is around
Japan (20 60 ° N, 120-160 ° E) and Antarctic sea; 4 re-
search vessels have 2-3 cruises (10-20 days each) in a
year.
8.22 1) Ship optical data within 6 months, and 2) Data from
Gulf of Mexico, Arabian Sea, U.S. East Coast, Mediter-
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ranean Sea, Coastal areas (Mississippi delta, Chesapeake
Bay); data will be in a standard format; standard optics
data, CTD, and other data types too numerous to list;
conducting a cruise in April 1993 to establish the data
type and format; data availability are dependent on ship
availability.
8.24 Special optical MES, particle numbers and size.
8.25 Hydrology profiles, bio-optical measurements from 2
cruises per year, atmospheric optical depth measure-
ments (1-2 months for first year, during entire year in
future).
8.26 CTD, fluorometer, upwelling and downwelling radiances,
transmissometer; some 6-9 months after cruise; on flop-
pies.
8.28 Winter nitrate, depth of nitracline in late summer, new
production in North Atlantic for 1994, 1995 at level-3
spatial scale; 3 gridded maps per year.
8.29 Publications, including atlases.
8.30 All optical and biological data of our field studies.
8.31 Ocean circulation variables from model (velocity, tem-
perature, mixed layer depth, and thermocline depth),
chlorophyll, nutrient fields, water column production, or-
ganic carbon (all from a coupled physical and biological
model).
8.32 Our bio-opticat mooring data will ultimately be avail-
able to the SeaV_riFS project. Timing for this effort is
dependent upon logistics and collaborative research ef-
forts related to our mooring deployment and travel to
and from the Antarctic.
8.33 Calibration data two months after image acquisition at
EAFB, probably in March, 1994. Calibration data two
months after image acquisition at Lake Tahoe, probably
in September 1994.
8,34 We will deliver bio-optical profile data from BBOP on
a next day basis. One cast per day will be selected and
processed at the Bermuda BioStation. A chlorophyll a
profile (fluorometric method) will also be provided at
that time. This should make up about 50-60 days of
data each year. At a later date, the SeaWiFS project is
welcome to take any of our (or other BATS-core data)
from our anonymous FTP account.
9. Field studies:
9.3 Productivity in the Gulf of California; correlations with
diatom deposition in sediment varves off Cuaymas, and
ENSO-related variables.
9.4 Arabian Sea; winter and summer 199:1; upwelling and
downwelling irradiance; upwelling radiance; beam c mea-
surements; fluorescence; particulate and DOM absorp-
tions.
9.6 Proposed participation in the SDSU/CICESE study in
the Gulf of California and the OLIPAC cruise.
9.7 Quarterly CalCoFI cruises; Pt. Conception San Diego
to 1,000km offshore; may have opportunity for one ad-
ditional investigator on some cruises.
9.10 North Sea; 1993 (April, July, August, November) one
week cruises near coast up to 30 miles off coast; 1994 and
later unknown; bio-geo parameters: pigments, chloro-
phyll concentration and species, total suspended matter
concentration and camera observations of floes in the
North Sea; room for up to 2 other investigators.
9.11 1993: German Bight, North Sea, April 26 to May 9 and
September 6-11.
9.13 Monterey Bay and Southern California Bight; November
1993, July 1994--no extra room; Arabian Sea JGOFS
plankton cruises 1994-95.
9.14 NSF Arabian Sea (1994 95); possibility of room for
NASA PIs.
9.15 Mostly on-line measurements from several ferry lines
across the Baltic Sea.
9.17 May 14-19, 1992; Slope Water north of Cape Hatteras;
MER 2040, HPLC 14C-SIS. June 23-28, 1992; Gulf of
Mexico Slope Water off Tampa, Florida; MER 2040,
tlPLC 14C-SIS.
9.18 Cruises for buoy--several from August to December
1993; small ship (no room).
9.19 Galapagos Islands in the fall of 1993; Arabian Sea from
1994 1995; Southern Ocean from 1995-1996?
9.20 Bio-optical measurements in collaboration with local in-
stitutes (Naples, Baltic) are planned for 1993 and 1994.
9.21 Japanese ship deployments (other investigators are wel-
come):
Ship Name Area Days
Shunnyoumaru Oyashio 2 × 20
Soyomaru Kuroshio
Wakatakamaru Oyashio
Mizuhomaru Japan
Sea
2x25
3×15
3x9
Kaiyoumaru Pacific 50
Kaiyoumaru Antarctic 150
Measurement
nutrients, pigments,
E_, Ed, Lw,
quanta, wave, 13C
nutrients, pigments,
13C
nutrients, pigments
nutrients, pigments,
E_, Ea, Lw,
quanta
for 1994
for 1994-95
9.22 1) April 1993 in the Gulf of Mexico, ship is packed; 2)
1994 in the Mediterranean, looking for some support,
but don't know if all investigators can go. We have sev-
eral cruises planned per year. We are hoping to establish
a team with USF, SDSU as a minimum; others include
Oregon State. The cruises are dependent on ship time
availability which is determined at the beginning of the
fiscal year.
9.23 Spring, Summer, Fall 1994 and 1995; surface mapping of
photosynthetic activity_ownwelling and upwelling ir-
radiance (Biospherical); fluorescence and photosynthetic
activity profiles; CTD; HPLC pigments; room for other
investigators will depend on what ship will be available.
9.25 Black Sea, 2 cruises/year; North Atlantic, 1 cruise (no
details yet).
9.26 Black Sea in April 1993, within the limits of Turkish
EEZ; up to 2 scientists can be accommodated for later
cruises; next one will be summer 1993.
9.27 Regular SFRI cruises to shelf region of Agulhas Bank
(4-5 p.a.); in situ fluorescence, chlorophyll a, temper-
ature, salinity, nutrients, I_N uptake; Southern Ocean
in South African sector down to Antarctic (0-30 ° E) ap-
proximately 3 times per year; room available.
9.28 TBD (chlorophyll, nutrients, CTD, etc.); I am hoping to
provide SeaWiFS data to support field work in the Gulf
of Maine; approximately 4 cruises per year.
9.31 ONR/JGOFS/WOCE Arabian Sea Process Study Oc-
tober 1994 to October 1996; all physical, biological, and
geochemical variables; fro/n moorings, ships, aircraft;
still room for other investigators.
9.32 In collaboration with Francisco Chavez at MBARI, we
:--
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have Bio-Optical Moored Systems (BOMS) at several
depths on a mooring in Monterey Bay. We expect
this mooring, and associated biological sampling, to ex-
tend throughout the lifetime of SeaWiFS. In collabo-
ration with the Palmer LRER (Long-Range Ecological
Research) program, we are obtaining periodic bio-optical
data in the vicinity of Palmer Station on the Antarctic
Peninsula. This program is expected to continue beyond
the lifetime of SeaWiFS.
9.33 The field measurements will be made at EAFB and Lake
Tahoe. They will consist of spectral reflectance, spectral
optical depth, BRDF, columnar water vapor and ozone
amount. In addition, at Lake Tahoe sun glint measure-
ments will be made from a light aircraft and in situ mea-
surements of chlorophyll a and colored dissolved organic
matter will be made by the USF group. Other investi-
gators welcome.
9.34 In collaboration with the Bermuda Atlantic Time Series
(BATS) program, we will make bio-optical profile obser-
vations. Variables include Eu, L_,, a, and c (all spectral)
as well as the suite of CTD variables. Between our re-
cently funded in situ measurements and the BATS core
program almost everything you guys care about (HPLC,
ap, adis, particle size spectra, etc.) will be measured.
10. Real-time data requirements for field studies:
10.3 Local HRPT coverage for Gulf of California, Mexican
Coast, California Coast.
10.4 Jim Aiken will make these requirements.
10.6 Will need the support of SDSU for apparent optical
properties and biochemical parameters; CICESE for
CTD and moorings; for schedule see the SDSU proposal.
10.14 Arabian Sea 1994 and 1995--specifically need pigment
and 550 nm band.
10.16 Northeastern part of the Japan Area in June.
10.19 Galapagos Islands in fall 1993; Arabian Sea in 1994-95;
Southern Ocean in 1995-96?
10.21 Level-2; chlorophyll, K; during research cruises listed
earlier.
10.22 Mediterranean, 1994; East Coast, spring 1994; Arabian
Sea, 1995; need onboard taped and then processed to
level-2 at 1 km resolution; for ship stations coordination
real time SeaWiFS at 1 km resolution, level-1 or level-2,
is needed for areas listed previously; we can only receive
Gulf of Mexico region and will need support for other
areas.
10.23 Level-2 data during the cruises.
10.24 Gulf of California and Arabian Sea.
10.25 For the Black Sea cruises; twice per year; on the HRPT
station in Crissea.
10.26 Real-time SeaWiFS data during bio-optical cruises; sup-
port is required for our HRPT ground station license
approval.
10.27 Real-time data through SAC?
10.30 Level-1 SeaWiFS and AVHRR data during research
cruises.
10.31 Real-time data for Arabian Sea (0-28 ° , 45 80 ° ) to pro-
vide support for field program; plan to distribute prod-
ucts in near-real time to all interested investigators.
10.32 We have no strict requirement for real-time LAC data,
but a strong requirement for delayed LAC data in our
two primary areas of interest (see question 4 above).
10.33 No real-time imagery data needed. Need verification of
data collection within 24 hours.
11. Plans for calibration of in situ instruments:
11.3 As per CHORS contract with the Project.
11.4 Calibration both pre- and post-cruise for a MER 1032
at CHORS facility.
11.6 Instruments will be calibrated in the laboratory prior to
each cruise.
11.7 Biospherical instruments on CHORS calibration of MER
2040 and MER 1012; calibration round-robin is essential!
11.10 Sea-going radiometers calibrated in laboratory at Neth.
Inst. for Sea Research.
11.11 1993 field studies will be used to calibrate and test new
underwater spectrometer.
11.13 Calibration of MER 1048 and personal spectrometer II
by J. Mueller et al at CHORS, before and after each
major experiment (2-3 times/year).
11.17 Recommendations of Science Team.
11.18 Radiometers of buoy and sea-going radiometers: NBS
Standard Irradiance Lamp; these calibrations will be
carried out at M. Kishino's Lab.
11.19 In our full proposal we have requested funds for one cal-
ibration per year of a radiometer.
11.21 Using standard lamp in laboratory.
11.22 Radiometers have been purchased and some have come
in; plan to be part of the SDSU round-robin; these will
include transmissometers, absorption, radiometers, and
spectral irradiance devices.
11.25 In laboratory, before cruises.
11.26 LICOR radiometer will be calibrated with its own cali-
brator before each cruise.
11.27 Intend to acquire Biospherical radiometer for use on
Aguillas Bank and Southern Ocean.
11.30 In laboratory and in the Institute of the Optical-Physical
Measurements (Moscow); it's desirable to have unique
secondary standard units (standard lamps, calibration
plaque or small integrating sphere) and instructions.
11.31 Hope to calibrate with investigators in Arabian Sea Pro-
cess Study, but no definite plans.
11.32 We (CSL/CRSEO/UCMBO at UCSB) are part of the
SeaWiFS round-robin calibration effort. We have a
long history of careful optical calibration of sea-going
instruments and plan to continue this tradition. W'e are
presently doing periodic optical calibrations of both pro-
fling (BOPS-II and OFFI) and moored (BOMS) instru-
ments.
11.33 Calibration of instruments will be conducted at U. of
Arizona and USF.
11.34 We (the UCSB lab) are part of the SeaWiFS round-
robin calibration effort. We are presently doing optical
calibrations quarterly.
12. Contributions to your investigation from other funding
sources:
12.3 CICESE (Mexico) for ship time and collaboration.
12.4 Ship time from the U.K.
12.6 I hope to participate in the Gulf of California Remote
Sensing Experiment. Ship time will be contributed by
the Mexican Government. Instrumentation development
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has been funded primarily by NSF calibration proce-
dures supported by ONR.
State of California for 35 ship-days/year; NOAA for 35
ship-days/year.
Part of instrumentation is funded by Tidal Water Divi-
sion Rijkswaterstat. Ph.D. student financially supported
by Netherlands Board for Remote Sensing.
Development and application test of a new underwater
spectrometer system through cooperation with Univer-
sity College Dublin which is funded by European Com-
munity MAST I and II.
Coastal Zone Research Project KUSTOS (as contribu-
tion to IGBP core project LOICZ), starting 1994 and
in cooperation with University of Hamburg which is
funded by Minister for Research and Technology Ger-
many (BMFT).
Sylter Wattenmeer Austauschprozesse (SWAP) until
end of 1995, in cooperation with Anstalt Helgoland and
University of Kiel.
Ship time, aircraft operation, and data evaluation will
be financed mainly through R&D budget of GKSS and
DLR.
Arabian Sea Cruises proposed in NASA RTOP renewal.
Funding from Sweden and Finland.
The Japan mooring (NASDA).
NSF and ONR for ship time and computers.
ONR for ship time and field costs for the Southern Ocean
and some support in the Arabian Sea and Galapagos
experiments.
Funding only by CEC/JRC.
All funding comes from other sources outside of Sea-
WiFS.
Entire effort comes from the Navy; Navy OP 096 for data
collection at SSC and algorithm development; ONR and
NRL for Basic research in Ocean Color Phenomenon; Of-
fice of Naval Technology for Optical Database in coastal
Gulf of Mexico.
Italian Space Agency (ASI); Italian Research Council
(CRN).
NATO, Turkish Scientific Research Council.
South African Benguela Ecology Programme (BEP)
sponsored by FRD; South African Antarctic Res. Pro-
gram sponsored by DEA; Sea Fisheries Res. Institute
sponsored by DEA.
"Mitchell Bill" funding for Gulf of Maine _ funding is to
other investigators, i will supply SeaWiFS data.
NASA SR&T funds.
Russian Academy of Sciences.
ONR and NSF are funding port:ions of model develop-
ment and real-time model output distribution.
NSF funds the PainTer LRER program as well as our,
unrelated, Ice Colors 93 program. NASA is funding our
mooring effort in Monterey Bay and contributing to our
instrument and calibration efforts for the Antarctic sam-
pling.
Other funding sources for this work: EOS contracts at
U. of Arizona and USF.
NSF funds the BBOP program for measuring AOPs and
modeling light penetration and primary production at
BATS. NSF also funds the ship time via the BATS pro-
gram. We receive NASA support for participation in
the calibration round-robin (via the SeaV_'iFS calibra-
tion and validation effort) and have recently received
SeaWiFS funding to make detailed IOP observations and
to develop an IOP inversion model for color spectra.
13. Computer model and operating system you are using:
13.1 SUN workstations (SPARC); UNIX-based systems.
13.2 DEC micro-VAX; VMS.
13.3 SGI [Crimson, Indigo (R4000)/Indigo (R3000)]; UNIX.
13.4 IBM 386.
13.6 Macintosh Ilcx; Mac 7.0.1.
13.7 IBM 386/486; MS-DOS/Windows. SGI Indigo; UNIX.
13.10 PC 386 and 486; MS-DOS. SUN workstations; UNIX.
13.11 SUN SPARC 10, SUN MP 630 server, IBM 6000; all
UNIX.
13.12 Macintosh; Mac/OS. SUN; UNIX.
13.13 IRIS Indigo; IRIX 4.0.5.F. SUN SPARC II; SUN OS.
13.15 A network of SUN SPARCstations 1+ with UNIX, linked
via NFS with a series of 486 PCs with MS Windows.
13.16 MicroVAX 3400 (VMS and Miami DSP); DEC station
5000/200 (ULTRIX), SUN SPARC 2 (SUN-OS), Macin-
tosh IIvx (System 7), PS/AT (PC SEAPAK).
13.17 SW'AN 486, DEC Station 5000.
13.18 SUN SPARCstation/SUN OS 4.1.2.
13.19 VAX/VMS, SGI/UNIX, PC/MS-DOS.
13.20 VAX 4000-300 (VMS), SUN Network (UNIX), PC +
Transputerboard (DOS).
13.21 SUN-4; Tela scan system.
13.22 SGI 4D35, SGI Indigo, SGI Crimson, SUN, PCs.
13.23 MicroVAX, PC 486.
13.25 PC 386 and 486; MS-DOS/Windows.
13.26 Compaq 386/33; DOS.
13.27 IBM 486 with MUPAT monitor; SEAPAK software.
13.28 MicroVAX II; UNIX Vv'orkstation in future (either SUN,
SGI, or DEC).
13.29 SUN; UNIX.
13.30 PC AT 286/287.
13.31 SGI IRIS 4D/310 VGX; IRIX; Cray YMP (both UNIX
platforms).
13.32 CRSEO is a heterogeneous environment of DECstations
(including Alpha platforms), SUN SPARCstations, SGI
IRIS's and a variety of Macintosh computers. We pri-
marily run in UNIX and use X-Windows. Our sea-going
equipment currently makes use of DEC PCs with basic
the link to instruments.
13.33 SUN SPARCstation network with UNIX-based SUN OS
(4.1.2 or 4.1.3).
13.34 W'e have a heterogeneous environment of DECstations
(including Alpha platforms), SUN SPARCstations, and
SGI IRISs. We run in UNIX and use X-Windows.
14. Preferred data distribution vehicle:
14.1 Network or 8mm.
14.3 CD-ROM or 4ram.
14.4 9-track.
14.6 8ram.
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14.7
14.10
14.11
14.12
14.13
14.14
14.15
14.16
14.17
14.18
14.19
14.20
14.21
14.22
14.23
14.25
14.26
14.27
14.28
14.29
14.30
14.31
14.32
14.33
Probably8mm;network.
8mm,Sonymetalparticlevideo8cartridge(upto2279
MB).
8mmor4mm,9-track.
8mm,4mm,orNetwork.
4mmornetwork.
8mm.
Network,9-track;hopefully8mmor4mmsysteminthe
future.
8mm.
8ram,network.
mm.
Network.
8mm(lowdensity),9-track(6250bpi).
4mm,8mm.
Networkfirst,then8ram.
8mm.
8mm,CD-ROM.
9-tracktapes(forthetimebeing).
Network.
4mm(now)or9-track;network(future).
8mm(needtocheckwithmycomputerprogrammer).
Networkorstreamercassettes"Jumbo"120MB.
8mmornetwork(internet);4mmin future.
NetworkFTPor8mmarefine.
9-track6250bpi1/2"CCT,8mm,ornetwork.
14.34NetworkFTPor8mmareourfavorites.
NOTE:It is assumed references to 8ram are for EXABYTE
tape and references to 4 mm are for DAT.
15. Preferred data distribution frequency:
15.1 On request.
15.3 As available.
15.4 On request.
15.6 On request.
15.7 Monthly.
15.10 Once a month and on request.
15.11 SeaWiFS data and ancillary data (pressure, wind, and
ozone) monthly or quarterly.
15.12 On request.
15.13 As available.
15.14 On request.
15.15 As available.
15.16 Monthly.
15.17 On request.
15.18 Weekly.
15.19 As available.
15.20 On request.
15.21 Monthly, on request.
15.22 On request.
15.23 Monthly except during cruises.
15.25 On request.
15.26 Monthly.
15.27 Weekly or as available.
15.28 GAC level-3 weekly, LAC on request.
15.29 Weekly.
15.30 Monthly and on request.
15.31 As available.
15.32 Monthly data is adequate.
15.33 On request.
15.34 I think monthly will easily suffice for our needs.
16. Miscellaneous items submitted by respondents:
16.5 I will represent NCSA at the meeting and would like to
know the SST requirements from HDF in terms of speed,
size of data sets, number of data sets, and functions and
operations supplied by HDF.
16.10 Availability of image processing software (used or public
domain).
16.11 ESA and Joint Research Centre Ispra (Commission of
the European Community) are preparing a support
structure for European users of SeaWiFS (working name
is Octopus) through which data receiving, archiving, and
distribution will be organized. It will follow NASA struc-
ture as closely as possible. I hope it will work. I also sug-
gest a subworking group for Case II water researchers.
16.22 Many of the questions on this sheet can't be answered
concretely so take what I have given here as my best
guess. Much of the efforts desired require a timely ex-
change with GSFC. We need the following: 1) March
'93, software for level-0-2; 2) June '93, first software
module on atmospheric correction, 3) May '93, what are
GSFC's plans for providing software for processing Sea-
WiFS (DSP, IDL, SEAPAK, etc.)? How do we access
the GSFC database (June '93)? Does GSFC want all
level-1 and level-3 data we obtain at Stennis?
16.32 There needs to be at least some miminum coordinated
effort with respect to the cataloging of the availability
LAC data from diverse sites. At least set up a central
location where information about SeaWiFS LAC data
could be submitted in a standard format.
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ence Team members who did not attend the meeting are shown
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GLOSSARY
This glossary only contains entries from Sections 1-4 and
the appendices of this document--acronyms used in Sec-
tion 5, the Science Team abstracts, are not defined here.
AOL
AOP
ARI
ASAP
ASCII
ASI
AVHRR
Airborne Oceanographic Lidar
Apparent Optical Property
Accelerated Research Initiative
As Soon As Possible
American Standard Code for Information Inter-
change
Italian Space Agency
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
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BATS
BBOP
BOMS
BOPS
BRDF
BWI
CaICoFl
Case 1
Case 2
CCPO
CDOM
CDR
CD-ROM
CHORS
CICESE
COOP
COTS
cpu
CRN
CRSEO
CSL
CTD
CZCS
DAAC
DAT
DEC
DOG
DOE
DOM
DOS
DSP
EAFB
EEZ
EOS
EOSDIS
EPA
ESA
FLUPAC
FNOC
FTP
GAC
GISS
GMT
GPS
GSFC
GSO
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Bermuda Allan!it Time Series
Bermuda Bio-Optical Profiler
Bio-Optical Moored Systems
Bio-Optical Profiling System
Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function
Baltimore-Washington International (airport)
California Cooperative Fisheries Institute
Water whose reflectance is determined solely by
absorption.
Water whose reflectance is significantly influ-
enced by scattering.
Center for Coastal Physical Oceanography (Old
Dominion University)
Colored Dissolved Organic Material
Critial Design Review
Compact Disk-Read Only Memory
Center for Hydro-Optics and Remote Sensing
(San Diego State University)
Centro de lnves_igaci6n Cient(fica y de Edu-
cacidn Superior de Ensenada (Mexico)
Coastal Ocean Optics Program
Commercial Off-The-Shelf (Software)
Central Processing Unit
Italian Research Council
Center for Remote Sensing and Environmental
Optics (University of California at Santa Bar-
bara)
Computer Systems Laboratory
Conductivity Temperature Depth
Coastal Zone Color Scanner
Distributed Active Archive Center
Digital Audio Tape
Digital Equipment Corporation
Dissolved Organic Carbon
Department of Energy
Dissolved Organic Matter
Disk Operating System
Not an acronym, an image display and analy-
sis package developed at RSMAS University of
Miami.
Edwards Air Force Base
Exclusive Economic Zone
Earth Observing Satellite
Earth Observing Satellite Data hffornmtion Sys-
tem
Environmental Protection Agency
European Space Agency
(Geochemical) Fluxes in the Pacific (Ocean)
Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center
File Transfer Protocol
Global Area Coverage, coarse resolution satel-
lite data with a nominal ground resolution of
approximately 4 kin.
Goddard Institute for Space Studk_
Greenwich Mean Time
Global Positioning System
Goddard Space Flight Center
Graduate School of Oceanography (URI)
GUI
IIDF
HP
IIOTS
HPLC
tIQ
IIRPT
IAPSO
IBM
IDL
IMS
IOP
ISCCP
JAM
JGOFS
JOI
JPL
LAC
LDGO
Level-0
Level-1
Level-2
Level-3
LRER
MASSS
MBARI
MLE
MLML
MOBY
MOCE
MODIS
NASA
NASCOM
NCSA
NCSU
NESDIS
NET
NIST
NMC
NMFS
NOAA
NOS
NRA
NRL
NSF
ODU
OFFI
OLIPAC
ONR
Graphical User Interface
Hierarchical Data Format,
Hewlett Packard
tlawallan Optical Time Series
Iligh Performance Liquid Chromatograpily
Headquarters
High Resolution Picture Transmission
International Association for the Physical Sci-
ences of the Ocean
International Business Machines
Interface Design Language
Information Management System
Inherent Opttcal Property
International Satellite Cloud Climatology Proj-
ect
JYACC Application Manager
Joint Global Ocean Flux Study
Joint Oceanographic Institute
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Local Area Coverage, fine resolution satelliu,
data with a nominal ground resolution of ap-
proximately i km.
Lamon-Doherty Geological Observatory (Colum-
bia University)
Raw data.
Calibrated radiances,
Derived products.
Gridded and averaged derived products.
Long-Range Ecological Research
Multi-Agency Ship-Scheduling for SeaWiFS
Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute
Maximum Likelihood Estimator
Moss Landing Marine Laboratory
Marine Optical Buoy
Marine Optical Characterization Experiment
Moderate Resolution Image Spectrometer
National Aeronautics and Space Admlnlstrm ion
NASA Communications
National Center for Supercomputing Applica-
tions
North Carolina State University
National Environmental Satellite Data Informa-
tion Service
Nimbus Experiment Team
National Institute of Standards of TechnoloKy
National Meteorological Center
National Marine Fisheries Service
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion
National Ocean Service
NASA Research Announcement
Naval Research Laboratory
National Science Foundation
Old Dominion University
Optical Free Fall Instrument
Oligotrophy in the Pacific (Ocean)
Office of Naval Research
6O
PAR
PC
PDR
PI
R&A
RF
RISC
RSMAS
SBRC
SDPS
SDSU
SEAPAK
SeaWiFS
SGI
SIO
SOW
SPO
SST
TBD
TIROS
TM
TOMS
TOVS
TV
UARS
UCMBO
UCSB
UCSD
UH
UIM/X
UM
UPS
URI
USC
USF
UWG
V0
V1
VAX
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OS Operating System
OSC Orbital Sciences Corporation
OSU Oregon State University
Photosynthetically Available Radiation
(IBM) Personal Computer
Preliminary Design Review
Principal Investigator
Research and Applications
Radio Frequency
Reduced Instruction Set Computer
Rosenstiel School for Marine and Mmospheric
Sciences (University of Miami)
Santa Barbara Research Center
SeaWiFS Data Processing System
San Diego State University
Not an acronym, an image display and analysis
package developed at GSFC.
Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor
Silicon Graphics, Incorporated
Scripps Institution of Oceanography
Statement of Work
SeaWiFS Project Office
Sea Surface Temperature or SeaWiFS Science
Team (depending on usage)
SUN Sun Microsystems
To Be Determined
Television Infrared Observation Satellite
Technical Memorandum
Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer
TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder
Thermal Vacuum
Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite
University of California Marine Bio-Optics
University of California at Santa Barbara
University of California at San Diego
University of Hawaii
User Interface Management/X-Windows
University of Miami
Uninterruptable Power System
University of Rhode Island
University of Southern California
University of South Florida
User Working Group
Version 0
Version 1
Virtual Address Extension
VI Virtual Instrument
VMS Virtual Memory System
WFF W'allops Flight Facility
WHOI Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute
WOCE Vv'ortd Ocean Circulation Experiment
ApCO2
[chl. al/K
E_(z,_)
Eu(z,_)
f-ratio
Io
K (z,:9
t(o(:_)
La
nu(z,a)
Lw_(_)
N
Q
SYMBOLS
Partial pressure difference of CO2 I)ctween air
and sea water.
Aerosol optical thickness.
Concentration of chlorophyll a over K, the dif-
fuse attenuation coefficient.
Downwelled spectral irradianee.
Upwelted spectral irradiance.
The ratio of new to total production.
Surface downwelling irradiance.
Diffuse attenuation coefficient.
Diffuse attenuation coefficient at z = 0.
Aerosol radiance.
Upwelled spectral radiance.
Normalized water-leaving radiance.
The total number of something.
L_(0-, A) to E_(0-, A) relation factor (theoreti-
cally equal to rr).
Abscissa or longitudinal coordinate.
Ordinate or meridional coordinate.
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